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ABSTRACT

The study anaIyu:s fomwives which Clq)ress the categories of tense. aspect. mood

and negation (polarity) in the verbal construction of Standard Swahili (KiSwahili), • Bantu
language belonging to the SabaJcj group (042). The formatives explored are the three
negalive markers ha., ·si· and ·10-; tcnselaspectlmood markers of the prefixal TAM
position; the infinitive; the habitual marker; and finals .i,

~

and -4. First analyzed

individually, the sets ofrormatives are then discussed in relation to one another. The
analysis is conducted from a morpho-semantic point of view within the theoretical
framework of sign theory; specifically, Guillaumian theory is applied to the analysis of

tense and aspect using the model of chronogenee:ic staging.
Standard Swahili, unlike many Bantu languages. has only one position, position 4,
where tense and aspect are expressed. The formatives arthat position are diSQIssed
individually, contrasting their semantics and co-occ:urrence patterns with other fomwives

of the same position in simple and compound verb Conns. The: study shows that tense is
only marked once, and that there are three aspeaual distinatonJ in affirmative forms,
which include the (oonative -b. 'potential'. whose analysis provides an explanation of its
many comextual meanings. The analysis also includes fonnatives orthe prefixal position
to the verb root thai do not express tense or aspect (for ellOample, the fonnative -lea'consecutive' and the hypothetical formatives ..."ge- and ..ngali.). Application of
Guiliaumian theory to the data oflense and aspect in Swahili leads to a differentiation into

-u-

three chronogcnetic stages.
Other sets offonnativcs are discussed: all three finals are distinguished by mood.

and the negative markers. normally differentiated by their syntactic patterning, are here
differentiated in meaning and fUnction, according to their co-occurrence patterns with
fonnatives of position 4 and finals. The negative formative -si-, one of the two major
markers. expresses descriptive negation, and ha- expresses negation of the whole
representation or the failure of the event over iu temponl specification.
While the categories of negation in Standard Swahili are typical of distincttons in
Bantu Ianguage:s, fewer distinctions are made in the tense/aspect system than in many
other Bantu languages.
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CBAPTERONE

INTRODUCTION

1.0 (ntrodbctioA
Swahili is a Bantu language spoken in the coastal area of eastern Afiica (Somalia
to Mozambique) as a first 1anguaae and as a lingua franca in a much larger area (from
parts of Somalia in the north, to Uganda and eastern zaire in the west, and 10 lhe
Comorians and the extreme northern pan of Madagascar in the sooth (MOhlig 1981 :8]».
Swahili', a language with aggtutinating tendencies, is one of several hundred Bantu
languages and belongs to the Sabaki subgroup.l The earliest texts for Swahili can be
Iraced back to approximately 1100 AD (Nunc & Hinnebusch I99J:JJ5). Within the
Swahili language there is a great deal of variation; some of the major variations exist
between the northern dialects and the southern dialects J • The standardized form of
Swahili which emerged in the 19205 is based on one of the southern dialcet.s spoken on

lanlibar. Unguja. According to Maw (1985) this is the most widely understood dialect of
the language.
Various grammars of Swahili are available. and various articles on specific points

The language is referred to with the anglicized form 'Swahili', although 'Kiswahili' would
refer more precisely to the language.
Sab&lci is categorized as a subgroup ofthe group North-East Coast (NEC) Nurse (1999).
For a history of the Swahili people see Nurse & Spear (1985).

of the language exist in the literatw'e. The anaJysi.s in this thesis prcsenu a synchronic:
analysis of several components ofthe verbal construction in Standard Swahili and has as
its goa!

10

lead to new insights on the systemic level of the language.

1.1 Goalo(lheSludy

This study analyzes components ofthe verbal construction of Standard Swahili. h
presents a morpho-semantic analysis of morphemes dealing with the lNljor verbal
categories of tense and aspect, mood, and negation. In the study, a theorettca1 framework,
Guillaumes's chrooogenesis. that has largely, although not exclusively, been applied to
Indo-European languages. is applied to Swahili. The application of this framework to the
elements of the verbal constNCIion and their interaction sheds new light on the internal
systemic representation of Standard Swahili.
The study deals with not only one, but several components of the verbal
construction, in panicular the fOrm&lives of rtqation, tenselaspec1lmood (position 4, see
section 1.6), and mood as expressed in the finals. The goa! is to present •

~

semantic analysis of the formatives in these categories that reveals the systemic
relationship between formatives in each euegory and the systemic relationships among
categories, which is achieved not only by discussing each ofthe formatives separately, but
also by analyzing the interrelationship of the sen offormatives, which reveals Ihe systemic
interrelationship of the categories expressed by the co-occurrencc patterns of morphemes.
Thus, the analysis contn'butes to a comprehensive picture oftOOse categories that are

members oflhe verbal elements within the verbtI construction.
Studies often deal with questtons of'what?' or 'how?', Here the attempt is made
to answer the question of'why?' For example, why are there three finals in Swahili? Do
the often used descriptions of'indicative', subjunctive' and 'negative' describe them
adequalely, and why is it that thai the latter is used only in certain negative forms? Why
do only certain fonnatives of the tenselaspealmood position OCQU" in the: second verb of
compound forms? Why are there several negative markers and whal, if any, is the
difference between them? etc. Answers to these and other questions lead to a semantic
analysis of the formatives and reveal their systemic relationship.
The analysis considers the Swahili categories from

iI

morpho-semantic point of

view. Thai is, morphemes are linked to their semantic contents while being described in
form, position, and function. The morphemes have semantic content (possibiy in variant
degrees). Analyzing their semantic contrasts and their positions in oppositions in the
language allows insights into the conceptual system of the language and its contrasts,
The analysis begins with the morphological evidence within the verbal
construction. This does not imply, however, that syntactic: aspects are complccefy
excluded. Where appropriate and necessary, syntactic information has also been
considered.
The llrst two chapters are introductory chapters: Chapter One gives an
introduction to the methods and assumpttoM made as well as background to the verbal
construaion of Standard Swahili, and Chapter Two presents the theoretical. framework on

which the analysis is based.

1.2 Basis (or tbe StlMly
The morphemes expressin8tenw'aspec1 and mood as well as nqation in the verbal

construction of Standard Swahili will be examined in this study.

Contini~Morava

(1989)

also dealt with these categories. The q~ion may be raised why another stUdy ofthe

verbal construction is wamnted. The approach that is taken here is similar, and 8tthe
same time different from the approach taken by Contini-Morava. This study shares with
the earlier study that the theory of meaning is based on Saussurt who proposed systemic
contrasts in 8 system. In that sense the study is similar. However, there are differences
between the Columbia school, which Contini-Moran represents" and a Guillaumian
approach. (For details see Contini-Morava & Sussman Goldberg (1995).) Guillaume's
theory (see Chapter Two) is applied IS pan of the theoretical framework espec:iaIly to
tense and aspect.
There is abo a difference in the approach to the morphemes. This study pays
attention to the position of the morpheme in the string which represents the verbal
construction. That is, finals and prefixes are given a different status. The different finals
are treated in paradigmatic relation to etCh other, prefixes are considered in conjunction
with finals, and not in paradigmatic relation 10 the finals. This does not mean that the
meaning of each morpheme is not considered in contrast to the meaning ofevery other
morpheme; it is, but it also means that the I!2IiIi2n of the affix in the verbal c::onstruction is

taken into consideration, and that the meaning of the verbal construction is reflected in the
combinatory possibilities of prefixes and finals.
Furthermore. while Contini-Morava's scudy provided the starting point. the
re-analysis of morphemes, the expansion of areas and the inclusion of new ueas led to
results thai, wlUle complementaJ)' in some arelU, allow us 10 present an analysis that
differs corlSlderabty. It differs in detail and in the degree of generalization that can be
made: the analysis. based on a ditferent theoJeticai approach. presents a systemic
treatment of the formatives that is simpler than Olher analyses available.
Since this study covers the verbal categories oftenseilUpeCI. mood and negation.
the study may also be of inlerest to scholars wortcing with lhese categories in other
theoretical frameworks. The general theoretk.al approach is based on the Saussurian
(1915) concept thai a difference in fonn is associated with a difference in meaning. (For
more details see Chapter Two.) It is assumed that iflWo morphemes have a different
form, position and function, they represent a difference in meaning'. Funhermore. the
assumption is made that besides the morphemes themselves, lhe position lhey fill reveals
systemic differences in the language. (Similarly, in the Saussurian game of chess, while a
piece can be replac:ed by something else (of appropriate size). the rules that govern the
pieces of the chess game are not affected.) Therefore, the position of the morphemes in
the verbal construction is also ofimportante and leads to conclusions about the associated

The possibility that suppletion has occurred has obviously to be taken into consideration.

meaning and function.

1,3 TcrminolOlY
In studying tense and aspect, tmninology can easily become close to a nightmare
since the same term may be used to label different usages as. for example. Konmann
(1991) describes for the term 'aspect', As a funher example. the term 'perfective' may be
used as an umbrella term contrasting with 'imperfectivc' (for example, Bybee, Perkins"
Pagliuca 1994), but the term is also used for a specific aspectuai category. Moreover,
'perfective' is easily confused with 'perfect'. In order to avoid confusion, terms will be
defined or described as to their use in this study wherever possible (see also Appendix C
for a list of selected terminology). When a definition is taken from a particular source, it
does not necessarily imply that the theoretical framework is also carried over into this
study.
In addition, the theoretical framework makes aspectual distinctions that are not
included in the same way in other tense/aspect theories. For example. it distinguishes
bet~n

'perfective' and 'performative'. Here 'perfonnative' descnbes an aspectual

category (see Chapter Two) and, therefore, is used in a different sense from the definition
of the Aktionsart catOSOf)' given by Crystal in the following:

A type of sentence or verb wbere an action is perfonned by vinue ofthe
sentence having been unercd.
(C'Y'l'l199n94)

Although it may have been desirable to replace the term with another, a funhtr
addition to the 'terminological swamp' seemed unwarranted. An effort is made to
describe or define tenns cLearly in order to keep the nightmarish qualities ofterminolOS)'
to a minimum.

I •• Method

1•••1 Assumptioa. Made

The analysis is guided by the Swahili data whenever and wherever possible. While
this statement might be considered self..evident, cenain assumptions are made on its basis
which are i1cetched below. The principle ofMing guided by the information based on
morphemes in Swahili (and their meanings) is adhered to as strictly as possible. This
means that if morphemes appear to lead the analysis in one direction. while the gloss in
whatever language appears to be in conflict with the item in Swahili, the discrepancy will
be reexamined, but Ihe guiding principle is that data in Swahili has 10 be taken as the basis
and will be followed to its own coherent conclusion. To illustrate this principe., two of
the negation markers proo.ide an e:umpIe. When ewnining gramman.. ha- and (.).si(.) ue
both descnbed as markers of negation. While in the majority ofcontexts one or the other
occurs. there are contexts in which both can occur, but not at the same time. Some
grammars, however, provide the same translation fOf verbal constructions with either
fonn. Based on the different: position in the verbal construction. the different cooccurrence restrictions in most cases and other such information (for details see Chapter

Six), the analysis presented is based on the assumption that the two morphemes are
different in form, position. function and meaning which was not revc.aled in all c:ues by the
glosses. Chapter Six presents an analysis of negalKJn marken and their differ"ence in
meaning.
A synchronic study can be considered a 'snapshot' taken at one instance in time.
Close scrutiny ofa 'snapshot' can reveal the rdation among the dements ofme picture; it
can also reveal to a certain extent their past and allow the obsaver to make deductions as
to how the panicular 'snapshot' wu arrived at. In addition, it may allow for projections
and predictions about future devdopment. But the awareneu remains that a 'snlpshot'
captures the situation at one panicular time - what Bybee et aI. (1994:4) calls '.
synchronic slice' - which means ongoing changes on the systemic level of the language
which might be in progress may cause 'a not so tidy picture' on the level of data and may
not allow for a conclusive analysis of certain clements.

The morphological forms are considered representatKJns ofunderlying systemic
distinctions that speakers of Swahili make on a cognitive level. The forms at the
morphological level express the representation of underlying contrasts. Therefore, those
morphological forms. whik!: themselves certainly ofinterest and the basis for the analysis,
are nevertheless secondary in the sense thatlhey are representations of systemic
differences in the language.

1.4.1 Mdllod

or Data Colectioll

The data prnented is based on reference gramman which were consulted, and on
additional questions that were presented to two competent speakers of Swahili. B.n.
Masele (BM), age 40, and Henry Muzale (HM), age 39. Balla MueIe is from the
Shinyanga region of Tanzania and Henry Muzako: is from Bukoba, Tanzania. Both
consultants learned Swahili as children in school and have been speaking it ever since. If
discrepancies surfaced that could not be resolved, dectronic mail was the means of
checking data with native speakers., especially Adam O. H. Korogoto and Joseph Cosam
(done by one of the consultants). Bybee et aI. (1994) discuss some of the pros and cons
of using reference grammars versus using questionnaires. In this particular cue, reference
grammars were largely used as the basis. The informatton on vefbaI constructions was
compiled from a number of reference gramm&r$ and grammar sketches, for example,
Sacleux (1909), Ashton «(1944] 1993), L.oogman (1965), PoIome (1967), Brauner k
Herms (1979). Maw (1985). Schadeberg (1984, 1992), MOhIigk Heme (1995).
However, eenain gaps were observed, especially with reference to unacceptable
forms. Grammars generally state what is acceptabie and

DOl:

what is not accepcabIe. fn

order to delineate the meaning and use of a form, it is just as important to know what is
unacceptable with respect to a certain form. Also, grammars often state the most salient
usages, but not necessarily most or all of them. For these reasons., questions which were
presented to the consultants were devised to fill the gaps. Bybee et aI. observed that
questionnaires are only as good as the information that goes into them (1994:34). That is

probably generally true. In this case, however, besides being competent speakers of
Swahili. the consullants were also linguists, which meant that olber, related data to the

dala actually requested would be provided and di.scu.ssed.

1,5 Outline

In order to provide some background on tense and aspect. mood, and negation in
Swahili. several grammars of Swahili which span I time frame ofclose to 100 yean wjll be
synthesized in this chapter with respect to the categories under discussion. Theoretical
considerations wjll be discussed in Chapter Two. In the next four chapters the different
morphemes of the components in the verba.I conSiruclion wjll be analyzed: tense and
aspect in Chapters Three and Four, mood and the finals in Chapter Five, and negation
markers in Chapter Six. Chapter Seven will consider the sets of formatives of each
category and the interrelation of the different categories., describing what the analysis
reveals about the systemic SlnJCtUte of the verba.I construction in Swahili as a whole.

1.6 Introduction to the S.abili Verbal Construction
This ponion provides a brief background on verbal constructions in Swahili. Only
those aspects that pertain to the following discussion are included. Since Swahili bas
agglutinating propenies, the verbal string may consist of I number of morphemes (see
template, p.12 below).
The verbal consuuction. finite or DOn-finite. consists of a minimum of three
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morphemes. with the exception ofimpcrarive fanns which consist of two morphemesthe verbal root and the final-a - unless the addressed party is plural (see position II. p.12
below).
The lexical dement of the verbal construction is the verba1 root, which is crucial.

Therefore, the positions of the other morphemes are described in reference (0 the position
ofthelexeme.
As mentioned above, the minimal verbal construction is the imperative which can

consist of the verbal. root and the final oQ. Therefore, the second element dw is essential
in tenns of the verbal construction is the final. The subject concord referring pronominalty
10

an item is also essential for finile verb fonns. These: three elements are the minimally

required elements for a finite simple verbal construction in Swahili. Schematically they
can be described as:

(see also GUldemann 1996&: 17)
Elements occwring in a position to the left of the initial are described u pre--initiaJ;
elements, mostly enclitics., occurring to the right ofthe l1naI are considered as post~final.
Morphemes occurring in positions between the initial and the radical. or verbal root. may
include different affixes: negative markers, TAM markers., relative maril:er, stem mader,
or object concord; the positions between the verbal root and lhe final can be filled for
II

instance by extensions. i.e. cau.ative. app6cative. etc. The sequence of morphemes in
simple verbal COnstructKms is given below (except for

-'0- negative).

The template

includes the potential positions in verbal constructions, although the different positions
cannot all be filled in anyone verbal construction. The terminoJosy is in pan taken from
Schadeberg (1992). In the follow;ng template of the verbal construction the different

'slots' are numbered for convenience. The term vtTbaJ ba.w (VB) is used for the verbal
root.

10
NEG, • 5C - NEGl

-

TAM - R - OC - 5T

II

VB . E - F - PF

lNF

HAD

The abbreviations indicate:
I. Preinitial negative marker (NEG l ): ha-

J..

For the I- person singular pronoun the form is si-, which is a different morpheme from the
negative marker in position 3.
The Preinitial negative marker can be uaced diachronically describmg the
grammatialitalion path IS 'illocutionary particle + finite dependent verb form> prtiniti&l'
(GUldemann 1999:5047).
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2. Initial Subject concord (SC): Subject concord Class nwker, also XU- (infinitive) or
hu- ('habitual').

3. Postinitial negative marker (NEG1 ): -si-

4. Tense/aspect/mood markers (TAM): 0,

-0-, -IIQ~, ./;.',

./ru.,

-IQ.,

...me.', ..M-, -10., ..ja.,

-lIge.,lIgali, -lIga-' and -japo-'.

S. In a relative construction, the relative marker of the appropriate class (R) would occur
in this position after the TAM formatives -110-,

~Ii· or

-laiD- (in the relative), or .$i-

only, otherwise the relative marlcer is diticized after the final to the verbal
construction.

6. Object marker, object concord (OC): object marker in the class of the object.

7. Stem marker (ST): ·XU- is morphologically the same as the infinitive. It is obligatory
with verbs where the verbal base: consist of a single consonant, and with vowel·initi.al

The formatives -Ii· and --me- can co-occur with osha, completive.
The morpheme ·nga- is nol included in the study, since it is nol widely used except for the
impersonal fonn with ~;.
-japo- 'although', as well as -napo- 'when' and ~/ipo- 'where', are forms that include a
relative locative. They are also used syntactically in subordinate sentences and do not

relate to tense/aspect contl'StS which is why they were not included in this study.
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verbs ..e"da 'go', and ·;ma 'finish'. When the vub fonn contains an object
marker, the stem marker is deleted,'

8. Verbal base (VB): This is the root of the verb.

9. Extension (E): A number ofextensions can occur after the verbal base, for example,

applicative, causative, 'tative:, passive, etc. Some can co-()C(:ur. Except the stative
fonnatives, extensions are not described in detail since they are not being dealt with.

10. Final (F):

~..e

and -i. They indtcate differences in mood and the 'traditional'

tenninology is -Q 'indicative', ~ 'subjunctive', .; 'negative'

II. Postfinal (PF): ·ini or its allomorphs indicate the plurality of the addressed party:

(I) pI; Som-cni Kiswahili!
read-PC Swahili
'Study (you pl.) Swahili!'
(Hinnebusch II: Mirza 1979; 174)

-KU- can be retained in some foons other than the above mentioned type of verbs.
although it is not very common.
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Some of the fonnati\o-e5. for examp&e XU-, htt- and

~,

are attributed to a variety

of positions in the literature. The affinnative fonns XU- and hu-, for example, only cooccur with object nwxers among the prefixes. Since the TAM position is not filled, the
formatives KU· and htt areattimeslistedunderthetenselaspectlmoodcategocy,a1though
p

forms with these fonnatives do not include subject concords.
The formative -/~, negative, is also at times listed under the TAM category (see
Schadeberg 1992). However. evidence from the nonhero dialects. since there the
formative

.,~

co-occurs with TAM -b-. indicates that its position is to lhe right of the

TAM category. as Contini-Morava (1989) has indicated. Ttw, the three negative markers

hap. psi- and

·u~

have each a different position in the verbal construction.

As in many languages, the construction with the fewest number offonnativC$ is the

imperative, which consists ofverba1 base and final:

VB-F: Imperative:
(2) Som·a Kiswahili!

read·F Swahili
'Study Swahili!'
(Hinnebusch&. Mirza 1979:174)

Besides the imperatives, verbal constructions consist at the minimum of three
morphemes. Finite verbs include a subject concord. lfthe finite verb fonn ends in the

IS

final -0'. an oven tenselaspec:tlmood marker is included.

In simple verb forms there are many co-occurrenee restrictions. For example. the
fonnative in position 1 does not co-oc:cur with certain fonnatives in position 4 (i.e. -me-,
-110·

,.Jd., ./i., .Jca., -me"). u can be seen from examples (4) to (7); fOl'1Tlltives li,.ed in

position 2 cannot co-occur, the formative in position 3 cannot co-oc;QU'" with the formalive
in position I. as example (3) iIIusuates; formatives in positton 4 cannot occur within the
same verb form. and rormatives in position 10 cannot co-oc:oJt. (For examples orcooccurrence patterns see Appendix A. For fUrther details see Contini·Morava 1989,
Schadeberg 1992, Nurse & HiMebusch 1993.)
The rollowing examples illustrate some orthe co-occurrence restrictions:

(3) a. Ha-tu-ta-zi-imb-a.
NEG,·IP·FU-3P-sing.F
'We will not sing them.'

In Standard Swahi.li verbs that are borrowings retain their original 6naI and may have a
different final from the final ~.
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(4) a. Tu-me-imb-a.

b. 'ha·tu-me-imb-al-eJ-i

I P-ME-sing-F

NEG1oIP.ME-sing-F

'We have sung.'

c. 'tu-si-me-imb-a-/e-/i

d. 'tu-to-me-imb-al-eJ-i

IP-NEGJ-ME-sing-F

(5)a. Tu·li·imb-a.

b. 'ha-tu·\i-imb-al-eJ-i

1P-PA·sing-F

NEG,-! P-PA-sing-F

'We sang.'

(6) a. Tu-na-imb-a.

b. 'ha-tu-na-imb-al-eI-i

IP-NA-sing-F

NEG1-IP-NA-sing-F

'We sing. we are singing.'

(7) a. Tu-ki-imb-a.

b. 'ha-tu-ki-imb-al-e/·i

IP-KI-sing-F

NEG,-IP-K1-sing-F

'We are singing.' or
'[fwe sing. are singing.'

The following are examples offonns with three morphemes which are not finite
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forms:

(8) Mimi hu-som-. su mbili asubuhi.

HU-read-F hour two morning
'I usully stlld)' at 8:00 a.m.'
(Hinnebusch & Mirza 1979: I]9)

(9) a. ku-sam·.
VN-_-F
'to read'
(Ashton (1944]199]:123)

b. Ku·lekez-. si
VN-aim-F

ku-fum-.,

NEG! VN-rnl-F

'Aiming is not hitting. To aim is not to hit.'
(Ashton (1944] 1993:124)
Example (10) also illustrates a non-finite form:

(10) ku-ta-sam-a
VS-NEG)-read-F

'not to read, not reading'

Verb foons including subject concords can vary in length. dependil'll on inclusion
18

oflhe number of formatives.

Besides simple verbal foons, there are also compound forms, consisting of an
auxililU)' and the lexical verb, which differ in meaning from the simple verbal forms.

(II) a. Tu-li-lcu-w--&

tu-lci-Ial-a

hapa.

IP·PA·ST-be-F IP.KI·s1eep-F here
'We used to sleep here.'

b, Tu·li-ku-w-a

siku nzima.

lu-ki·imb--a

IP·PA-ST·be-F IP·KJ-sing·F day all
'We were singing all day long.'

(12) a. Ha·ku-w-a

a·\ci·fany-a

kazi.'

NEG t 3S-PNEG·be·F 3S-KI·make·F work
'Er machte lingere Zeit keine bestimmte Albeit.'
['He didn't do any particular work over • longer period of time.' CB-Ll

b. Ha·ku-w-a

a·na-fany·a

kazi.

NEG l 3S-PNEG·be·F 3S-NA·make·F work
'Er war arbeitslos.' ('He was unemployed.' CB-Ll

(Brauner &. Herms 1979:242)
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Only cenain lenselupectlmood markers can occur in the lexical vern fonn (for a
discussion sec Chapter Four).

1.7 Inlroduclion 10 SMw Gra•••n orSwalllili

This section of Chapter One presents short discussions of several grammars of
Swahili often referred to. The grammars cover the treatment of Swahili over a 100 year
period. In this overview only the verbal constnJaions are included and. in order to avoid
repetition, only those aspects are presenled that pertain to the discussion in the paper.

1.7.1 Sackus's 'Gra"lIlairt drs DialKlrs S.lhilis'

The Grammoire des DiaJectrs Swahi/is by the Father Sacleux was published in
1909 The grammar is of interest, since it describes the Swahili or roughly 100 years ago,
This means that the grammar includes whal is now historical inronnation. and it provides
the opponunity 10 trace some language development. The notatton used in the grammar is
an example. At times., fonns that are now written as one word are wrinen u two (e.g.
Sadeux 1909: 176-177). Sacleux uses the tenn 'auxiliaires' for tense/aspect markers
which are now described as affixes. One of his basic distinctions is whether the
'auxiliaires' can take the rclative marker or whether they cannot take it directly. He
provides for each of the 'auxiliaires' the original full fonn from which they have been
derived. which provides some information on lhe process of grammaticalization. The
terminology of the grammar is based on a latin-type grammar analysis. Lcvds of
20

distinctions are made which are not made to the same extent in Swahili now. Also, this
grammar includes participles. In what follows the different tense/aspect markers wiD be
described according to Sacleux.
Sacleux (1909: 169) describes six 'modes': infinitive, imperative, indicative,
participial, conditional and subjuncti~. 'Temps' is described as referring to past, present,
future and what Sacleux comiden 'Indefini' or 'Indttermine', fonns which do not specify
Ihe precise moment. As mentioned earlier, Sacleux uses the term 'auxiliaire' for some of
the morphemes which are today treated as affixes, He distinguishes between 'auxiliaire'
and 'caraeteristique', whereby the latter is not of verbal origin and is 'sans emploi separe
comme sans signification independante' [without separate use., without independent
meaning CB-L] (Sacleux 1909: 115). According to Sacleux, KU-, -ki-, hfI- and -i. -e are
of the latter type.
The 'auxiliaires' are subdivided into three groups depending on whether the
morphemes can be followed by the relative morpheme or not, and whether their origin is
transparent and traceable. The 'independent auxiliaries' which can tue the relalive
particle consist of -110-, -U-,

-$i-,

-kMa- and -dya- (in ~junction with -po). In modem

Swahili -dya- l»n'eSpOnds to-jo-.
These are the morphemes whidr, in Sacleux's notation., are wrinen as part orthe
auxiliary which is a separate word followed by the verb, while in modem Swahili they are
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written as affilCes. The second group consists of -nge.IO. """8Oli-, -10-- and -dyo- in the
negative, whose origin is still apparent to Sacleux. while the following morphemes are not

as transparent:

*, -ko-, -me_

IO

and -10-. The morphemes will be discussed in order.

(i.) -00-, is derived from. preposition and expresses the 'present aclUeI' of the verb.
(ii.) -li-, the root of'be', expresses the past. Sacleux slates that the morpheme represents
the 'passe absolu simp£e et relatir. The French glosses are given in the 'impart'ait', 'passe
simple', and also in the

'passe compose' (Sacleux

1909:176). The same morpheme is also

identified as part of .,rgali- which is described as past conditional. For the diaJects Amu
and Ngunja he states that -ngali- is the only form of the conditional, however. and
expresses both present and past conditional (Sac1eux 1909: 179).
(iii.) The negation marker -Ji- is included in the first group, since it occurs with the relative
panicle (with a word boundary following the particle). It is described as 'indie.atifindefini'
[lit.: indefinite indicative].
(iv.) -taka- in the relative expresses the finure 11 •
(v.) -dya- is mentioned in conjunction with -po- as expressing the conditional. ..dya- also
occurs within the system of negation. expressing something that has not been done at the
moment of spealcing.

In the original a grave accent was included to show the phonetic quality of the vowel.
The literature generally gives -taka- 'want' as the root for both -taka- 'Future Relative'
-10- 'future'.

and
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Formatives to which the relative panicle cannot be attached, bot wllic:h can be
traced to verbs are the formatives:

~, ~-,

those formatives 'auxiliaire:s i

oblitere',

stnS

..nga/i. and

-'0-.

The third group ate

..to-, -me-,

-kI-,

for which the origin as a

-0-,

verb cannot be traced easily. Nevmhdess. Sac.1ewt attempts to derive the fomwives
from verbs. ll As mentioned earlier, the formatives .lei., hu., and also KU-, the infinitive
marker, are not considered as 'auxiliaires' but rather as 'c:aracteristiques' which do not
have a verbal origin. Now, of the three described rrwt:en, IN- is generally described as
'habitual', an aspectual marker. (But see the discussion in Chapter Three.) The formative
-ki- is identified as aspcctual in this study The formative (-)XU-, the infinitive marker, is

discussed in Chapter Seven.
Sadeux distinguishes between simple forms which do not include overt markers in
Ihe tense/aspect/mood position and those 'compound' forms which do. As an old fonn
which is hardly used, he includes forms with no overt marker in the affirmative and in the
negative. (Modem Swahili has only ha•...-0-...-i.) These are 'indefini' and can in the
negative express the meaning of the present and the recent past. [n general, Sacleux
makes the distinctions as follows, whereby the relative forms, which Sacleux also

According to Sacleux, -0- is derived from the verb htwa, -to- seems to be a <:onttacted
fonn from kulroa 'demeurer' C'to live, stay'). Botne (1999:474) deals with ·Ita· in detail.
Citing also later sources. he refers to Meinhof([I910] 1932), who reconstructs -Ita 'go'.
According to Sacleux -~- comes from the verb kumea or lrumaa 'to swallow' in the
figurative sense of ' to finish'. The consensus in the literature is that the meaning ofthc
verb is 'to finish'. Sacleux considers -to- an abridged fann ofenda 'to go' {but see
footnote II).
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describes have been omitted:

HaO-... -i

Indefini
Prisentindefini

HaO-.... ·j

Presentactuel

sina kwenda?U, u(only in IP:
'ne vais-je pas?') [Don'llso?
CB-LI

Aoriste et

passe indetini

simesema?l~

'n'ai·je pas oo?'

[Haven't I said it? CB-l]
Aorisle2 1Od

-e [only in eenain dialects]

si-fungi-e 'je ne lie pas'

Passe indetermine

-ku-

Passe inaceompli

-<!y.-

Passenarratif

-ka-

Negative forms in the IP, except for questions, are rarely or not used at all, according to
Sacleux. In Standard Swahili today these are not part of the language or are very
uncommon.
Diacritics are omitted.
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~(cont.)

~

Passe absolu: I-

·Ii·

Hw!iJ«
sili serna?" ·ne disais-jf: pas?'
(onJy in IP) {didn't. say II?

CB-Ll
2-

·a-li·

(Plus--que-parfait)
Futur simple

·ta·

Conditionnel indefini

-n8e.'~

Conditionnel passe

.ngali.

Panicipial

·10-

Negative with Ira·

-sipo
also: nilcitoa

As can be observed from the list above the term ii_fin; occurs several times in

this classification. Sacleux characterizes 'indel1ni' or 'indetenninc' as 'qui ne precise pas
Ie moment' ['which does not specify the moment' CB-L] (Sacleux 1909: 169).
Except for the forms in ~/;-, the formatives in the affirmative are found in
Modem Swahili. The ~ (' Aoriste 2"" given for eenain dialects only) as a form of -;/~
does not exist in modem Standard Swahili. However, it does exist in some of the other
dialects. The negative of ..;;;. as blo is described by Miehe (1979) for the northern
dialects.
Sacleux derives the form .ngaJ;- from .ngo-+-I;. 'be'
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Sacleux distinguishes from these 'auxiliaircs'. nwkers such u hu-, -XU- and-bwhich are not derived from verbal foons and do not have an independenl meaning. Some
of these are now considered tense/'spect markers. A large portion oflhe section on verbs
deals with usages of kuwa and the expression of the verb 'be' In cantras( to later
grammars, in the portion on m'Q, 'compound' forms as they are going to be expknd in
Chapter Four are not dealt with.
Sacleux's grammar deals with different dialects and provides detailed information.
It also provides insights into the path of grammaticaliution.

1.7.2 Ashton's ·S••hiU G........ r'
The grammar entitled Swahili Grammor by Ethel O. Ashton has been widely used

as a reference grammar for Swahili. The first edition was pu~ished in 1944. Referenees
in this study are based on the reprinted edition of 1993. The following will describe and
analyze sections that pertain to tense/aspect, mood, and negation.

1.7.2.1 Fo....cives ohbe TtilwAspcdlMood Positioa
In Chapter 8, V"rbs and 1M;r T"nsu (p.3Sff). where Ashton deals initially with
categories such as tense and aspect (although verbal forms are menrioned in earlier
chapters). Ashton notes in her introduction:
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Except for a few liIM tenses it is a mistake to equate any one Swahili tense
with anyone particular tense in English for sevaaI reasons:
(i) Some lenses do 001 refer speci6cally to time. but merely to some aspect
of the state or action -e.g. whether lhe action iJ completed or going on, or
whether it lakes place before another actton or after another action.
(Asilton [1944J 199);)5)
This quolation indicates lhat Ashton's tenn 'tense' is applied 10 bolh tense and
aspect. Nevenheless, her description ofthe morphemes often clarifies whether a particular
morpheme should be considered u a representation of tense or as I representation of
aspect. It appears, especially from pan U ofthe grammar, that Ashton tends to use 'time'
in the sense oflellse as a deitic category and 'tense' in a wider sense. The '~,bsand IMi,
lells.!S'

30,

J),

are dealt with in different chapters throughoutlhe gra.mmar (Chapters 8. 13.23,
36, 37, 38 and 40).

Ashlon begins with what she considers the 'primary lenses' (Ashton (1944]
1993:36): -li-,

-10-, 4Kl-, -0-,

-me· and -hu-. IS These are described as:

i. -me- expresses completion ofattion and/or resultanl state.
ii. -li- expresses verba1 activity in the past.

iii.-Ia- expresses verbal activity in the future.
iV.-IKl- refers to an action talc:ing pIaoe within a period or at a point in time. 11 refers to
the present as mosl: frequent usage.

In the reference table il is interesting to note lhat -li- and -ta- are arranged foUowing each
other at the top ofthe list while the other four morphemes rouow. As is discussed in
Chapters Three and Four. ·1;· and -Ia- are here contrasted with the other" morphemes.
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V. -0-

is used to state faeu and ask questions wilbout relation to any partia.alar time. and is

described as "lndefinite Time Tense".
vi.

nil- occurs in contexts which imply habitual or rtCUlTent action, apart from time.
Ashton often provides contrastive information; for the 'primuy tenses', for

example, she provides contrastive information on -a- and bu-, and -a- and -no- in order to
clarify their functions and meanings I'.
Chapters 23 and 30 deal with further formatives of the TAM position. The
fonnatives -*a-, -ki-and .5i~ are addressed in one chapt:er (Chapter 23), and later-ngo-.

japo-. -nge- and -ngoJi- (Chaple< 30).
Chapter 23 deals with -hI-, -ki- and negative formatives. The negative subjunctive
is given as representingthc nesative fonn 'corresponding' to affirmative forms with -*a-.
Other grammars often do not relate a negative fonn to an affirmative fonn with -ka-. For
forms with -k;-, two negative forms are mentioned: negation ofthe pattern leoma Ita-... -i
and forms containing the negative marker: -.sipo- 'unless'.
Chapter 30 deals with further nwkers in the tenselaspectlmood position, the
markers

-"go-. -japo-, -nge- and -ngoli-; and. further explanation ofthe \IX of some of

the 'primary tenses', i.e.

4Q.,

-nra-, .-e-; and also -ki~. Ashton does nol, as some other

grammars have done., describe the distinction between -nge~ and -nga/i- as one of tense,
but deals with it in terms of possibility of realization and notes in a footnote that there is

Wald (1991) commenlS on the -0-1-110- distinction as not quite sufficient.
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' ... considernle laxity in the use of -nge- and -ngoJi~.' (Ashton (1944) 199]:187 fn). This
will be disoJssed in Chapters Three and Four.
With respect to ~Ia·, she describes sentences where it is used in forms that are
future to the time expressed in the context. which does not necessarily translate into a
future fonn in English. 'Mwcm:o tulidhani Jcama "_" Team itashinda 'at first we thought
that the "_" team would win'.' (Ashton (1944] 1993:189, ital. CO.L). For -na-,
~me-

..ti· and

examples are cited where their aspecIual qualities become apparent.

1.7.2.2 Verbal CCHtItnctioll widl'C.lapcMlad Tusn'
In Ashton's Part Two (Chapttf ]4 fI). verbal constructions which consist oftwo
verbal forms (two-verb constructions) are extensively dealt with. In 'compound tenses'
she deals with the constructions that consist of two verbal fonns expressing one time, Le.
tense. Ashton's tenn 'time' stems to correspond to tense, and 'aspect', although not
defined. seems generally to agree with the usage of 'aspect' in this study. In Part Two she
makes clear distinctions betwet:n 'time', i.e.

tense. and 'aspect'.

While she identifies .Jj.

and -to· as referring to 'past and future time' respectively, i.e. tense. for some other

morphemes, such as -ncJ+,

off-

and -me. she describes them as being able 10 have 'lime and

aspect', others in the positton are identified as aspectUal. Thus, some oflhe morphemes

can be used as aspect Of tense, according to Ashton. The analysis in this study reveals
those morphemes as aspcctual markers.
In Chaplers 36, 37, 38 and 39 'compound forms' are described in detail.
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Compound lenses are described as a combination of verbs functioning as
auxiliaries and main verbs whereby subject agreemenl is expressed on both. Ashton uses
the combinations 'lime in relation to aspecl' (Chapter ]6). 'aspect in rdation to aspect'
(Chapter 37), and 'aspect in relatKm to time' (also Chapter ]7) to distinguish three
different groups. The first group deals with a combination of tense marker in the first verb
and aspectual marker in the second verb. The second group discusses other nw-kers in the
first verb which Ashton had identified as aspect nwk:ers, and a.spectua1 markers in the
second verb. The third group deals with complex sentences where a form with an
aspectual marker (for example ilciwa 'if) precedes a clause with a tense marker. Except
for one case, the subjects ohhe YawcilWy" and the main verb do not agree. as the
following example illustrates:

(13) I-ki-w....

tu-Ia-polez-a

wakati wetu wole Iewa

3S-K1-be-F IP-FU-wute-F time

our all

ku-uliz-a

PREP VN-ask-F

'If we are going to waste all our time in aslring
masawali kama hayo, ...
questions like these., ..
questions like these, ..
(Ashton [1944] 1993:261)
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Thus., these cases are different from what is presented in Chapter 36 and most of
the rest of Chapter 37. Within Chapter 36 and 37. each marker is introduced by schemata
that describe co-occurrences between the first verb and the seeond verb. The examples

then illustrate some ofthose cases. In Chapter 37. lhe difference. however. between
'compound verb fonns' and compound or complex. sentences is not always maintained so
that for some of the patterns complex sentences are also used 10 illustrate a 'compound
fonn·. In Chapter 36, for -.#JQ.. it is striking that the given patterns do not coincide with
the given examples.

as shown below:

Pattern: •••k

.

(14) Kitoto=cha=kuku kj·...-po-ku·w·a

chicken

kj•••• ku·a,

..

SC·NA·lR·ST·be·F SC·NA·grow·F, ....

'While a chic;ken is growing. .... '
(Ashton (1944) 1993:2S2)

The sc;hemata are not only provided for affinnative fonns. but also for negative

fonns for which some., although fewer. examp4es are provided. If we consider Ashton's
'time' as tense and Ashton's tense as 'time' or at least a wider category, these patterns
reflect patterns in other grammars. The last pan ofChapter 37 (aspect and time) can be
explained in that the examples consist ofcomplex sentences. Basically these chapcers
reveal that tense is expressed in the first verb, while aspectual fonns are expressed in the
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second verb of compound forms. This will be explored further in this study.

1.7,2.3 FOnl.witltr-.al--e
So far the subjunctive fonns have not been mentioned. They are first treated in
Chapter 7 (preceding the chapter on the main tenses in the verbs), then in Chapters 20 Ind
38, Chapters 7 and 20 cover the subjunctive and its relltion to the imperative, while

Chapter 38 deals with compound forms of the subjunctive, where the first verb consists of
a verb in the subjunctive.
Ashton notes (Ashton [1944J 1993:268) that to express concepts such as 'almost
to do' or 'just to do' which may be expressed in other Bantu languages by auxiliaries
followed by forms in the subjunctive, these are expressed in Swahili by lexical words or
phrases which are then followed by a verb with a subjunctive ending.

1.7.1.4 Forms wilh Nfpltive Mutus
Concerning the negative, Chapter 13 (p. 71ff) describes the use of the negative
markers ha- and (.)si(.) in conneaion with affirmative forms that cornspond to the
negative forms. Ashton notes, however. that there is not always a one40-0ne
correspondence between affirmative and negated forms. The other negalK,n marker -t~ is
treated independently from ha- and (-)$;(-), towards the end of the grammar.

J2

1.7.1.5 Concludinl Re-.rkI

On the whole. Ashton provides examples., exercises (with answers) and proverbs
which at times reveal older forms which are higtWghted for the reader. Seven1 appendices
provide the reader with a variety of charts that clarify the forms given in the text.
Ashlon's grammar is to my mind thorough and insighlfu]. It comes as no surprise that it
has been used extensively IS a reference grammar in the literature.

1.7.3 Loogman's 'Swahili Grammar and Syntu'

Loogman's Swahili Grammar mid Syntax (1965) was published two years before
Polome's grammar. The grammar is extensive and includes statements on syntax. Quite
frequently there are statements comparing English or more generally Indo-European
languages to

Swahil~

pointing out the different usage in Swahili. In contrast to the

grammars died so far. Loogman uses in pan Swahili terminology. The basic meanings of
the markers to be diSQIssed here are given in Chapter 4 (Loogman I96S: liS):
simple present form
progressive-pre:senI form
-li-

past form

-ki-

participial form

-lIge-

contrary-ta-fact present form

perfect form

-ngo/i- contrary-to-faet past fonn
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Repeatedly it iJ pointed out that 'the function of. particular affix in • verb-form is
ultimatdy determined by the context' (Loogman 1965:116). Chapter 7, Use ojVerb-

Forms, deals with the different morphemes in detai~ begiming with the infinitive,
continuing through the impentive,

-0-,

-no-, -to- to the 6naJ~, which is treated

extensively, including affirmative and negative fonns. Loogman continues with -IM-,
-lIge- and -llgali-. While Loogman does I'IOt use terms like 'tense' or 'aspect' in his book,

his description of -me-, for e:wnple, illustrates the aspectUaI quality:

The [-Jme-fonn in itself, then is a timeless present referring to a completed
action. But when depending on another verb-fonn, the [-Jme-fonn refers
to an action completed at the time of the leading verb and must be
translated accordingly.
(Loogman 1965:395)
With respect to ~- and -ngali-, Loogman describes -Ii· as 'past' and considers
-llgali- as contrary-to-fact in the past. He also points out that while in modern

Swahjl~

two clauses are involved, the formalives occur in both clauses. this was nollhe casc in
older texts where these formatives occurred in onJy one of the clauses.
Overall, the grammar is extensive, includes a lot ofdata, and tries to convey the
concepts as they occur to a Swahili speaker.

1.7,4 Pohme's 'Swahili ....n....ac U..dbook'
Polome's grammar Swahili Language Hondboole was published in 1961. As
indicated in the preface, the grammar is meant as an introduction to Swahili for the non-
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if

specialist and emphasizes the saJienI features of Swahili rather than being an exhaustive

structural description. Since the interest lies here with verbal morphology, only those
aspects that have not been mentioned earlter and that pen.ain to the topic wiU be
addressed.
Polome describes

as tense markers ·110- "'actual" present', .Ji. 'past', and -10-

'future'; -0. 'indefinite present' is used in the indicative if tense is unmarked. To
distinguish the perfective and imperfective. the aspect markers -me. 'perfectivelresultative'
and

·k;· 'imperfective/continuous' are given, similarly...tv· and -)0. in the negative. For

the different types of conditions.
concessive',

we find -ngo- 'actual concessive'. -japo- "'supposittonaJ"

.'fgf!. 'present conditional' and ~Ji.

characterized

'past conditional'. -ka. is

as 'subsecutive'. Besides some of the examples, what is of special interest is

the treatment of ,compound' fonns. For compound fonns Polome includes examples and
tables of co·occurrence restrictions which generally corroborate. btU also clarify and
adjust what Ashton says about compound fonns.

1.7.5 Bnluaer" HtnlI', ·Ldlrb.tb cia MocIenIn Sw.ltili'
Brauner & Herms's (1979) /Ahr/nM:h des Modt~" Swahili is descnbed as as
grammar for a 'Grundkurs', a ~ course, and updates and replac:es another grammar
(Brauner & Bantu 1967). It gives an introduction to the distribution of Swahili and its
sociolinguistic function.
The discussion of those verbal morphemes which are ofinterest here is distributed
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overanumberoflessons(Lessons7,8,9, 15, 16, 17, 26, 29 and J4). Sincethisisa
grammar for a basic coone., rmch bas already been said and wiU not be repeated. In terms

ofterntinology, the grammar aetuaJly describes fanns with the final

~ IS

such and places

the tcnn KOlljrmlctiv 'subjuDCtive' in brackets. Some ohhe examples are interesting,
especially those illustrating the different meanings of the negatives in 'compound' fonns
(p.242), since they illustrate fine meaning differences that are usually not given in
grammars: for 'er arbeitete nictn' ['he didn't work' CB-L) several variants in meaning are
possible:
(15) a. Ha·ku-fany·a kazi
NEG,JS.PNEG-maJce-F work
(allgemeine Feststellung) {general statement CB-L]

b. Ha·ku·w-a

a·ki-fany-a

kazi.·

NEGIJS-PNEG·be·F JS·Kl-make·F work
'Er machte I1ngere Zeit keine best.immte Albeit.'
('He didn't do any particular work for a longer period oftime.' CB-LI

NEG,JS.PNEG-be·F JS-NA-make·F work
'Er war arbeitslos.'
('He wasunemploycd.' CB-L)
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e. A·li·ku·w·a

bzi.

ha·ku-£a.n:y-a

3S·PA-ST-be-F NEG.3S-PNEG·make-F work
•Als einziger von memeren hat er nicht geubeitet.'

['As the only one of several he dtdn't work.' CB·L]

r. A·li-lcu-w·a

kazi.

ha·rany-i

JS-PA·ST-be-F NEG.3S-make-F work
'Trolz MOglichkeit hal er nichlgearbeitet.'
(' Although having the possibility, he did not worklhas not worked.' CB-L]

(Brauner &. Herms 1979:242)
These examples highlight that there is a difference in meaning between different

combinalions of negative forms. This issue will be explored in this study.

1,8 Condusion

Comparing the grammars and considering the time span that these grammars
cover, some poinls can be highlighted. The direaion of grammaticaJizalion can be
followed starting with Sacleux's grammar up to modern Swahili. What Sacleux still
recognizes as the two dements of auxiliaries and lexical verbs has become one verbal
construction.
fn Standard Swahili, in comparison 10 some of the other diaJects and many of the
other Bantu languages, the aspectual position that existed towards the right verb boundary
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of a verbal construction has disappeared. Similarly the zero-marked forms in the
affirmative with liRa! ~ for the present, consisting of subject concord. verbal root. and
final, - forms thac

SacIeux still mentions - are not found in modern Swahili, exc:epc: for the

relative and a few exceptions. From comments in Saclcux's grammar it seems thar:
negative forms had existed for tenselaspecc markers for which in modem Swahili only
affirmative forms exist.
'Compound forms', that is forms consisting OflWO verb forms, are excensivefy
treated in the grammars except for Sacleux's grammar. That in itselfindicaees the
direction of grammaticaliution. The shades of meaning provided for negative compound
forms in Brauner & Herms's grammar show that some of tile earlier grammars treat these
forms 10 a lesser degree based on semantic criteria than it may be required.
The treatment of --nga!i- shows what can also be observed elsewhere in the
literature, that opinions appear to vary with respect to the etymology of the formative.
The comparison with respect to terminology reveals similarities thai: cover aU the
grammars, but also diffcrcncc:s that center in panicular on certain morphemes. (See

Appendix B for a comparative list of terminology.)
Funher grammars and textbooks provide information on Swahili, for eumple,
Maw (1985,1999), Schadebe:rg's sketch (1992) and MOhlig& Heine (1995). Data from
these and others are found throughout the study.
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CBAPTERlWO
TllEORETICAL CONSID£!lAnONS

2.0 Introductton
The study analyzes formativa ofSwahiJi vub forms. discussing tense and aspect.
mood, and negation. This chapter discusses the theoretical framework. of tense and upeet

in general, sign·based theory. and, in panicular, Guillaumian theory which has been
applied here especially with respect to tense and aspect. The chapter also deals with, but
less extensively, other theoretical considerations that have contributed to the analysis, as
for example, mood and negation.
From a theoretical point of view, the analysis penains in a broader sense to sign·
based theory and, for tense and aspect. more specifically to Guillaumian theory as outlined
in Guillaume ([1929} 1965, (1964)1969). ffirtle(l967. 1975), Korrd (1991), Dumey
(1992), Hewson (1995, 1997a. 1997b) and Hewson Ii Bubenik (1997).

In addition, further. though less tlClensive, remarks will be made concerning other
areas where a theoretical discussion seems to be necessary and appropriate to elucidate for
the reader the theoretical basis of the study. Mood, negation, and specific topics that
relate more directly to the formatives of the verbal construction in Swahili are discussed.
This will provide the reader with an undemanding ofthe theoretical 'point of departure'
for the analysis presented in Chapters Three to Six.
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2.1 Nota oa Tease." AIpect

The study of tense and aspect has a long history, and lbe literature on tense and
aspect is extensive (for c:xampIe, Jespersen (1924), Reidw:nbach (1947), Verdier (1967),

Forsyth (1970), Chatterjee (1975), Comrie (1976, 1985), Bache (1985), Dahl (1985),
Tenny (1987), Brinton (1988), BiMic:k(I991), Suse(1991), Durst·Andersen (1992),
Tobin (1993), Bybee et aI. (1994) and Hewson & Bubenik (1997». In the literature,
aspect and tense are approached from various theoretical directions, and the terms have
been defined in a variety of ways. sometimes influenced by the language or languages
discussed. This is especially true for 'aspect', Konmann notes:

It has almost become. commonplace in studies on members of the triad
..tense-aspect·aktionsart....., especially in those on aspect, to begin with
Slatements deploring the terminological confusion and the uncenainlY
about definitions, subdivisions and delimitalions in this area.
(Kortmann 1991:9)

2.2 Aspect

The confusion with respect 10 the term asp«t goes It least pattially bKk to its

first appearance around 1830, when it was used to tramJate Russian ."J 'appearance,

I

Bubenik comments on earlier treatmentsof'upect':
Thus strictly speaking neither the Pirliniyu nor the Stoics discovered
aspect ... That happened u late u 17" c. when the different Slavic verbs
were described with the Greek tmn eidos "a.spea" (corresponding
etymologically to the Slavic term 'lid: Greek eidos < PlE weid-os),
(Hewson k Bubenilc: 1997:64)
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view. fonn. shape' in a French translation ofGm;'s Russian grammar. The Russian term
'stood both for the signalling orimperfectivelperfective action and action with respect to
its begiMing, duration or end by means of verb morphology' (Kortmann 1991: II). Since
then definilions have emphasized the former pan or the latter pan orits original meaning,
or have reflected one or the oltler.
Concerning 'asped' Comrie (1976:5) points out' Aspect is not concerned with
relating the time of the silUation to any other time-point, but rather with the internal
temporal constituency of the one situation; ... '.
Comrie (1976:5) then comments on aspect and its relation to tense: 'one could
state the difference as one between situation-internal time (aspect) and situation-external
time (tense).' Similar concepts are expressed in Guillaume's description (1933 reprinted
196419:47-48) of the lewqn impliqui [lit: 'the in-folded time', time imemallo the event

CB.-Ll and the lemtn erpliC{lli [lit: 'the out-folded time', time external to the event

CB-L]. As Guillaume states, temps impliqu~ relates to aspect, and lemtn erplique relates
to tense. Valin (1975: 134) describes the same concepts as 'the time that is contained in
the event' versus 'the time that contains the event' respectively, and uses the terms 'event
time' versus 'universe time' (which win also be adopted here., but wiD be capitalized to
express the mental representation).

1.1.1 AsptClual Calqoria
When considering aspectuaI distinctions., the 'internalternporal constituency' ofan
4\

eventl can be described further. The following diagram can be drawn of common
aspectual distinctions (there are many others):

AlB ---------- C ---------- DIE
(Diagram based on Hewson & Bubenik 1997: 14)
Figure 2.1: Aspectual distinctions

The bar lines represent the boundaries of the event: the bar line following A marks
the beginning of the event. that preceding E marks the end of the event. The different
positions represent different aspectual representations: A represents prospective aspect, B
represents inceptive (or inchoative) aspect, C represents progressive aspect or
imperfective aspect. D represents perfective aspect (or aorist) and E represents
retrospective aspect (or perfect). Since 'aspect' expresses the event-internal time, forms
with aspectual distinctions are not restricted to a particular tense, but are free to combine
with different tenses. This property of aspect will be explored for Swahili in Chapter
Four

2.2.2 Ascending Time and Descending Time
The two components of the original use of 'aspect' mentioned above. that is., the

'Event' is used here for action, process and slate (Kemmer 1993), similar to Comrie's
'situation'
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distinction of imperfective versus perfective, and the distinction of the different aspectuaI
descriptions are made explicit in GuilJaumian theory. A different terminology is applied
for the contrast between 'imperfective' and 'perfective' when used IS umbrella terms: the
morphologically and semantically unmartc~ form in dtsanding I;me is normally • form
representing an incomplete event, while the unmarked form in ascending lime is normally
a form representing. complete event. The terms dt.scendi,'iI lime and ascending time are
used to describe two viewpoints from which to visualize the rime image of an event or
events, the former dealing with each event or each moment ofone event as it occurs, the
lauer dealing with an event or events globally as a whole (see section 2.7.4.2 foc a fUnher
explanation orthe italicized terms). Within both ofthesc ways of viewing the time image
of an event, further aspcctual distinctions may be made. Those of which the terminoJogy
may need an eltplanation are highlighted here.
Since in Descending Time an eveN is vi~ moment by moment, where each
moment has a 'before' and 'after', it is an internal view of an event, and, therefore. the
unmarked form usually represents an incomplete event, an imperfective. The term
'perfective' is used to describe a specific aspectual position. the position of 0 in the above

figure, in Descending Time: it describes an inherently imperfective event pushed to the
point of completjon. The 'perfective' Conn is a marteed fonn in a birwy contrast in which

To be able to distinguish morphological marking from semantic marking. the use of the
German term 'markien' and 'merbnaJhaft' for morphologically marlced venus
semantically marlced forms may be a sOOtion (Bubeftik: personal communication).
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the unmarked form represents an incomplete event.
On the OIher hand, an unmarked form representing an event in Ascending Time is
viewed as a whole, presenting an event IS comp~e" To describe that event the term
'perl'onnative' has been used (Hewson IE. Bubenik 1997). 'Performative' indicates an
event that is a complete performance, viewed from an exterior viewpoint. 5 Examples
where the complete event is represented in the non·past tense in English are stage
directions, for example, such IS the fonowing from 1M Glass Menagerie by Tennessee
Williams: 'Tom enten, dressed IS a merchant sailor, and strolls across to the fire escape.
Thtte he stops and lights a cigarette' (McMahan, Day &: Funk 1999:695). The verb fomu
are expressing a performative aspect in the non-past tense in English.
Fonns representing events in Ascending Time may also express incomplete events.
English, for example, distinguishes I am nmning, a progressive, from the performative I

Thus, both Oescending Time and Ascending Time represent different views with
respect to the representation of the event, aDd that alktws us to make further upectual
distinctions. The distinaion between an imperfective and a perfomwive aspect is

Much in the same way that a count noun is considered a unit. representing the entity as •
whole from an external point of view, while a mass noun is viewed from an internal point
of view. representing a continuity rather than a unit,
The tenn here is used for a grvrtmatica.l meaning, and is not to be confused with Austin's
(1962) use of the term to indicate the lexical meaning ofcertain verbs.
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graphically iIIustnlted below where the rectangular shape is used to indicate the exterior
view of the event:

Imperfective

I<-x .... 1

Perl'ormative

UNIVERSE TIME

II x·_······_-> I I

UNIVERSE TIME

Figure 2.2: A Major Aspectual Distinction Between Descending Time and
Ascending Time

2.3 Tuse

In contrast to aspect, tense is a deictic category' " locates situations in time.
usually with reference to the present momem, though also with reference to CKher
situations.' (Comrie 1976:5). Panee (1913) notes the deictic property of tense. This
notion is also taken up in Dahl (1985). •... tenses are typicaUy deictic categories, in that
they relale time poinu to the moment ofspeeclt.· (Dahl 1985:25).
Some languages oftlle Sabalci group have at least two positions within the verbal
constructions for tense and/or aspect formatives, as did older fonns of Swahili.
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Mwiini:

'we laughing', 'if we Laugh'

(I) iL Imperfective I-Ci/: Ii-ti-teb.
b. Perfect-

1-i+eJ: 1-0-~ 'we have laughed'

(Nurse k Hinnebusch 1993:692)
In contrast, in Standard

Swahil~

there is only one position for tenselaspectlmood

fonnatives, i.e. the pre-verbal base position in simple vubaI constructions. Combinatory
differences in compound fonns show dearty that a distinction between aspect and tense
(see Chapler Four) may be made.

The deictic quality of tense is based upon the speaker's time: point ofspm:h,

which positions lhe speaker's consciousness in lime. and serves generally as the reference
point to which an expression of tense relates. In this study, 'locus of orientation' (Botne
1989) is used when the time of spealring is the time: point to which the tense or aspect

relates directly. Botne suggests that in some Bantu languages there is a secondary 'locus
of orientation' tltpressed in compound fonns (see Chapter Four). This does not apply to
Swahili.

2.4 Aktioasart

Besides being contrasted with lense. 'aspect' may also be differentiated into

Nurse & Hinnebusch's terminology has been maintained here.
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different types of aspect, such as grammatical aspect and lexical aspect. The Ianer, the
lexical aspect or Aktionsart, in contrast to grammatical aspect. is expresJed by the lexical
meaning of the verb and its inherent temporal character. The distinctions that are made in
terms of AktiotUtUf in one language may be made by means of grammatical aspect in

another. Thus, grammatical aspect and lexical aspect, i.e. Akliotlsart, are the opposing
endpoints of a continuum. Aklfonsart will consequently be the teon used for the temporal
distinctions lexically inherent in verbaJ bases, and the term aspect, when referring to the
pre-verbal base position in Standard Swahili will indicate grammatical aspect. In shen,
aspectual distinctions among verbal roots or bases are referred to as Aktlonsart(en),
differences in pre--verbal base fotTnatives are referred to as distinctions in (grunmatical)
aspect, where appropriate.

2.5 Pertepllon orTi..~

Quite independently from linguistic theory in general, the directional motion of
time is generally represented graphically by arrows. That time is represented as mocion
with direction (the arrow of time) finds justification in the world of physics. Hawking and
Penrose (1996) point out that the 'arrow of time' can be explained through the boundary
conditions on the universe. They clearly support the directionality ohime:
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There is a very clear distinction between the forward and the backward
directions of lime in our region of the universe. One on!y has to watch •
film being run backward to see the difference. Instead of cups falling oft'
the tables and get broken, they would mend themselves and jump back on
the table. If only real life were like that.
(Hawking &. Penrose 1996:64)'
This quotacion illustrates that time may be (at least for some) usociated with
directionality. In temu ofeveryday perception,

rnemot')'. sensot')'

experience, and

imagination can be used as cognitive basis to describe the perception oftime. The starting
point of our perception is the sensory experience. It is recorded in (he (immediate)
memory and is used to visualize the immediate future in the imagination.
Graphically, these three aspeas of consc'ouSOtSS can be presented as:

memory<---senscwy perception--->imagination
(Hewson &. Bubenik 1991:)
Sensory perception is processed and then stored in short tenn or working memory.
Gray describes this process by azWogy to the image of a moving train:

The flow of thought through mrHerm memory is not unlike the now oca
scenery past the window of a moving train.
(Gray 1994:))1)

For various views on the asymmetry oftime see Halliwell,
(1994).
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perez·M~ &:

Zurek

1.6 Siln-based neot')'
Guillaumian theory can be categorized as a sign~based theory. being fundamentally
based on tM Saussurian view ofthc linguistic sign. The theoretical unit of the linguistic
sign is motivated by its function:

... the postulation of the linguistic sign as a theoretical unit is motivated by
the communicative function oflanguage: communication requires a set of
perceptible signals each ofwhich is associated with some conceptional
content.
(Contini-Morava 1995:2)
Thus., signs are necessarily meaningful. A distinction is made between tbe ' ...
underlying. abstract. invariant meaning ofa sign. which is a unit of langue. and the opcn~
ended set of specific interpretations it can have in panicular conte"ts of usc. which belong
to parol~' (Contini.Morava 1995:9). At tbe abstract level. the rel.ations among the signs
fonn a system which can be inferred from the specific: interpretations in patticulat
contexts. Systemic relationships are reflected in the regularities in the paradigm. But
paradigmatic irregularities may occur. as. for example. in irregular plural forms of English
such as 'feet', 'teeth'. 'gccsc', etc., compared to the regular plural morpheme {z}.
The analysis ofthc fonnativts of tile verbal categories discussed is therefore based
on the GuilJaumian and Jakobsonian view that a language is a system of systems
(Guillaume (1952] 1964I1969:22Q..240, Jakobsen 1990:15). This means for this study
that while each of the fonnatives discussed is analyzed on an individual basis and (the
trace of) its semantic content is analyzed. more imponantiy each formative is part of a
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system. The system is revealed through the contrasts expressed by the different. members
where each member has a position in the system. A panicular position could be filled by
another appropriate formative, iffor whatever reason the original formative is no longer
available, but the position it5eIfmnains until changes in language affect the systemic level.
As was mentioned in Chapter One, an appropriate anaJogy is Saussure's famous game of

chess, in which a chess piece can be replaced by something else of suitable size without
affecting the rules of tile game. Thus, the analysis is based on the Saussurian concept
(SausSlJre [1915] 1916:43) that meaningful gnmmataJ elements (mJelln) represent
contrastive positions within the system'.
This approach leads to the investigation ofthe different verbal formatives in
relation to each other so that their underlying systemic contrasts can be examined. The
formatives under discussion may be used to refer to events in the real workIthemsdva,
but are mental repre.sentoliOlIS mat are language specific. At the level. of representation,
they are also elements ofan underly;nglevel of systemic contrasts which itselfhas
organizational constraints.

As an aside, it is intemling to note that one of the pngmatie principles children apply in
lexical acquisition appears to be contrast (Clark 1993:9Oft). 'Contrast predtcu that
children will assume thlt differences in fonn mark differences in meaning.' (Clark
1993:91). Where two forms do not contrast in meaning, children will eventually establish
the absence of a contrast. However, this 'should usually take a long time.' (Clark
1993: 107). But, according to Clark, contrast provides a mechanism to eliminate errors
which are not correaed: 'children who assume contrast have available a means for getting
rid of over-regularizations of evtty type.' (Clark 1993: 107).

so

Deacon (1997), dealing with the ~ic nature of language, describes the
systemic nature of language succinctly in the following:

... symbols cannot be understood IS an unstructured colleaion of tokens
that map 10 a collection ofrefe«:nts because symbols don't just represent
things in the world, they also represent each other. Bec:ause symbols do
001 directly refer to things in the wortd, but indirectly refer to them by
virtue of referring to other symbols, they are implicitly combinatorial
entities whose referential powers are derived by virtue of occupying
determinate positions in an organized system of other symbols. 80th their
initial acquisition and their later use requires a combinatorial analysis.
The structure orthe wtKHe system has • definite senwutc topoiogy that
detennines the ways symbols moditY each other's referential functions in
different combination. Because oflhis systematic relational basis of
symbolic reference., no collection of signs can function symbolically unless
the entire collection conforms to eenain overall principles of organization.
(Deacon 1997,99)
Adopting this perspective, we shall examine closed sets of'verbal categories' (in
contrast to nominal categories. such a5 subject and object concords., for example) with the
goal of revealing the underlying systemic differences among the formatives. The sets
examined in lhe following sections are formatives of the tense/aspect/mood position,
formatives expressing negation, and finals expressing mood distinctions within the verbal
construction. For each set offormatives one or several subsystems can be revealed which
are part of the overall system which, in tum. can be inferred by the combinatory
imeraction ofttle different subsystems.
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1.7

GuiUaum~D

Tlleory

The theoretical approach exemplified first by GuiUaume in 1929 shows an affinity,

in today's terms, to cognitive grammar. In his introduction to the FOflndation of

Cognitive Grammar, Langaclcer refers to the natural affinity between cognitive gr.mmar
and several contemporary schools of research. Langac:ker (1987:4) speci6cal1y mentions
the 'Columbia school', • school representing a

si~

theory (see Contini-MoRva &:

Sussman Goldberg 1995), as one of the examples., and the Guiltaumian approach, as a

similar sign-based theory, can also be included,

1.7,1

~neNlI

CO.lidentions or. GUillall.~D Approacb

A Guillaumian approach distinguishes between the different entities langue and
disco"rs. Lmrgue and diSCOflrs ' ... are not analytic: abstractions, they are different menial

moments in the activity of language. ' (Hewson 1997b:8). language is the whole, 'in
which discours is created from the underlying potentiality of 1Dnpe' (Hewson 1981: 16]
quoted from Contini-Morava 1995:21). In terms of cognitive realization, Iangw comes
before discours, and in that sense I Guillaumian approach considers language dynamtc:.

1.7.2 Tille UWS ortbe Sip SystMi
The langue of a language is not directly accessible, but is indirectly accessible

through its usage. through the discourse that is produced by speakers. At the level of

langue the different elements relate in a systematic and rigorous way in terms of meaning
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(GuiIJaume's 10; de cohennce (1971 :70». A subsystem ofgrammatica1 danents would
be a closed set ofmeaningfuJ contrasts and would be consequently totally coherent: in

terms of meaning. On the level of morphemes that are in paradigmatic relations, it is
nevenheless possible 10 find irregularities:

La semiologie anomaJe s'explique par Ie maintien de fonnes heritees qui
perdure aussi longtemps que la variation phonetique n'aura pas foumi de
signe ou de pandigme convenant mieux i I'expression du represetl1e.
(Douay & Roulland 199(U II)
When we consider sets ofgrammatical elements, we normally find irregularities.
The English sets with irregular plural forms such as goose (sg). geese (pl);jOot,ftet;
looth. leeth, etc. are such examples. While geese.jett. leeth are irregular formations in

comparison

10

Ihe regular plural (zl in English, they are nevertheless recognized as plural

since the irregularities affect a small number of nouns. Irregularilies on the: paradigmatic
level can be expeaed: at the level of paradigmatic distinctions, the systematic distinctions
are simply made to the extent necusary so that the underlying syslemic contrasts are
recoverable (Guillaume's 10; de simplt suffi!iOlJCr (1971:71».
Systematic distinctions occur not only in Iangw, but also on the level ofdiSCOflTS,
as Guillaume points out (1984:73-74). For example. the aJlomorphic variations of the
plural {zIon plural nouns in English are systematically distributed.

2.7.3 Verbal System,
Guillaume analyud the verbal system of French in a systemic way as far back as
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1929. He was especially interested in tense/aspect systems. He also proposed analyses of

the tense-aspect systems of Latin ([1929J 1965:11fl) and Classical Greek ([1929]
1965,9OfI), Gennan «1929J 1965, 103R) and

Ru".. «(1929J 1965'105R).

HiSlhccry has

been adapted (Hinle 1961, 1915, Hewson 1991.. 1997b) and applied to other languages
(Korrd 1991, Hewson &. Bubenik 1991). For Afric.an languages, it has beal applied, for
example, to Kirundi (Nkanira 1984).
In what follows, the Guillaumian view of tense and aspect will be discussed in
detail. Its key concepts will be illustrated with exantpks of English., foliowed by an
analysis of Standard Swahili in Chapter Four.
This approach is different from an approach based on Reichenbach (1941) in
several points. First and foremost, it deals with formatives as mental representations
rather than direct referential items; second, It amplifies the category of aspect where
Reichenbach's approach deals to a larger extent with tense reference and with aspect in
such a way that some ofthe distinctions made in a Guillaumian theory cannot be readily
made. For example, the difference in the examples, In 198/, whe" he was there, he was
reading the book. and In /98/, when he was then, he rrod the hook severa/limes. cannot
be readily made.

Bantu languages are often described in terms of their many tenses (e.g., Wilson
(1970)), but a closer look has identi6ed some of these "tenses" as aspects (Johnson (1980,
1981) for Kikuyu, Drolc (1992) for

-me- in Swahili, for example). Since these aspectuat

distinctions need further investigation, It is appropriate to use a theoretical approach that
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can easily deal wilh aspectual distinctions.

1.7.4 G.ilI....ia.llIeory

"it. Kaput 10 Talte ..d Alpea

1.7.4.1 Tense lad AspecIas ElNleotl of I Slralifted

Strud.~

Tense and aspecI are treated here as stratified satuetures in the sense of Jakobson.
who concluded (for phonological systems) that 'Every phonological system is a stratified
structure. that is to say, is formed of superimposed layers' (Jakobson 1990:299). Similarly
Guillaume's theory proposes a development of the verbal time image which increases in
complexity successively through a stratified organization with different stages, the siages
ofthe chrollogttffiis. ChronogenesiJ is a model that relates the different grammatical
elements in the verbal system that deal with time, and represents the temporal grammatical
representation in a verbal system as increasing in complexity and specificity in time
delineation. Each stage reprtsents a subsystem in the development of the temporal
gnmmalica1 system. Each Rage builds on the previous one and. therefore, inc:reases the
complexity of the temporal grammatical representation. In English, for exam~. the
development of the time image is described as consisting of three stages which are
described in section 2.8.2.

1,7,4.1 Ducending Ind Ascflldina Time in Guill....ian Theory

Movement is associued with time. GuiUaume used the expressions 1'~JfNit qui

marclw dans/e temJU 'the mind which works in time' and Ie lfU"PJqJI; IIfQTCIw dalu
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I'esprit 'the time which works in the mind' to denote two different views of the perception
of time. Hewson (Hewson" Bubenik 1997:3-4) refers to the analogy ofa film running
through a cine carneR. As a portion offilm is exposed, the film that was previously
exposed recedes from the point of exposure in the camen. Exposing a further section of
film will make the fUm that had been originally exposed recede lUnher from the point of
exposure. The analogy indicates that as events are automatically recorded in working
memory, they recede funher and funher from the moment of perception. This process
evokes Guillaume's Ie temps qui marche dans I'espril. or descending limr (Guillaume
1985:28-29), where the course ofan event is observed with respect to each moment being
observed consecutively, all ofwhich is automatically recorded in the memory.
In addition to Descending Time, it is also possible to represent the perception of
time from the point ofview of Ascending Time. GuiI1aume's I'espril qui ntaTClte d:wts Ie
lemps.

This is the experience of time where 'the event that is already recorded in the

memory as having begun eventually comes to completion at some point that is now in the
future' (Hewson" Bubenik 1997:4). That is, conscious beings can use their imagination
to visualize an event and <:any it to its completion at some point in the future, relying on
imaginative mental activity.
The two ways of perceiving motion and time are similarly observed in
Lakoff & Johnson (1980):

S6

What we have here are two subcascs ofTlME PASSES US: in one case
we are moving and time is standing still [Ascending Time CB-L]; in the
other, time is moving and we are standing still [Descending Time CB.L).
What is in common is relative motion with respect to us., with the future in
frOni and the pllSl behind,
(Lakoff &. Johnson 1980:44)
With respect to time and events, Chung &. Timberlake describe a similar notion of
the internal materiality of Descending Tune versus the event regarded as a whole in
Ascending Time. but in a different framework:

... there are two possibilities: either the frame is internal to the event (the
predicate gots on before. during, and after the frame), or the frame
includes the event (the predicate only occurs within the frame). A given
language willthoose to define one of these two possibilities in relativay
narrow terms., in the sense that it will impose addittonal semantic
restrictions; the opposite possibility will be defined in broad terms, and will
be expressed with the same Il1Of'JlhoIogy used for other aspectuaI values.
(Chung &. Timberlake 1985:239)
Thus., while the tenns 'Descending Time' and • Ascending Time' may be specific to
a Guillaumian approach, the concepts thereby described are more widely found. Dealing
with tense and aspe<:t in this way allows us to capture lhe observation - revealed in the
above quote by Chung k Timberlake - that one perspective may be taken as the basis for
tense and aspect distinctions in a given language. being broadly applied. while the other
perspe<:tive may be taken as expressing more semantically restricted concepts. This may
lead to generalizations about the tense and aspect system of a particular language or
languages. For example. the morphological analysis of tense/aspect systems oflndo-European languages (Hewson &. Bubenik 1997) in a Guillaumian framework has revealed
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that some languages base their tense/aspect systcnu on Descending TIme (i.e. Classical
Greek). other's base it on Ascending TIme (i.e. English), while others base it on both

Descending Time and Ascending Time (i.e. Latin).

2.8 Chronogtllais
2.8.1 Gentral 'atreduciaon
Guillaume propostd the notion of chn:JtJOgentsiJ &5 a tool for the analysis of
linguistic representations of tense and aspect. As has already been described,
chro"ogt/~JiJ

is created by a staged and stratified approach to tense and aspect, resulting

in Siages of different complexity and specificity with respect to the delineation in the time
image represented by grammatical forms. For French, where it was first used. this model
consists of three stages (Guillaume [1929} 1965). The stages will be illustrated with
examples from English in section 2.8.2. However. the theory does not preclude the
possibility that languages may have more stages, or thai some speakers do not
linguistically realize all stages. For example., Latin could be argued 10 have a more
complex system involving four stages: (i) participks., (ii) infinitives, (iii) subjunctives, and
(iv) indicatives (Hewson k Bubenik 1997:24). Also, not all stages may be realized by all
speakers of a language. For example. not all English speakers use subjunctives, which
have been analyzed as a representation at Stage Two.
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2.a.2 Thf: Sups .rtlte ~widl ......t.... r,..

[....

The chronogenet~ stages art: exemplified in the following with reference to
English. An analysis of Swahili tense/aspect distinctions will be presented in Chapter Four
and Chapter Seven.

2,8.2.1 Stale Oaf:: Tbf: Qaasi-a••iuJ Mood or ["nl TIMf:

The first stage, the quasi·nominal mood (Guillaume [1964 VI969: J86), represents
what Guillaume called Ie temps impliqlle (lit: 'the in·folded time'), the time inside the
event, or 'event lime' in Valin's terminology (Valin 1975) and also fe temps erplique (IiI:
'the out·folded time') or universe time in Valin's terminology. This has been the tradition
followed byothen. eg., Hinlf:(1967, 1975). Hewson, however, suggests that at lhis
stage 'the events ... rf:presented are relevant only to the time of menial functioning .""'
(Hewson & Bubenik 1997:1). In this viewofaspcaual representations Event Time is
represented al this level without any reference to Uni\'erse Time. That is, in this view the
early representations of aspect art: tensdess; tense is incroduced at a latC!' chronogenetic
level, in the so-called finite forms.
In English, the first stage of chronogenesis has three aspectual distinctions based
on the threefold representation of events in sensory experience, in memory, and in
imagination. The following quotation illustrates these three linguistic representations,
using the forms of 'sing':

,.

in the infinitive (10) sing, the event is represented as the kind of event that
is conceived by the imagination. a complete whole
in the present participle si,rgi,'K, the event is represented as the kind of
activity that takes place in immediate sensory experience
in the past participle srmg, the event ls represented as the kind of event that
is recorded in the immediate memory, just com~ed.
(H~" Bubenik 1991:5)
The three elements can be represented in a graphic way, whereby sung is
represented as an arrow to the kft. indicating an event in immediate memory. (10) sing as
an arrow to the right, indicating an event in imaginatton, and singi,'8. the present
paniciple. panalcing in both with the threshold representing immediate sensory experience.

<------x<----x- - - - ->x------->

song

singing

(Io)si,'K

(Hewson" Bubenik 1991:6)
Figure 2.3: The Three Contrastive Aspects of the Quasi-Nominal Mood (in
English)

Here Slmg represents an element ofmemory, singing an dement of perception, and
(to) s;IIg an element of imagination. As Hewson points out:
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l

These three fundamental representations are the basis for the development
of the systems ofttnSe, aspect. mood and voice in the verbal system of
English.
(Hewson &. Bubenik 1997:7)
In English, these forms ale morphologically non-finite and do noc express
predication to a nominative subject In Swahili there are non-finite forms wtUcb may
belong to this level (see Chapter Seven). Other aspectual distinctions are expressed in
finite fonns and they include representations of Universe Time.

2.1.2.2 Scage Two: TIle R.eprantlliotl or U.WUR n . .
The .serond stage of chronogetJesis in English goes beyond Stage One.. the
representation of simple Event Time. The complexity of the time image increases in that
the event-internal time can be related to the time outside the event, Guillaume's Ie. temps

exp/iqui or Universe Time. As speakm represent one event in relation to another. eventintemaltime can be represented in relation to the event-elrtemaltime For English, the
following figure serves as an illustration:

I~I

Event Time

,---------------,,..'
UNIVERSE TIME

Figure 2.4: Representation of Event Time Contained in Universe Time (in a
System of Ascending Ttme)

6\

Universe Time bccomc:s tepresenled as 'J. VlSI present running to an infinjty in the
past and to an infinity in the future' (Hewson &, Bubenik 1991:1). At this stage time
zones are not bound or conuuted as is the case in the third stage. The greater vagueness.
compared to the third st.ge, allows fonns at this level to express possibility, potentiality,
and uncertainty, The second st.ge is expressed by the subjunctive in English (e.g., I move
that the meeting be adjourned. (Hewson 1997b:24».

1,8,1.3 St_ae Three: lI'dntive Stqe:
A further increase in the complexity of the time image is represented in the third

stage, where the specification or time zones in Universe Time results in bounded.
contrasted time lOnes. This time image is represented linguistically in English u the
indicative with its tenses, i.e. past and non-past, the past representing time that is in the
memory, and the non-past representing non-memorial time.

talked

talk(s)

1--->1

1--->1

[PAST)

[NON-PASTI
(Hewson & Bubenik 1991:10)

Figure 2.5: Represent_tion of Tenses (past Versus Non-Past) in English

These are the stages ror English. Stages ror Swahili are initially diSQ.Isscd in
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Chapter Four and reevaluated in Chapter Seven,

2.9 Summary or a G.iIIa...._ Appro.dl
This approach, built on a sign-based theory, and specifically the Guillaumian
approach to tense and aspect, allows. description which captures characteristics of
'verbal' linguistic forms, i.e. (i) that they arc representations (ofevents marked for tense
and aspect) which are in a systemic relation to one another, (ii) that cognitive principles
are involved, such as memory operations, which are the basis for such representations as
Ascending Time and Descending Time, which Guillaume describes in terms of
'movement', and (iii) that a hierarchical organization may be involved, i.e. a 'layered'
approach which can reveal the relationship between tense and

aspect

in a language or in

language groups,

2.10 Remarks on Mood

Having dealt with key concepIs of tense and aspect, mood and its definition is
considered. Two ofthe' three finals of the Swahili verb have been traditionally identified
with 'mood': -a 'indicative' and ~ 'subjunctive' mood. The term needs to be defined:
mood can be broadly defined as '. marker on the YUh that signals how the speaker

chooses to put the proposition into the discourse context' (Bybee 1985: 165) or more
specifically as:
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Mood ... men to a set or syntaetic and semantic contrasts signalled by
alternative paradigms of the verb. e.g. indicative (the unmarked ronn).
subjunctive. imperative. Semantically, a wide range of meanings is
involved. especially auitudes on the pan oCthe speaker towards the factual
content of his [Of her [CB-L)] utterance, e.g. uncertainty. definiteness.
vagueness, possibility, Syntactically, these contrasts may be signalkd by
alternative infledional forms of a vub. or by using ..xiliaries.
(e""",, 1980,230)
The speaker's aUitude toward the actualization' orthe content of the utterance is
expressed. for eltample. by the choice of the final-a versus -e in the verbal construction in
Swahili.
Mood relates to modality. Modality is the wider term. includes mood. and can be

defined as:
Modality in language is, then, concerned with the subjective characteristics
of an utterance. and it could even be further argued that subjectivity is an
essential criterion for modality, Modality could, that is to say. be defined
as the grammaticalization of speakers' (subjective) attitudes and opinions.
(palmer 1986:16)

The scope oCtms study is limited to the verbal consIruetion, dealing with

fonnatives in the pre-verbal base position and the finals. Due to its scope. areas of
modality as expressed ttlrougb verbal roots or syntactic elements are not discussed in the
study. But the study deals specifically in terms of mood with the finals and the pre-vetbal
base markers -tlge- and -nga/i-. since they have been analyzed as mood markers.

The term actualization is used here in a genera1 sense of'making actual. being realiz.ablc:',
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1.11 Remarb oa Neptioa

The topic of negation a.I50 raises theoretical questions. Negation in this study is
not restricted to expressing the logical parameters oftruth value p versus -p (for further
discussion see Contini-Morav. 1989. Hom 1989). This raises the question whether to
regard negative markers only in relation to affirmative markers. that is establishing
affinnative markers and then analyzing negative markers in correspondence to affirmative
markers only. or to analyze negative markers independently from the affirmative markers.
In this study negative forms are not considered as corresponding in a one to one
relationship to affirmative forms. The tense/aspect/mood markers in negative forms and
tense/aspect/mood markers in affirmative forms do not correspond one 10 one (Ashton
(1944] 199], Kamba Muzenga 1981, Contini-Morav. 1989). Therefore, the negative
markers are treated independently from affirmative forms. and are discussed in the context
of their form. position. function and meaning, since they foon a subsystem. They are a.I50
discussed in correlation to tenselaspectlmood marters. For example, the negation rrwter
ha- is discussed in the context ofco-occurrence restrictions with tenselaspect/mood

markers which leads to an analysis of the tenselaspectlmood markers into different subsets
that are semantically motivated.
Whether negative forms are necessarily based on affirmative forms is a question
that will be set aside, since there have been discussions for centuries on this subject (see
Hom 1989: Chapter I). From a linguistic point ofview, it seems clear that since negative
forms exist, they can be investigated in their own right. Hence, as mentioned above, the

6'

negative markers are first analyzed independently, neverthdess, subsequently they are
analyzed in relation to affinnative foons, and correspondences are mentioned which are
meant as 'loose correspondences', that is. they may not be strictly one to one. From the
scrnantic analysis it becomes clear what governs the possible correspondence of
affirmative forms and negative forms. and it becomes clear that depending on the desired
semantics in some cases there are several choices.

2.11 Contini-Moran's Apprudllo lite S.....ili Verbal Coaslnadioll
Contini-Morna (1989) considers "traditklnal" analyses of the Swahili verbaJ:
construction and poinls out some of the problems she perceives with the traditional
analyses. As a result, she proposes her own grammatical system 10 analyze the formatives
of the verbal construction: the system ofocc:urrence in Swahili. Within this system
Contini-Morava deals with the tenselaspectlmood formatives that cannot co-occur wilh
the negative markers, and she deals with the negalive formatives in the tensefaspectlmood
position. Other formatives, for example, -nge- and -"goli_, and the negative marker -s;-,
are not treated in detail. This analysis fo!lows Contini-Morava's analysis in some areas,
for example with respect to the distinction between obI- and -ja-, but it revises her analysis
in other areas and also expands it. Camini-Morava's analysis provided the initial impetus
for further questions and for a search to answers to questions that she had left
unanswered, which led to a rethinking ofthe analysis. The results ofthis process are
summarised in Chapter Seven.
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2.13 Condusion
This chapter tau described the theoretical departure points for the study.

Swahil~

an agglutinating language. includes in the verbal constructton formatives that may be
expressed outside the verbal construction in 8 language like English, for example. Each of
Ihese formatives is meaningful and besides its meaning and function, its position within the
verbal construction is significant. The position is one indicator oflhe syslemltlc relation
that exists between all oflhe elements expressed in the verbal construClion and. therefore,
has 10 be taken into consKieration in establishing the systemic properties of the formativa,
As was described in Ihis chapcer, sign Iheory provides a framework thai can address IlUs
point.
From the viewpoint of Guillaumian lheory, the formatives expressing notiom of
tense or aspect show regularities that reveal clements oftheir systemll)c relationship.
Tense and aspect formatives are discussed in Chapters Three and Four.
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CIIAYTER mREE
FORi\1ATlVES OF THE TENS[/ASPECfIMOOD POSITION IN AFFIRMATIVE
SIMPLE VERBAL CONSTRUcnONS

3.0 Introduc:tion

Standard Swahili, as was pointed out earlier. has one pre-verbal base 'slot' where
tense/aspect markers and other formalives are positioned. In contrast. many other Bantu
languages in East Afiica, e.g., Kikuyu. Ruhaya, and Kisukuma have two or more
positions. and older forms of Swahili also had more than one position, e.g.:

M-'(J/i

w-aJ-t!

dill; 'they hav~d abandoned religion' (Nurse &. Hinnebusch 1993:394). -i1e>·ie is not

retained in Standard Swahili, but has been replaced by -/M., a pre-verbal base aspect

marker.
In Chapters Three and Four an analysis of the markcrs that occur in the
tense/aspect/mood position will be provided. While generally all ofthe formatives of

position 4 are described as tense/aspect markers.

I'IOt

all of them express tense or aspect

corresponding to the definitions given in Chapter Two; other functions are also fulfilled by
some of the formalives in this position, for example. ·w· will be analyzed as expressing
neither tense nor aspect. In regards to tense and aspect, how then can one distinguish
between both elements? In simple verbal constructions. meanings and COnlraslS between
fonnalives provide eviderK:e, but this is not always straightforward, and funher evidence
for the distinctions comes from compound forms. When forms of aspectual nature are
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considered applicable to several t~ since these fonns represent an expression of the
event's internal tempootJ constituency, they appear to be the ones that can occur in the
lexical verb of compound forms. The co-occurrence patterns of formatives in the auxiliary
and the lexical verb provide: some indK:itOfS of tense versus aspect. Chapters Three and
Four will discuss function and meanings of fonnatives in position 4, first in simple verbal
construction, then in compound forms.
The markers dealt with are the following: .//Q-/-o., -ki., -me·, -(me)sha· l , -li-,
-(/i)sha-, -10-, -llge-, -/Igali-, hit- and -ka-. [-ku- and -jo- are considered in Chapter Six.)

Although the formative ITII- does not occur in thai position, it is included in the
discussion. This is because it is generally described as a habitual aspect marker.
However, its analysis will demonstrate that it is not a marker of aspect in the same way
that-me-, for example, is a marker of aspect. Another formative, KU-:, is often
considered in context with verbal constructions. This foonative. used with verbal bases to
express a verbal noon or infinitive. is descri>ed here as in position 2 (see Chapter One),
therefore, not being included in the discussion of tenselaspealmood marking, but is
addressed in Chapter Seven,

'+$00' is preceded by ·me· or -Ii·. While, strictly speaking, it is not in Position 4, the
process of grammaticalization is underway.

The verbal noun marker KU- is capitalittd here to distinguish it from -lru-, used in
negative forms as a past marker. Both markers come etymologically from the same
source. They are considered homonymous today.
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The following examples are given as an introductory illustration of the different
markers dealt with in Chapters Three to Four.

(I) a. Ng'ombe

Cows

OO-I-a

chakula gani? O.-I-a

HU-eat-F food

nyasi.

what HU-eat-F

grasr

'What sort offood do cows eat as their staple food~ They eat grass.'
(Ashton [1944] 1993:38)

b. n-a-ka-a

Nairobi

[S-A-live,dwell-F Nairobi

"'I live in Nairobi." i.e. mypennanent home'
(Maw 1985:187)

c. Tu-.a-som-a.
IP-NA-read-F
'We are reading, we read.'

The morpheme by morpheme analysis is usually not included in the source cited, but
provided by the author of this study.

'as their staple food' is given by Ashton to express the meaning of hllia.
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d. Ayubu a-ki-lik-a

ni-ta-ku-ambi-a.

Ayubu 3S-KJ-arrive-F IS-FU-2S-tell-F
'If Ayubu arrives 1 will tell you.'
(Moshi 1988: II with slight adaptation in morpheme analysis)
e. Ni-li-m-kut-a

mamangu

a-ki-pik-a

chakula cha jio-ni.

IS-PA-3S-lind-F mother=my' JS-KJ-cook-F food

of evening-LO

'I found my mother cooking the evening meal.'
(Maw 1985:169)
[ A-me--chok-a.
3S-ME-be=tired-F
'He is tired.'

g. Wa-mesh...fik·a.
JP·ME-SHA-arrive-F
'Sie sind schon angekomrnen.'
('They have already arrived.' CB-L)
(Schadeberg 1990:1)

indicates that both elements in one language are represented by one word or
morpheme in the other.

'='
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h. A·lisha-imb-a.
JS·U·SHA·sing-F
'Slhe had already sung (and was no longer there).'

i. Wa·it-som·a.
3P-PA-read-f
'They read. [rtdl'

j. Wa·ll·som-a.
3p·fU-read·f
.They will read. '

k. I.nge-ku-w-a

ha·wa-ku-ugu.a

wakali ule wa-nse-ku.j.a

hapa?

3S·NGE·ST·be·f NEG·JP·ST·sick·f lime that JP-NGE-ST-come-f here
'Irthey had not been ill at that momenl, would lhey have come here?'
(pobne 1967:ISJ)
I. Mli huu u·nce-ansuk·..

u·.~ni--u·a.

uee lhis JS·NGE-fall.f, JS-NGE-IS·k.iIl-f
'If this Iree should fall, il would kill me.'
(khton [1944J 1993:187)

12

m. Mti huu u•• plHnguk-a
tree this 3S·NQAU-fall·F

U-.pli.. ni41-a.

3S·NGAlI·I5-IciII-F

"fthis tree had fallen, it woukl have killed me:
(Ashton [1944] 1993:187)
n. Ni·li-kw-end·a $ako-Ri,

ni-ka·nunu·a ndizi sita,

ni-ka..la

tatu,

IS-PA·ST·go-F market-LO IS·KA·buy·F bananas six IS·KA·eat·F three
mwenzangu

tatu.

IS·KA-3S-give.F companiOO"'my three
'I went to the market, and bought six bananas;
, ate three and Ihlee 1gave to my companion.'
(Ashton [1944]1993:133)
o. I..chuku..e baroa hii u-ka-m·p"e

Bwana Hamisi.

3S·take·F letter this 2S-KA-3S·give·F Bwana Ham;s;
'Nimm diesen Brief and gib ihn Dwana Hamisi.'
('Take this leller and give it to Mr. Hamisi.' CO·L)
(Schicho 1995:151)
Chapter Three discusses formatives of the: lensela.spectImood posit'on in
affirmative simple verbal constructions; Chapter Four deals with those markers and their
combinatory possibilities in compound verb fonns. The discussion will be largely
restricted to main clauses. At the end ofChaptcr Four, formatives are considered in the:
theoretical framework, presenting a systemic analysis ofthe tense/aspect markers.
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The chapter on negation, Chapter Six, will refer to some of the elements under
discussion in Chapters Three and Four, since Chapter Six deals with the co-occurrence of
the formatives in the tenselaspectlmood position and negation markers.

J, I Outline of Chapter

nree

This chapter discusses lhe tense/aspect markers ~IM, -{me)sha-, -fli)sha-,

-/JQ-, -0-,

-ki-, -Ii- and -fa- in simple verbal constructions in affinnative sentences. The markers hll~.
-ko-, -lIge- and -"gafi- will also be addressed. The bu- formalive is usually described as
~pressing aspect

in the literature; -ko- has had a variety oflabels anached 10 it, for

example, ka- tense (Ashlon «(1944)1993), Maw (188S»; subsecutive (Polome (1967);
Schadebcrg (1992»; occurrence questioned (Leonard (1980»). -ka- is the only fonnati~
of the position for tense/aspectJmood formatives that can occur in forms ending in lhe final
-(!

besides occurring in forms ending in the final

-0.

All other formatives discussed in this

chapter occur in forms ending with lhe final-o. The meaning of the finals in Swahili is
discussed in detail in Chaptet' Five.
The markers -me-, -mesha-,

-,JQ-, --a~

and -ki- will be described as markers of

aspecl based on their semantics and their distributional patterns. whereby -110" is given
special consideration. As example (Ie) iIIustntts, -b- typically occurs in subordinate
clauses or in contextually dependent expressions. -ko- is also used in forms lhal are
context dependent.
The fonnatives -li- and -10- will be considered as tense markers. While -Ii- is
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unequivocally a past marker in the literature, -/a- has also been described as a marker with
reference to probability. for instance, '{OCCURRENCE. not affirmed, specified for
probability, HIGHLY PROBABLE]' (Contini-Morava 1989:45). Following Schicho who
notes that: 'Ahnlich wle Fonncn mit lkaJ legt Futurum tinct' Interpretation mit modaIer
Bedeutung n!chts in den Weg.' (Schicho 1995: 155) ['Similar to fonns with -lra-, 'future'
does not prevent an interpretation with modal meaning.' CO-L), the formative

-10-

is

considered a future, while acknowledging that modal interpretations are possibte in
translation where an event projected as to be completed, expressed by the fonnative

-fa-,

relates to a past event. This is illustrated by the following example:

(2) Ni·li-dhani

kuwa mshtakiwa a·ki-on·a

IS·PA-think-F that accused
kazi ya

bure,

kuwa bidii yake i·li-ku-w·a

3S·KI·see·F that effort his 3$-PA·ST·be·F

J:1l:..kl2m:J mwenyewe kuyadhihaki mamlaka ya serikali.

wone offol""'nothing, 3S-FU-cease-f himself mock authority of government
'Ieh dachte, daB der Angeklagte, wenn er sieht, daB seine Anstrengungen
umsonst waren, von selbst aUrll"

wYrde die Autoritlit der Regierung zu

verhOhnen. '
('I thought that the accused, if an<! when he sees (sawCB-Lj that his
efforts were for nothing, would (will) cease on his own accord to mock the
authority of the government' CO·L}
(GObeIsmann 1995:114-115)
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Due to tlteoretK;al considerations the chapter begins with a discussion of the aspect
markers and then proceeds to a discussion of tense markers.

3,2 Remarks on Tn-.iaoIoI)'
Before we begin the analysis. two tema need to be clarified: the use of
'retrospective' instead of 'perfect' ,and the use of ,compound' verbal constructions in
Swaltili.

3.2.1 The Use of'Relrosptttive' hntead or'Ptrfecl' ill Mpeclual DisliDdiHJ
When considering aspectual distinctions, different positions in tenns of the
temporal constituency of the event are possible, as we have seen in Chapter Two. The
literature offers severaltenns for what is often called 'perfect', It represents position E in
Figure 2.1. In this Sludy it is called 'retrospective'.
With reference to Swahili, Drolc (1992), for example, uses the term 'perfect' for
what is tenned 'retrospective' here. Although the tern 'perfect' is quite commonly used,
it is replaced with tlte tern 'retrospective' to avoid any possible confusion between
'perfective' and 'perfect'. For a similar reason Bybee et aI. (1994) used the tern
'anterior' for 'perfect' and described it in the following way:

,. an anterior signals tltat the situation occurs prior to reference time and is
relevant to lhe situation at reference time. Anteriors are typically translated
witlt tlte English perfect "'
(Bybee et aI. 1994:54)
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3.2.2 The Term 'Compoulld' Verbal Conslrucliotts
There are constructions in Swahili that consist of'compound' verbal forms, e.g.

utliku14'Q Illmeiala. 'We were asleep.' These verbal constructions consist oflWo verb
forms, the first of which is, for example in Ashton, termed auxiliary. The second verb
form is often termed the 'lexical' verb. For ease of reference the tenns auxiliary and
lexical verb are maintained. Using the lerm 'lexical verb' for the 5C<:Ond verb form is

not

meant to imply that -{lH)wa 'be', is not meaningful, however.
The compound form. as in the example given above, does nol indicale a different
tense from the simple verbal construction with the same tense marker, but may indicate
different shades of meaning. Contini-Morava (1989: 123, note I S), does not perceive a
need

10

set up a special class of'compound tenses' as distinct from simple tenses.

'Compound' forms describe more precisely the details about the locus of orientation that
the speaker wants to express and may provide more information for the addressee. The
auxiliary and lexical verb ofa compound form generally agree in subject concord marlcing.
For the second form in a 'compound' fonn there are only cenain forms possible. The
issue of co·occurrence will be discussed in Chapler Four.
Ashton deals with 'compound' forms in three separate chapters. The forms given
in the last of these can be analyzed as complex or compound sentences, since the forms
given do not agree in subject concord. Whether all fonns should be analyzed as
syntactically biclausal is an issue that needs funher study. For practical purposes the
single quotation marks around the term 'compound' will be deleted in what follows.
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In tenns of terminology. a compound verbal COOSlruction or compound form IS
illuslrated above is differentiated from bi-clausal or multi-<::lausal sentences., that is
compound sentences or complex sentences.

3.3 Aspt'C1 in Simple Verbal Coastnciiolll: Fona.lins ia S••hili
The discussion of the tense and aspect markers begins with an analysis of
fonnatives expressing aspect in simple vernal constructions ohhe pattern
SC+TAM+(OC)+VB+(E)+F.

3.3.1 ·meThe formative

-~-

is at times considered as a tense in the literature. -me- tw also

been considered 15 an aspecIUaI category (e.g. Polome 1967). in panicular a perfect
(Drolc 1992). We will categorize ·ml!- as ISpectuaJ and provide arguments in [his chapter
why in Swahili -ml!- represents an aspectual fonn. a retrospective. which was defined in
sectionJ.2.1.

3.3.1,1 Eumples or -me- i. sm... Verbal C• .,trwliolu
The foonative ·ml!- can be illustrated by the fol.lowing examples:
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(3) U-me-andik-a

barua?

2S-ME-wnte-F letter
'Have you written the letter?'
(polome 1967:116)

(4) Msafiri a-me-fik·a.
traveller 3S-ME-arrive·F
°The traveller has arrived (he is here now).'
(Polome 1967: 116)
The fonnative

-me· occurs in affinnalive sentences and cannot occur wilh a

negative marker. i.e. ·ha-me·<mdii-a. How the negative may be expressed is discussed in
Chapter Six.

3.3.1.2 Retrospective
As an aspectual morpheme ·me· does not nonnally refer to an absolute locus of
orientation. Rather, a fonn with 4tH!- represents lhe event from a point of view exterior to
the event just after its completion. This can graphically be represented as:

x • point oforientation

Figure 3.1: Retrospective Aspect
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The arrow indicates that the direction of the speaker's view is from a position just

after the completion of the represenled event back 10 the beginning of the event
represented (see examples (3) and (4». It is an exterior point of view. The speaker's
interest lies with the relevance of the represented event to the time of speaking. the
contextually defined time. or to the locus of orientation (in compound forms).
The event can either receive a temporal interpretation or a resultative one
depending on the meaning in context and Aktionsart of the verb.

3.3.1.3 Result.lives

Resultatives in general are described by Bybee: et aI. (1994:54). The authors state:
.Resultatives signal that a state exists as a result of a past action'. The authors give
examples from English to illustrate the difference between resultativcs and 'anteriors', i.e.
retrospectives (1994:63). In English dw distinction is expressed in the following eumple
by the choice of the auxiliary:

(5) resultative:

He is gone.

(6) retrospective:

He has gone.

In English. in the affinnative. resultatives can cQ-QCCUr with 'still', while
retrospectives cannot. i.e. 'He is still gone. '; ·he has still gone' ('still' has a different
sense). let us add the following example:
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(1) resultative:

He is dead.

(8) retrospective:

He has died.

Swahili amekufa, for example., can be translated as both 'he has died' or 'he is
dead' depending on the contexl. Therefore. forms with -me- may include a resultative or a
retrospective interpretation depending on the Aktionsart of the verb and the context. As
Carey (1996) discusses in general, and Oralc (1992) poinls out for Swahili, some verbs,
for example, -Icoa 'sit down', -lola 'lie down', -simama 'stand up', -palO 'receive',

-shinda 'win' may have a resultativelstative interpretation, (i.e. 'sit', 'Ite', 'stand', ·have',
·be better than', respectively). Verbs like the ones given above express a change of state•

a change of conditions.'
The following examples illustrate the resultative meaning expressed:

(9)a. A·me-fik·a.

'He has arrived.'(i.e. 'he is here now' CO·L]

3S-ME·arrive-F

b. A-me-simam·a.

'He is standing.'

Different terminology is found in the literature; for a detailed discussion of inchoative
verbs in Kinyarwanda Ke Botne (1983); Wald (1973) called these verbs quasi-stative
verbs.
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c. A-me-silci-a.

'He understands. i.e. he has heard.'

3S·ME·heM·F

'He is tired.'
3S·ME-be9ired-F
(Ashton (194411993:37)
e. U-me-chelew-a

'You are lale (you have become lale).'

2S-ME-be=late-F
(Wilson 1970: I09)
f. Mtolo a-me-pote..".

'The child is lost (has become lost).'

(Wilson 1970: I09)
The forms show lhe resultative meaning and ils relevance in Ihe present. Wilson
(1970) comments on verbs as in examples (9d, e,

0:

The verbs whose meanings are stative without having to be put in the
mtive form, however. may NEVER be used with the present tense ....
except in very rare cases ..
(Wilson 1970: 110)
The 'stalive fonn' in the above quote refers to lhe suffixalion ofa stative marker.
also called nculro-passive (Schadeberg 1992), 10 the verb stem or root of verbs that are
not inherently stalive by A1ctionsan. The stalive marker has several allomorphs due to the
application of vowel harmony to the root or stem, i.e. -ik-. 1!K-. -(l)ik-. ··(/)ek- or -Ie. It
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can be added to the rOOI, and its meaning is described as expressing a state without
agency, and potentiality (see Ashton [1944]1993:226ft). The stative form -lI,mjilca from
the verb kl/III/flja 'break' is ilIustraled in the following example·

(10) Kikombe ki.me--vunj.ik·a.
cup

SC-ME-break-STA-F

'The cup is broken.'
(Ashton [1944] 1993:227)
This form finds its equivalence in many languages. Within generative theory, the
term 'antipassive marker' would be applied to the stative marker. especially in ergative
languages. 1 For example, in Inuktitut, the antipassive marker reduces the valency of the
verb, just as the stative marker does in Swahili in examples like -1II11ljilca. In Swahili the
stative marker expresses propenies that correspond semantically to notions expressed by
middle voice. Kemmer (1993) suggests a continuum where middle voice is one ofthe
intermediates between events involving two participants and events involving one
participant. Middle voice is described semantically with reference 10 two properties:

For a discussion of anti passive markers in Labrador lnuttut see Beaudoin-Lietz (1982).

8J

t. Initiator as affected entity (Endpoint),
2. low degree ofelaboration ofevent.
The first propeny ... is subsumed by lhe second one ..

(Kemmer 1993:238).
Now compare to the fonn in eumple (10), the fonn with the verb ·Ia 'eat':

(II) a. Chalcula ki-me·l-ik;·a.

food

SC·ME-eat-STA-F

'The food has been eaten.'

b. Chakula IQ·na-l-ik·a
food

SC·NA-eat·STA-F

'The food is edible.'
(liM)

In the fonn with ~IO-, example (lib), the translation reflects that the food can be
Where the stative form expresses this possibility, it describes the intrinsic propert)'
or the ability to undergo a process.
Certain verbs appear to have a resultative meaning without a stative marter, and
one might suggest that these fonns cannot occur with the stative marker. That appears to
be true for some verbs. For the last three verbs ofex:ample (9) above, Johnson ([1939]
1969) does not list a stative marker:
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kuchoka 'become tired, get weary, be fatigued (worn out, overdone), be in need
ofa change' (no stative listed) (Johnson [1939] 1969:58)

kuchelewa

'10 be

late' (no stalive according to Johnson, already derived from

-<hal (JOOnson [19J9) 1969:45)

kupotea derived from pota 'tw;st' wilh the meaning 'get 1051, fall way,
deteriorate, be scarce' (stative only with -polO: -potoka 'be crooked,
twisted,

spoi~,

perverted' (Johnson [1939] 1969:386»

There are olher verbs where no stative morpheme is listed, for example:

kuiva 'become ripe, get ripe, mature, become cooked', as in Nyama imeiva
'The meal is cooked.' (Johnson [1939J 1969:145) (no stative listed)

kujaa 'become full (of), fill up. given space, be plentiful, abound, swarm' as
in Mlungi umejoa maji. 'The pitcher is full of water. ' (Johnson [1939]
1969:146) (no stative listed)

kushiba 'be satisfied (food)' (Johnson (1939] 1969:419) (no stative listed)

'5

Concerning .him and bjaD, they are both described as +Patient (and not Agent)
in terms of semantic roles (Khamisi (19n».
For verbs such as those in e:umptes (9a, b, c), • 51.live morpheme may occur, the
meaning then, however, does not re8ect the resoltativc: meaning. but. possibility or some
other meaning. For example, for. verb such as 1tukJa. 'sit down. dwell, live, stay' • form
with a morphological stative maricer e.'<ists, but the meaning is then different. indicating
'facilitative', for example, -toliJra 'hospitable, habitable':

(12) Hapa pa-na-kal-ik-a.
here SC·NA·sil·STA·F
'Here (this place) is hospitable. can be sat on.'
(11M)

Some of the verbs are listed below with information on the existence ofa stative
mOl'~heme (from

Johnson ((1939J 1(69».

kufika 'arrive' (stative. potential: 1ikiko 'be accessible. be approchabJe. be
hospitable' (Johnson [1939J 1969:95»

kukaa 'sit down, remain, dwell, continue, last' (sialive, potential·kolika 'be
habitable' (Johnson [1939]1969:162»
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kulala 'lie down. go to bed. sleep, settle down. fall. coUapse. lie flat'
(kll/a/ika 'be fit (or possible) for sleeping in' (Johnson [19]9] 1969:240»

kusikia 'hear. understand' (stalive, potential-sileika 'be audible'
(Johnson (1939) 1969:429))

l.:usimama 'stand up' (lnuimikn [from -sima? which is not used in a non-derived
fonn) stalive. potential: 'stand, be set up, be erecl, cause to stand, cause
10 prosper. appoint' (Johnson [19]9] 1969:4](}.4] I»

kuvaa 'put on. dress in, clothe oneself. dress'. as in: AnN.'1oUQ "goo ":/lr;. 'He is
wearing fine clothing.' (Stative Jcuvikn 'clothe, cause to wear, dress (in)'
(Johnson [19]9]1969:512»'

Thus, verbs like the ones given above may have a similar meaning in the fonn with

Schadeberg (1992:9) lists {lie} 'ncuna-passive' (a term that may not be appropriate)
which includes the meaning of potential, and for examples like Inn'llQ he lists a second
morpheme {lie} 'active POSilional', The laner is described as non-productive. Generally,
whether there is one morpheme or two does not appear totally clear. Ashton ([1944]
1993) lists one morpheme, Khamisi (1971), on the other hand, SllggtslS two morphemes:
one 'stative', one 'potential' PolomC: (1967) COnuTlenlS that Guthrie also listed two.
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-m~-

as verbs like -VlIllja 'break' have in the form with -me- and the stative 1nllI'ker'. In

examples (13) and (14) bek)w the forms with and without the stative marker are
compared.

-me-... -ST·
(13) a. Mtungi a-me-j.·a maji

-me-...+·ST(14) a. Kikombe ki·lM-vunj-ik·a

pitcher 3S·ME·full-F water

cup

'The pitcher is full of water.'

SC-ME-break-STA-F

'The cup is broken.'

b. A·me-llI·a.

b. Chakula ki·me-l-ik·a.

3S-ME·asleep-F

food

'SIhe is asIee~ fallen asleep.'

SC-ME-.eat-STA-F

'The food has been eaten.'

The following examples are the corresponding forms with -110- and the stative
marker to the lexical verbs in examP'es (Db) and (14b):

(15) Kitanda hiki ki·..·laI-ik·..

(16) Chakula ki-•• ·I-ik·a.

bed this SC·NA-sleep-STA-F

food SC.NA-eat-STA-F

'This bed can be slept on.'

'The food is edible,'

Accordingly, Wald noted for Mombasa Swahili that 'It makes no sense, in tenns of
Swahili, to distinguish semaRlicaily inchoative verbs from semantically stative verbs'
(Wald 1973:253).
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In examples with the stative marteers, (15) and (16) above, the meaning is similar,
expressing the possibility, a facililative form. One mighllhink that -lIa- does not at all
occur with verbs like kujaa or him. But as Contini-Morava shows, forms with -lIa- also
exist:
(17) Chumba ki-•• ·ja-a
room

SC~NA-fill-F people

'The room is filling. usually fills, is usually fun of people. ,

(18) Maembe ya·.a-iv-a.
Mangos SC-NA-ripen-F
'The mangos are ripeningtmangos ripen.'
(Contini-Marava 1989:88 (bold CB.Ll)

The question has 10 be raised why verns like 'arrive', 'sit', 'stand', etc. are marked
dilferently from verbs like "''''ja 'break', elc. Kemmer provides an ell;p{anation: for those
verns the action 'is performed on the self and the vern is unmarked, without any overt
indication of the (dilferentiated] Endpoint entity' (Kenuntt 1993:59). These verbs are
fundamentally intransitive.
In the elUUl1ples (17) and (18) the process is described whereby both chumha and

maemlx are undergoing the process.
Thus. there are verbs which do not have a Slative form and may have a resultative
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meaning in the form with -me-; there ate verbs which may have a result_tive meaning in
the form with

-m~-.

but have a stative fonn (non-resultative); and there are verbs like

-nllYa. Further exploration ofme co-otCUrrence ohhe stative marker with the aspect

marker ·ml!- and -IJQ· and also its co-occurrencc with the Aktionsart ohhe verb&J root is
necessary

3.3.1.4 Temporal Mealliltl0( ollie-

The resuhativelstative is not the only use of ·me- Temporal meanings also exist
that correspond to the definition of'anterior' given above. Since -me- is considered an
aspectual morpheme, these temporal meanings can co-occur with different tenses (see
Chapter Four). When -me- is used in simple verbal COOSlructtons and the context does not
provide any other locus of orientation, the 'default' locus of orientation that the event
refers to is the present, as the following examples illustrate:
(19) a. A·me-ful-i·a

sabuni ghali.

3S-ME-wash-AP·F soap

expensive

.She has been washing (clothes) with expensive soap.'
(L_I965:160)
b. Kwa=nini a·rne--kw-end-a jiko-ni?
why

3S-ME-ST-go-F kitchen-LO

'Why has he gone to the kitchen?'
(Ashton [1944) 1993:75)
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Forms with ·me· can also be used as simple preterits. In Swahili, forms with -medepending on the Aktionsart of the verb can be translated with a past tense. 10

(20) Tu·me-ku-p-a

shilingi tana.

I P·ME-2S-give-F shilling live

'We gave you five shillings.'
(Loogman 196H1)
·This ambivalenl usage ofRelrospeaives stems from tnc fact that the subject, represented
as being in a position after lhe event (or sometimes after a panion of the event),
necessarily has an involvement in the event itself.' (Hewson k Nurse 1999:26).

3,3,1 +sh.-

The following sections deal with the aspect marker -sha- which occurs as -meshaand -/i:rho- in forms marked for experienced events. -sha. (as might be expected) does not
appear to occur with -/10- or _Ia_;

·tunashaimba ·tunashalala
·tutastWmba

In Latin the retrospective can 'functionally' operate as a preterite. For example, mortus
can be translated into English as 'he is dead' or 'he died' (see Hewson k Bubenik
1997:196).

esl
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3.3.1.1 -me+sh.-

A fonn that includes -memo- has often as pan ofiu translation into English
'already'. As Schadeberg (1990) points out, the -mesha- form is one of the latest
grammaticalized verbal foons. The vub&I base ·jsha has the meaning of'end, come to an
end, bring to an end, make an end or. finish, dose, complete' (Johnson (1939) 1969:143).
The fonn -mesho- includes the older fonn ..me·, grammaticalized from a lexical verb with
the meaning 'finish', and the more recently grammaticalized ·sha- from ·jsha.
The palh of grammaticalization can be illustrated in the following with kufima
'plam': wame(kw)isha kulima > wame(kw)isha-lima > wameshalima. The following
examples illustrate its use:

(21) A·me(kwi)sha·ku-f-a.
3S·ME-SHA-ST-die-F
"He has already died.' or 'He is already dead.'
(BM)

(22) Wa·mesha-fik-a.
3p·ME·SHA·arrive-F
'Sic sind schon angekommen.'
['They have already arrived.' CB-L)
(Schadeberg 1990:1)
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(23) Wa·mesha·imb-a.

3P·ME·SHA·sing·F
'Sie haben schon gesungen-' ('They have already sung.' CB.l]
(Sc:hadd>erg '990: II)
(24) A·mesha·imb-a.

3S·ME·SHA·sing·F
'S/he already sang (today and is unlikely to sing again).'

(25) A-mesha·end·a. lI

3S·ME-SHA-go-F
'He has already gone.'
(Hinnebusch k Mirza 1979: 124)
(26) Tu·mesha-<:helew·a.

Ip·ME·SHA·be Iale-F
'We are already late. (i.e. There is no need to hurry.)'
(HM)

In wameshafika 'they have already arrived' the 'arriving' is completed and the
process is completely finished; it is nol open to be repeated immediately. This meaning
also becomes clear from examples (23) and (24) involving 'singing'

The form can be -e,Kia or ·lcwelJda, of which the latter is standard.
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The difference between -me- and -ml!sha- can be exemplified. Consultant HM
described Ihe following situation: He is going somewhere in the car and is anxious to
arrive at his destinalion. The driver says IIImefilca; that is Ihe persons are just about to
arrive at the destination (a few more seconds). rllmeshafilca implies that the persons have
arrived and that the engine has been lurned off. In English. in response to the question.
'Are we there yet?' the translation would include 'already': 'We have already arrived'
As the question with 'yet' in English illustrates, fonns like 'already' and 'yet'

appear to relate systemically. So Schadeberg (1990) compares -mesha- and -ja- to
corresponding Gennan fonns 'schon' ['already' CO-L] and 'flOCh' ['still' CB-L}. His
label for -mesha- is 'unexpected perfective' (Schadeberg 1992:38) and indicates Ihe actual
completion of the event before its anticipated completion
Hirtle (1977) analyzes 'already', 'still' and 'yel' in English as contrastive members
of a ternary system. Some of the remarks by Hirtle can also be applied to -mesha- in
Swahili. Hirtle describes 'already' as a position after the event: 'already depicts its {the
event's] existence as a result. an aftennath.' (Hirtle 1977:30). Graphically this is depicted

already (= after)

k

l

(Hinle 1977:30)

Figure 3.2: Description of 'already'
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The tenn 'already' represents the position after the evttlt in the sense that the
existence of the event provides a reference point to which the position after relates. It is
interesting to note that Hirtle sees a connec1ion between 'already' and inchoatives in
English: 'a/ready implies some change of state; e.g., Johll alreadyjlOQIS means not that
John is floaling. but that he can float and there was a time when he couldn't' (Hirtle
1977:35). There is also a connection between this observation in English and the
resultalives we have seen in -me- fonns in Swahili. Schadeberg refers to the unexpected,
surprisingly early finish with fonns with -nH!sha-. Hirtle. for English. comments:

The suggestion of SUll'rise arises with the use of already precisely because
the speaker has had some hint that the event has come into existence
sooner than anticipated.
(Hirtle 1977:34)
While -sha- can occur with -me-. that is not the only morpheme -sha- can occur
with: as is discussed below, it can also occur with -1;-.

3.3,2.2 -li+shl-

There are not only fonns with -mesha-. but also fonns with -lisha- as the: following
examples illustrate:

(27)A-li-sha-imb-a.

'Slhe had already sung (and was no longer there).'

3S-PA-SHA-sing-F
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'We have'had already read.'
('We were done reading.' CB.Lj

(29) Maria alipofika tu·ti·sha·som-a

Mary arrive

kitabu na

ku·ki-u-maliz-a.

IP·PA·SHA·read·f book and VN·3p·R·finish·f

'When Mary anived we had already finished reading the book.'
(HM)
In this section ·shtJ· ;s added to fonns with Ihe past marker; n in the previous
section the fonnative is added 10 retrospective forms to indicate that in the speakers' view
the event had betn completed (untXpecledty for Schadeberg) before the expec;ted time.

Bybee et al. (1994) use the term 'completive' for concepts that are represented by.mo· in
Swahili. Both -mesha· and ·Iisha- differ in the length oftime from the compler:'on.

-/ishtJ· represents a longer time from the completion ofthe event than -mesJta•.

J.J.J ·na·
The formative

·00·

is often described as a progressi..·e or as present tense or both

Since forms with ·/i"'sha· are less common and not as far along on the path of
grammaticalization (for example. they are not included in Ashton ([I944} 1993», ./i-sho·
is omitted from further discussion.
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(for the laner see MOhlig & Heine (1995». Here

-110-

is subsumed under aspect, but is

given special consideration.

3.3.3.1 Eump&ts with 51_pie Vtrb Fonas
The following are examples ofverbal constructions with

-110-:

(30) Tu-na-nunu-a mahindi.

I P-NA-buy-F maize
'We are buying maize.'

(Maw 1985:79)
(3 t) Ali a-na-andik-a

barua.

Ali JS·NA-write-F leiter
-Ali schreibt gerade einen Brief.'
(. Ali is (in the process 01) writing a letter.' CB-Lj
(Mahlig & Heine 1995:82)
The formative

-110-

is restricted to affirmative ~tences. Although it has been

described as 'present', its occurrence is not restricted to the present tense. In compound
fonns it can occur following verbs in the future and the pasI: describing -no- as a present
tense marker does not capture all of its usages. When it is used in simple forms and no
oven tense is provided morphologically or through context, the tense is ·present'.
Otherwise another tensed fonn or the context provides the locus of orientation in which
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forms with -/la- then apply, as the following examples from Ashton indicate:

(32) Manyani wa-li-tambu-a
apes

ya kuwa safari

3P-PA-recognise-F or that

i-na-ondok-a.

travel/caravan 3S-NA-leave·F

'The apes realized that the caravan was leaving.'

(33) Simba a-li-nyamaz-a
lion

kimya!twa kuwa mJcono u-na-mw-um-a.

3S-PA-quiet-F silent PREP that paw

3S-NA·3S-hun-F

"The lion kept quiet, for his paw was paining him.'
(Ashton [1944)1993:190)
In examples (32) and (33) above the past marlcer on walilambllQ and aliJl)'ama::a
indicate the locus to orientation in which the fonns with the -Ita- formative apply.
Ashlon ([ 1944} 1993:190) describes -Ita- as required if the action is taking place at
a 'definite time' as in the following example:

(34) Hata siku moja a-me-ka-a a-na-tazama mto wa maji, a-ka-mw-on-a
that day one 3S-ME-sit-F 35-NA-look river of water JS-KA-JS-see-F
mtu a-na-kuj-a.
man JS-NA-come-F
'Now one day he sat looking at the river. and he saw a man coming.'

Ashlon«(I944) 1993:190)
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Wald (1991) proposes that..,/O- wan member ofa constituent focus system in
which ."Q- indicated 'that the verb was included in lhe maximal focus of the clause' (Wald
1991:63). He claims that this focus system has declined and the 'pragmatM; aspectual

focus effect' remains. indicating high focus on the verb's time orientation indicated by

In the theoretical framework that will be used to provide a systetnat)c analysis of
the tense/aspect markers, it will be shown. at the end of the Chapter Four, that the present
in which

·110·

operates in simple: verba! constructions is represented in Swahili as

imperfective. If "IQ~ were only to express imperfectivity (as opposed to perfectivity), it
could consequemly be regarded as redundant. We would, therefore, expect that ..,IQexpresses something other than imperfectivity, and in that sense "'1{]- is a 'secondary'lJ
aspect marker.

-flQ-

will be included under the heading oftenselaspe<:t.

3.3.3.1 -na- in Rdatin Clauses

The formative -11{]- can also occur in vm forms in relative clauses. The possible
relative forms without amba are cited as follows:

'Secondary' in the sense that -no- is marking rugb focus on the: verb's time orientation, ll21
imperfectivity.
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(35) a. Watu wa-na-o-som·a.
people 3P·NA-R-read-f
. People who are reading.'

b. Watu wa·som·a-o.
people 3P·read-f·R
'People who read.'
(Ashton [1944] 1993:111)
The last phrase includes a zero tense marker (Wald 1997:ful). Therefore, we have
a clear contrast between forms with

.f1Q-

and forms with a zero marker. This highlights

again that the form with -1/(1- expresses something other than imperfectivity: Wald claims
that il is a high focus on the verb's time orientation.

3.3.4 -aThe formative

-0-,

in terms of its co-occurrcnce, does not CQ.-occur with negative

markers, bUI can only occur in affirmative sentences similar 10 forms with -/i-,

-110-,

.ki-,

-ml!- and hll-. It is often described as 'present' or 'present indefinite' marker. The

formatives

-0-

and -Ifa- are often compared in their usage, since both can refer to the

present time trame, for example Ashton ([1944] 1993:37-38):
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(36) a. Mpishi a·scm·a
cook

a-tak-a U

sukari.

3S-say·F 3S-want-F sugar

'The cook says he wants some sugar.'

b. Mpishi a-scm·a

cook

a-••·tlk-a

sukari.

3S-say-F 3S-NA-want-F sugar

·The cook says he wants some sugar.'

As Ashton explains. in the first sentence both verns stace faces wichouc rdacion to
any particular time, while in the second sentence the cook needs sugar immediately.
The $latus of the formative.Q- is controversial in modem Swahili and protmlly
changing. For -0- 1 will follow Wald (1991) who notes 'The: standard tw already evolved
varieties in which [-]a(-J is no longer at all active ... (Wald 1997:79). For many speakers
of Standard Swahili forms with -IJQ- subsume the range orrorms with -0-. Therefore. in
compound forms.. foons with
status is of ·/la· and

.Q-

.Q-

are not included in this stUdy. The question of what the

in varieties in which both are found will be put aside, and the

reader is referred to the discussions in Contini-Morava (1989), Wakt (1997) and Hew5OI1
& Nurse (1999).

a-tlk-a consist of a·a-tak-a
3S-A-want-F
10\

3.3.5

~ki·

Th.e formative.Jd· is the morpheme about which grammarians disagree the most as
Contini·Morava (1989:105) has pointed out. Some consider it a compIementi.ze1 (d
Mukama (1985)); for others it is an aspect or a tense man:er. Contini·Morava describes it
as a device that is used for 'backgrounding'; loogman (1965:241) describes it as a
paniciple form. Moshi (1988) considers the man:er in the tense/aspect 'slot' as an
aspectual marker. When it ;s considered an aspect marker, labels vary for the aspecIuaJ
category. For example, Ashton ([1944) 1993): imperfect, continuous or incomplete;
Mahlig & Heine(I995): Gleichzeitigkeit [simultaneity]; Polome (1961):
imperfective/conlinuous; Schadcberg (1992): sltuative. Others use the Iabd 'tense'. for
example Maw (1985). although she acknowkdges that aspect may be appropriate, and
Wilson (1910): paniciple tense.

3.3.5.1 Examples orlht Ditl'tmll Fuelioll,
As will be shown below• .v- is not a tense. but an aspect. The formative .k;.

expresses several contextual meanings:

(37) Wiki hii IUima ni·me-ku·w·a
week this all

ni·Ici~lalc-a

1cu.1cu~.a.

IS·ME·ST·I»F IS·K!·want·F VB·2S·see·F

'All this week I have been wanting to see you.'
(Maw 1985:169)
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(38) Tu·li·m-siki-a

a-ki-sem-a

maneno naya.

IP-PA-3S-haf·f 3S-Kl·say·f word

these

'We heard him saying the5e words. 'IS
(polome 1967:121)
(39) Wazee wa·ta-wa-tazam-a waloto wa-ki-chez-a ngoma.
elders 3p·FU·lp·look·F children lP-Kl·play·F dance

'The elden will look at the children dancing.'
(Moshi 1988:7)
(40) A·ki-ni-cheze..a
lS·KI-IS·~_y-f

ni-ta.m-pig·a.
IS-FU·3$-beat·f

'Ifhe plays tricks on me I shall beat him.'

(Muk.ama 1985:49)
(41) Siku zi-ki-pit-a

Sungura a-ka.-j·a

kwa J08OO, wa-ka-amki·an·a.

days SC·KI-pass·F rabbit lS-KA-come-F PREP rooster lP-KA-grcet.RC-F

kwa namna zotc., wa-lta-ka·a.,

wa-n-zungumz-a sana.

PREP son all, lP.KA-sit=down-F,3P·KA-taIk.F very
'(Some] days having

pas~,

the Rabbit came to see the Rooster's [house],

and they greeted each other warmly, and they sat down, and they talked _lot.'
(Contini-Morava 1989:104)

The translation 'say' may also be possible.
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(42) A-li-lcu-w-a

kazi usiku Icucha hata a-ka-w-a

a-kj-fany-a

3S-PA-ST-be-F 3S·KJ·make-F work all night until 3S-I(A-be-F

a·na·laJ-a

meza·ni.

3S-NA·sleep-F the=table-LO
'He used to work all night until he fell asleep on the tabLe.'
(po{ome 1961:152)

(43) Kila

tu-kj-ku-tan·a

nawe mji.ni

whenever lp·KJ-2S·meet·f and instown·LO HU-be-F 2S·NA-ieave-F
Icw-end·a bara.
VN.go-F mainland

'Whenever we meet you in town, you are always about to leave for the

mainland.'
(polome 1967:152)

(44) Tembo

wa·wili wa-ki·pig-an-a

nyasi hu-um-i·a.

elephants SC-two 3P-KI.6ght-RC·F grass HU-hun-AP-F

'When two elt'phants 6ght it is the gnss thai gds hun.'
(MosIU 1988,'4)
(45) A·)j-lcu-w-a

a·kj·som-a

sana..

3S·PA-ST·be-F 3S-KJ-read·f very
'He used to read a great deal.'
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(46) A-ki-w-a

mwanafurui a-li-ongol-a

3S-KI-be-F stUdent

chama cha wanafurui.

3S-PA-lcad·f association ofstudenu

'Au student he: led the student's [sic] union.'

(Moshi 1988:9)
(47) Mtoto a-lei-li·a

u-m-Iet-e.

child 3S-Kl-<:ry·F 2S-3S-bring-F
'If the child cries bring himlher.'
(11M)

Several contextual interpretations and functions of.-ti- in the tense/aspect 'slot'
are usually distinguished; for example, Moshi (1988: 16) cites four contextual
interpretations which Moshi terms: progressive aspect, stative aspect, conditional aspect.
and what she tenns 'unspecific semantic function, may be a conjunction'.
These functions (using Moshi's terminology) and others are illustraled above, for
instance: conditional in e:x.amples (40) and (47); progressive (38), and (39); stative: (46);
function as conjunction: (43) and (44). Besides.. -ki- semlstO translate as a habitual in
examples (42) and (45); and possibly as simultaneous in (37), for example.
Although there are many conte:xrual interpretations, we are dealing with the same
morpheme -n- in these castS (Moshi 1988). Consequently, the analysis of the formative
-/ri. in this study proposes that an underlying meaning exists. This will be addressed in

sections 3.3.5.2 to 3.3.5.4, and an explanation is presented.
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3.3.5.1 Initial DiKlluicNI or rr.paoties or -ki-

That .k;- expresses simultaneity (Gleichuitigkeit] is noted by Mahlig & Heine
(1995) and Contini·Morava (1989), Maw (1985) explicitly, and by Moshi (1988)
implicitly, for example. Clauses with -li_ are also described as subordinate (Maw 1969,
Moshi 1988) or at least as dependent on the main clause or the contextual situation. This
study suggests that the combination of aspectual properties with the eltment just
men:ioned can proW1e an explanation for the various contextual interpretations of -k;-.
The analysis will be provided in the following sections.

3.3.5.3 A Brier Comparison or -10- ••d -aaA briefcomparison with -nD- is used in the following to highlight the properties of
-k;•.

While there are cases where either -lID- or -k;- can be used (ac:cording to my

consultants with a slight difference in meaning, for instance, in examples (45) and (46), see
Contini-Morava (1989) for other examples), this is not always the case. The fonn with
_/rio cannot be replaced with a form of the same verbal root with -110· e.g. in examples
(31). (40) and (43). for examp'e. This suggests some overlap of meaning between -k;- and

-'/0-; nevenheless, they are clearly distinct. I'
Funhmnore, in combination with other tense/aspect marken in compound forms.

Contini-Morava (1989) describes the difference as one of backgrounding for -n- versus
no particular specifications for '00-, citing the higher rate of distribution of -k;- in
comparison to -'/0- in relative clauses with compound verb fornu where either -k;- or-nais on the lexical verb form while the reiative pronoun is on the auxiliary vert> form.
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-ki· can be used in more combinatory possibilities than -no- as the following fonns
illustrate (fonns are mostly with -soma 'read'):

(48) a. ·tu-me-lru-w-a tu-na-som-a

b. ni-me-lru-w-a

ni·ki-tak-a

I S-ME-ST-be-F I S-KI-want-F

'I have been wanting .. '(see(37»

c, a-li-ku-w-a

3S-PA-ST-be-F 3S·NA-read-F
'he was reading'

d. a-li-ku-w-a

a-ki-sam-a

3S-PA-ST-tJe..F 3S-KI-read·F
'he was reading'

e. A-na-lru-w-a

a-ki-chek-a

kila

a-na-po-nioOn-a.

3S-NA-ST-be-F 3S-KI-laugh-F every=time 3S-NA-LR-IP-see-F

'Er lacht jedesrnal, wenn er mich siehl.'
['He laughs every time he

~

me.' CB-L]
(Brauner & Henns 1979:239)
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[ A-ki-w-.

..na.ku.j-a.

fun·..,...

naye.

3S·K1-be-F 3S-NA-ST-come-F IMMoUow·AS-F with=him

'If he is coming. go along with him.'
(Schodeba-g \992035)

IP-FU-ST-be-F IP K1-<ead-F
'we will be reading'

i. lu-ta-ku-w-a

lu·na-som-a

1P·FU-ST-be-F IP-NA-read·F

'we wiU read'

Both forms with -ki- and forms with -IIQ- can oc:aar in compound foems of the past
as in examples (48c and d) above, or of the future as in examples (48h and i) (see also
Chapter Four). Forms wifh -1;;- may include the translation 'ir or 'when' when folLowed
by a verbal constNction in the fUture or 'present', i.e. example (48t). A form with -no-, in
contrast, does not acquire the meaning of'ir, but rcpcescnts. main cl....se. While forms
wilh -ki- may be translated with 'ir, the formative is 1101 used for. conditional of low
probability of fulfilment or countert"aetual (there is another formative for this case: see
-nge-I-IIga(i- in section 3.7).
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As was mentioned above. forms with -ki- may occur in subordinate clauses or

depend on the context for temporal reference. In complex sentences. clauses with -ki- ue
dependent for time specifications on the main clause and 'the subordinate clause infers its
time reference from the main clause' (Mom 1988:7). Thus, in the clause with -lei-. the
deictic tense is not established. rather the fonn or clause with -ki- infers the time from the
main clause or another verbal form or the cootext. In that sense it behaves like an aspect
morpheme in comparison with other morphemes which have been described as aspec1uaJ
in this study. This necessarily leads to the conclusion that -lei- is not a tense morpheme. It
appears to be more dependent on another fonn with the overt tense marker or the
contextual establishment orthe tense than other aspectual marlc.ers which can occur in
independent clauses.
The syntactic difference can be illustrated by the followins contrasting sentences:

(49) a. Mloto a-ki-li-a

(u)m-Iet-e.

child 3S·Kl-cry-F 2S-JS-bring-F
'Irthe child cries, brins it [himlher].. •
(SIhe is not aying at the moment)

b. Mtoto a-na-ii-a;

m-let-e.

child 3S-NA-cry-F; 3S-bring·F
'The child is CT}'ins (now); brinS it (himIher].'
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c. Mtolo a-na-po-li-a

m-Iet-e.

child 3S-NA-LR-cry-F 3S-bring.F
'When(ever) the cmld cries. bring tUmlher.'
(HM)

While the form with -/ri- is dependent on umlele, a subjunctive, in the first
sentence, the form with -no- in the second example constitutes an independent clause. In
the third sentence, mlOlO o"apol;o is a dependent clause and shows a clearer temporal
reference than example (498)

3.3.5.4 Further DiKussions or the Properties or -ki-

The discussion above has highlighted some of the properties of forms with -ki-:
forms with -lei- are dependent on the main verb or context for the provision ofcense, and
forms with -lei- express simultaneity. Consider the following example:

(50) Ayubu .-ki-fik-a

ni-ta-ku-ambi-a.

Ayubu he-KJ-arrive·F IS-FU-2S-tell-F

'If Ayubu arrives I will tell you.'
(Mosm 1988: 11, with slight adaptation in morpheme: analysis)

In example (50) the possibility of the arrival exists and the person is expected to
arrive. The distinction between the possibility in a form with -/d- and a temporal 'when' in
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the form with -po- is shown in the following; examples:

'If we see himlher. we'll greet IUmIher:

b. Tu·taka·po-mw-on.a

tu-ta-m·sa1im·i·a.

I p.TAJ(A·LR·lS·see·F IP-FU-lS·greet:·AP·F
'When we see himlher, we'll greet himlher:
(8M)
In example (5 la), whether the event of seeing takes place is an open question, but
there is a good chance that the speaker will actually see the third person.. while in example

(Sib) the speaker appears to know that the event of.seeing the third person will take
place, and it is a question of when. This interpretation of(5 la) ptteeived as almost modal
is noted in Schicho (I99S). Schicho notes:

Wie bei {kat unci {tal gilt. daB finite Fonnen mit {kit ... zwar keine
Realisierung von ModaIitit darstdJen, daB aber Satzkompex:c, die
Situativsatze mit (ki} enthatten. hlufig cine modalisicRnde Interpretation
etfahren, wenn sie Vorginge darsteUen derm Rea6sierung (noch) ansteht
bzw. wenn die belden Teile der Proposition uber die Bedeutung durch ein
[sic] "Ursache.Wirkung" Beziehung verknapft sind.
(Schicho 1995:157)

III

As with {kal and Ita}, the finite form with {ki} ... does not represent a
realization of modality, but complex sentences which contain situative
sentences with {ki} often yield an intetpretation that is modal, for example
irthe sentences present events of which the rulization is (still) to be
completed or ifboth pans oftile proposition are linked by a c:ause-effea
relation in their meaning. {CB-L]

Adding fonns with .k;- that occur with the tense/aspect marker foc future as the
main verb following the verb with -I:i· (example (40» oc subjunctive (example (49:1.)),
leads to a dearer understanding of ./ri. and to an analysis lhat provides an explanation for
the contextual interpretations of ·leiThe analysis begins with one of the proptr1ies of -lei·: that it expresses
simultaneity. Since the fonn with ·/(/· is aspeaual, it infers its time reference from the
verb indicating the tense specification. An event that is simultaneous to a future event or a
potential event is necessarily not yet in any portion complete. Thus no ponion ofttle
event is completed; the fonn with .k;. expresses an event without any completed poniol\,
a possibility when II co-occurs with a verb with -to·. This case has been termed 'potential'
in Hewson & Bubenik (1991: 158·162) and may be diagrammed as follows:

-/d-

I<x·· ... -·····-1

Figure 3.3: Potential Aspect
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The above examples highlight the difference from -na-, wtUch is impufective.
where a portion of the event is necessarily tempon1Jy compete, graphically illustrated

below:

1<--'······1
Figure ].4: Imperfective Aspect

The same principle can be applied to other examples. Where the fonn with -ki- is
the second verb in a compound verb (e.g. examples (42) and (4S». the auxiliary verb
establishes the time frune of the event by expressing tense, in the above examples -li-.
while the fonn with -ki- expresses that the event occurs sirooltaneously or concurrenaly to
the IQOJs oforientat)on expressed by the first verbal form. The concurrent event
represented by -ki- may have been ongoing, is unbounded and may express a longer
continuity compared to a form with -no-.
While the principle is the same. the results in tmns ofuanslation can be different.
Consider the following examples:
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(52) A·Ici-imb-a

ni·ta·mw-on-a.

2S-KI-sing.F IS-FU·]S·sce-F
'If sIhe sings, I'll see herlhim.'

(5]) Ni-ta-mw-on-a

a-lci-imb-a.

IS-FU·]S·see·F ]S-KI-sing-F
'I'll see himlher singing.'

In example (53), -Ia· establishes tirst the locus of orientation as being future.
Within that time frame the form with .kj. expresses the event as concurrent to the time
expressed in the first verb form. Therefore, in English the translation is given as a present
paniciple. While the principle applies in the same way in the first sentence, the resulling;
translation is different. In example (52), the time frame is not established in the first pan
of the complex sentence., thus the form with .Jci- represents an event notionally linked with
reference to the future - expressed in the second verb -that is not yet: complete., but
projected to be completed. As was proposed above., the verb with .Jci. expresses in tlUs
case a possibility and is therefore often translated with if In example (46) the form with
·ki- occurs in the first pan of the complex sentence, not in relation to a future event in the
second verb, but to a past event, since the verb fonn in the main clause includes ·Ii- 'past'.
Moshi's translation correspondingly does not include ifbut as, since due to the
past event in the main clause, the event is established as having taken place and having;
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been experienced.
A fonn with -k;- often co-occurs with verbs of perception (Contini-Morava 1989).
since those verbs establish the speaker's initial moment of perception oflhe concurrent
event with -ki-. This does not mean, however. that it was the actual first moment of the
concurrent event. Therefore Moshi notes'

The beginning or the duration of both actions does not seem to be
important here because the focus of attention is on the continuity nature of
the situation being described.
(Moshi 1988:8)

Loogman makes an observation that concurs with what has been said above:
O(ln] Nilimkllla akiM'a mgtHljM-a. 'I found him ailing.•... the use of akiwa in the ... sentence
excludes consideration of whal was true or what was not true before the moment when I
found him.' (Loogman 1965:235).
When u~ with...tuwa, the meaning involves continuity (Maw 1985), as in
example (45), or repetition. that is iterativity (e.'<llmple (54)). In a/iMYJakisoma 5al1tl'he

was reading. he used 10 read a great deal', the auxiliary is in the past. indicatccl by _Ii_.
The verbal base is the verb -\t-a 'be' which is durative by Aktionsart l '. 11Ie rooc -"'a can
also have the meaning of 'become'. As in the previous cases, the form with -0- expresses
the concurrence of the event, in this case to a fonn with a past locus oforientation. As

Bome (1986) emphasises that in eastern Bantu fonns of the verb 'be' -00 and -li- are not
°empty place holders'. This can also be said for -wa in Swahili.
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will be shown, forms with -Ii- represent the event as complete, while forms with -kirepresent the event as incomplete. Thus, for the complete event expressed by the locus of
orientation. -ki- describes the intemal continuity oflhe event. Note that those examples
for which Contini-Morava stales native speakers at limes repon no difference between
forms with -ki- or -110- all have the first verb form of -/iIaIWQ. The following example
illustrates iterativity:

(54) Wiki hii nzima ni-me-ku-w-a

week Ihis all

ni-ki-tak-a

ku-ku-on-a.

1S-ME-ST-be-F I S-KI-want-F VN-2S-see-F

'All this week I've been wanting 10 see you.'

(Maw 1985:169)
Moshi's examples wilh an 'unspedfied semanlic function' are all examples which
have a fonn with -ki· in the subordinate clause followed by a fonn with hu-. The
following is one offour examples:

(55) Tembo

wawili wa-ki-pig-an-a

elephants two

nyasi hu-um-j-a.

3P-KJ-fight-RC-f grass HU-hurt-AP-F

'When two elephants fight it is the grass that gets hun.'
(Moslli 1988:14)

While Moshi describes the function of -ki- in these cases as a conjunction, the
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same principle as described earlier can be applied nere: the form w;th .kj. takes its
temporal reference from the verb form with Jru-. A form w;th h,,- describes an extended
time, but not being limited to the here and now. The extension including the future, being
indefinite. allows for hypothetical readings in the form with -I;i-, since that form again is
concurrem to the form with hll_.
Thus, a form with -k;- may have several functions on the surface resuhing in a
wide variety of translations. The underlying principle, however, is the same in aU cases:
the form with -I;i- is an aspectual fonn that expresses an event which either has

not

staned. i.e.• is only a potentiality, or 5taned at some undetennined, unimportant., or distant
point before the moment referred to, but is in all cases concurrent to the tense or aspect
expressed in the main verb, and 'it takes its clue. so to speak' for its duration and
boundedness from the tense/aspect and the Aktionsart - the lexical aspect of the verb - of
the form in the tensed verb, or otherwise the general context. Therefore. it can be used
for 'backgrounding' as discussed by Comini·Morava. We will use the graph of Figure 3.3
highlighting the "open" quality of .1;;. in contexts w;th future or hypothetical to describe
the formative in the analysis at the end ofChapter Four."

Concurrence is nevertheless part of the aspectual description of the formative.
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3,4 huThe fonnative h/l- has generally been described in grammars as 'habitual'. This is
an aspectual description.

3,4.1

[ump~

witb Simple Vffb_ICoaslnlctions

Fonns with hll- have the following structure: hu-+(OC)+VB+F. Since there is no
oven subject concord, hll- occurs in initial position similar to KU-. Tense/aspect markers
generally do not OCQ,lr in initial position; nevcnheless, forms with bu- have been described
in the literature as expressing the a.speclual meaning of'habitual' or 'recurrent" and are
included for this reason. In the following examples the form with hu· is often rendered by
'usually' or 'nonnally':

(56) Hu-ku-waz·a.
HU-2S-dream-F

'I dream ofyoo (all the time).'
(Maw 1985:204)
(57) Mayai hu.pat-ik-an-a

soko--ni?'

eggs HU-get-ST-AS-F market·LO
'Are eggs usually to be gOt in the market?'
(Ashton [1944J 1993:38)
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chakula gani? Hu·l·a

(58) Ng'ombe hu..J·a
Cows

HU~t·F

food

what

HU~t·F

nyasi.
grass

'What son. of food do cows eat as their staple food? They eat grass.'

(Ashton [1944)1993:38)
(59) Mimi hu·som·a

saa mbili asubuhi.

HU·read·f hour lwe morning
'1 usually study at 8:00 a.m.'

(60) Ninyi hu-cnd·. sinema ijumaa?
You HU-go-F cinema Friday
'00 you usually go to tke movies on friday?

(61) Sisi tlU·pencl·a ku-ka-a

hapa.

We HU-like·F VN-dwell·f here"
'We like to stay here.'

(Hinncbusch" Mirza 1979: 139)

'We like living here.' CO·l
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(62) Baba hu-w-a

baharia.

father HU-be-F sailor
'Father is at times a sailor.'
«McWbonher 1992:32 fn), originally Closs el aI. (1961:6»
Forms with h,,· do

no!

occur with a negative marlcer, i.e. -ha-hu-Ja. For

·corresponding' negative fonns of forms with 1",-, forms of tile structure
ha·+SC+0+VB+-; are used. 211

3.4.1.1 'Habitual'

Forms with the formative hll- are described as a habitual action or an iterative
(Ashlon (1944] 1993). Maw describes these as representing a 'characteristic action', The
actions are not continuous. but each is a complete event. However, the fact that they
occur on a habitual basis and can be translated with 'usually', ece, shows that they 'are not
viewed as an incidental pcopeny ofthe moment' (Comrie 1916), He states in his
description ofa habitual:

The feature that is common to all habituals. whether Of not they are also
iteralive, is that they describe a situation which is characteristic of an
extended period oftime. so extended in faer that the situation referred to is
viewed not as an incidental propeny of tile moment but, precisely, as a
charaereristic feature of a whole period.
(Comrie 1916:27-28)

There is not a Strict correspondence between affirmative and negative rormatives. see
Chapter Six.
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Forms with hll- represent an extended period which is not restricted to the past or
future. They can be used for actions that have always taken ptace. are taking place and
will take place, and are therefore often used in proverbs, as Ashton ([ 1944) 1993) or Maw
(1985) illustrate. Consequently, fonns with h,,· in simple verbal constructions cannot be
used for actions that occurred in the past, but do not occur any more (in English this can

be expressed by the habitual 'used to', as in I /lS4!d 10 smoke.), or llCtk»ns that occurred in
the past, occur now, but will not occur in the future, or some point in the future ('from
now on we will regularly .. '). Ashton indirectly refers to this prope1t)' ofhll· when she
states:~l

recurrent action in the past or future is not expressed by hllwa. The
auxiliary takes the time particle and the recurrent concept is expressed by
we used to cultivate a great
deal:
(Ashton [1944) 1993:257)

·k;- ... lamani tulikuwa tukilima. 'At one time

Thus, forms with hll- in simple verbal construClions express events that range from
the past to the future (and therefore ttypotheticalness) expressing imperfectivity. The
literature assigns an aspectual propeny to the forms with mi·. One may object that mldoes not have subject maridng as do other fonns with aspectual marking. While the
diachrony ofttle fonn (see below) serves as an explanation for the rnaricing. the cooccurrence rcstriClions offonns with hll· cast doubt on its description as just an aspect:ual

See also Nurse & Hinnebusch (1993:707)
\2\

marker.

3,4.1.2 ni-+ku- > hu·
As Ashton ([1944J 1993), among others., has pointed out, the rnDf])heme Jm.
comes from l1i· ... ku·, I.... S '"ikula> hula' (A.shIon {1944J 1993:38, see also Nurse (1989».
Forms oflhe shape "ikIlVB+F can be found in diale<:ts and within lhe Sabald group, for
example. in Chifundi, Vumba, Mtang'ata, Mijikenda (Nurse & Hinnebusch 1993:Appendix
5,692·n3), In Siandard Swahili these forms l\ave resulted in hu+(OC)+VB+F. IIi· ilSeif

has been analyzed as a focus pank:1e being recruited as a presentative morpheme with
roughly Ihe meaning of'it is' which then evolved into the copula IIi· (McWhorter 1992).
For lIi-, McWhorter (1992:23) proposes that in early modem Swahili it is 'often used to
lend semantic weight to the complement it precedes' as in the following:

(63) Rahayi

ni

handmill COP

shilta

na laabu ..

distress

and trouble

'This treadmill is distress and trouble .. ,'
(McWhorter 1992:23. qUOling from Knappen (1969:10»

It was also used in sentences filling 'the synlactic place al the head of an otherwise

verbless clause' (McWhorter 1992:24). as in the following:
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(64) Ni

mamoja kwangu,

it-is the=same to=me
'It's all the same to me:
{McWhoner 1992:24 who quoles Perrott (1951:120»
For sentences with ni and an expressed subject McWhorter proposes that at one
time the stnlence was biclausal: Rahayi, "i shirja IIQ {OObu. with a rendering of'What the
treadmill is, is distress and trouble'. According to McWhoner, this bidausaJ form was
eventually incorporated under one intonational contour, became monoclausaJ, and IIi·
changed to a copula. This explanation can only be: totally satisfactory if it can be shown
that this change would have to have occurred in dozens of languages since the copula niis widely used in Bantu. 11 However, the starting point, i.e. that there was a focus panicle
1/;-, provides an explanation for the change "i-"'/(II- > hu· by means of the incorporation of

a pronominal fonn resulting in the lack ofovert subject marking in the forms with hII_.
This analysis suppons the comparison of the use of hu- in 1mtu with the French voici.
I'O;/ri (Hewson & Nurse 1999:31), which are also clausal focus panicles.

The fonnative hll- generally occurs with a preceding oven subject (Keach 1995)

Harris & Campbell (1995: 166) argue that highlighting constructions which are
monoclausaJ often originally start as biclausal structures whereby the changes during the
process of development to monoclausal structures can be described by three stages as
observed here for IIi.
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(or the subject is clear from the context}.ll The fonnalive will be further analyzed in the
nelet chapter.

3,3 Tense in Simple Verbal COtISI,..etiom
The following Stttions (3.5.1 and J.5.2) discuss -Ii- and -la- in .simple verbal
constructions.

3.5.1 -li- in Simple Verb.1 ConslRetiOD'
The formative -Ii- is one morpheme that the literature appears to clearly agree
upon: it expresses the past as the following examples illustrate:

(6S}a. Wa-li-imb-a.
JP-PA-sing-F
'They sang.'

b. Tu-li-rud-j

mwezi (wa) jana.

IP-PA-comeback-f month last
'We came back last month.'
(polome 1961:141)

A structure that may be somewhat similar to the English 'Me. do such a thingT or the
French 'Moi. faire partille chose".

12.

In modem Swahili ./i- has the function of a past marker in most cases. It still
functions as 'be, in the present' in relative fonns2~.
The fonnative ./i. does not occur in negative forms and the negation of forms with

·Ii· is discussed in Chapter Six.

3.5.2 ·Ia· in Simple Vuba' CoastnlclioDJ
The fonnative .ta.u occurs in affirmative sentences and is considered a fUture

marker. The following example illustrates the fonnative:

(66) Ni·ta·som..

kesho.

., shall read to·moITOw.'
(Ashton (194411993:37)
As a future, the event is not ~ aetualU:ed. Chung Ie. Timberlake (1985:243)

observe that 'Situations in the future are inherently uncen..in as to actuality.... '.

Diachronically ·Ii- was the verb 'to be' and it survives in some: cases. It was preceded by
a past tense marker, resulting in -a./i-. This became a unit indicating past with the
introduction of -hlWQ- 'be', then -ali· was reduced to ·Ii·. Thus, tu/ikuwapo 'we were
here' < tw-a-li-kuwa-po <tw.a.li.po [example Wald 1997:55}.
This is a grammaticalized fonn of ·taka 'want'. ·,aJca exists as a Iexeme and also as a
grammatical morpheme in relative clauses. The path ofgrammaticalizatk>n can be traced.
since ·Iaka- 'Future Relative', and not -10-, occurs in rdative clauses.
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Nevertheless, it appears the speaker expresses a high degree of probability with
respect to the completion of the event. As mentioned earlier, while forms with -10- may at
times be translated with modal forms (for examples in German see Schicho (1995», a
propeny addressed by Contini-Morava (1989) and Salone (1983),

-10-

in Swahili can also

be described as expressing an event that is imagined as to be completed and realizable (see

Chapter Four and Chapter Five). In compound forms the C(H)CCUfTence restrictions of
fonns with -fa- are similar to forms with -li- in that the formative -/a-does not occur on
the lexical verb.
The marker -fa- is one of the few formatives in the tense/aspect/mood position that
can co-o<:cur with the negative ho-. Thus, the affirmative and the negative form of the
verb afe identical except for the added negative marker:

(67) a. wa-ta-imb-a

3S·SC-FU-sing-F
.They will sing'

b. ha-wa-ta-imb-a
NEG I -3P-FU-sing-f

'They will not sing'
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3,6 ·ka· in Simple: Verbal Coulnlctioas
In the literature.ja- is predominantly discussed

as I formative in the context of

narration., associated with the past, and it is also discussed following the impentive where
it is used in forms with final-e, e.g.. N~nda dot,i ummmw ndi;i, 'Go to the market and
buy some bananas,' (Ashton [1944] 1993:134). The formative.m- also occurs in forms
where the first clause contains forms with other formatives thin ./i-, for example, forms
with

-10-, -/10-,

and the subjunctive. -tn- is the only foonative that can occur on forms

that end in the final -a or the final

-fI,

as the ellample above illustrates. The formative

cannot co·occur with a negative marker on the same form.

3.6.1 Co-oc:curTe_ce Ralric:tioal
As the following examples illustrate, the past lime frame is not the only possibility

with respect to the use oHarms with..l:o-:

(68) Ni-li-kw-end·a

solco-ni,

nj-ka-oonu-a

ndizi

sit&, ni-ka·1a

IS·PA·ST.go-F market·LO IS·KA-buy-F bananas six. IS·K.A-a.t-F
mwenzangu

tatu.

three. IS·KA·3S·give·F my=companion three
'I went to the market and bought sill bananas; I ale three and three I gave to
my companion'
(Ashton [1944]1993:133)
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(69) Ni-ta-Iew-end-a sokOoni,

ni-ka-nunu-e ndizi.

1S-FU-$T-gOoF market-LO IS-KA-buy-F bananas
'I shall go to the market and buy some bananas.' (Ashton (1944] 1993: 134)
'I will go to the market to buy bananas.'

(70) M-na-wez-a

(8M)

m-ka-ondok-a.

2P-NA-can-f 2P-KA-leavc--F
'Ihr konnt gehen.' ['You pI. can go' COAL]
(Bertoncini-Zubkova 1995:121)
(71) Ni-me-sem-a kuwa tajiri a-na-wez-a

a-ka-w-a

mpenda Ujamaa

IS-ME-say-F to=be rich 3S-NA-can-F 3S-KA-be-F adherent socialism
'I have said that a rich man can ht! one who embraces socialism.'
(Leonard 1980:218, with slight adjustment in morpheme analysis)

(72) Wewe hu-ya-ju-i.
you

Tenga. ndiyo

u-ka-sem-a

hivyo. (Abdulla)

NEG 12S-OC-know-F Te'rga it=is=so 2S-KA-speak:-F this

'Tenga, du kennst sie nicht, deswegen sprichst du so.'
['Tenga, you don't know her, that is why you speak in such a way.' CB-L]
(Bertoncini-Zubkova 1995: 121)
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(73) I.ngali·ku-a (sic) boB

u-Q.ni-ach-a.

3S-NGALI-be-F better 2S-KA-IS-leave-F
'It might be better if you were to teaveme,'
(Leonard 1980:219)

(74) Ni-nge-nunu-a mOO:.i, ni-ka-jeng-a

nyumba na (kisha) ku·nunu-a gari,

IS-NGE-buy-F goats, IS-KA-build-F house and (then) VN-buy-F car
'I would buy goats. build a house and (then) buy a car.'
(HM)

hapa, ni-ta-m-won-a.

PS)A·ki+a

3S-KI<ome-F 3S·KA-sit,dwell.F here, IS·FU-JS-see-F

'If she comes and sits here. ,'II see her,'
(HM)

Conventionally the description of fonns with -ka- refers to forms being used in the
conte:ct of narrations. There they genera.lly do not occur in the first verbal construetKxt.
but when the time frame is indicated. a form with -ka- may follow as the second and
sub~uent.

In example (68) the past is indicated in the first verb. the second verb is

characterized as sub~uent in the past by the use of -ka-. Both events have taken place in
the past; therefore the final

~

is used to indicate that the events are actualized. .Jca- has.

therefore. been described in the literature as, for example, subsccutive, consecutive,
sequemial or comingent. Here the term 'consecutive' will be used (see Hyman & Watters
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1984).:!6
The time frame is esIablished either through context or through a direa SlI1emc:nt
in a verb. The second and following verbs then may include the formative -kD- in place of
the the tense/aspect marker of the first verbal construction. With the paR. the final on the
form with -ka- is -0, since these are fonns which represent actualized events.
In example (69). on the other hand. the events have not (yet) taken place. The first
event is. nevenheless, perceived as probable and therefore the final -a is used. The second
event. since the first event is represented as non-actualized due to the use of the future
marker. is temporally (and spatially) further removed. This is represented by -Ka-... -e.
Along the same lines. in the first example lI;kotlllllll~ tannot replace lIiJr.ammlllJ:
·lIi1ikw~lIda

.wko/li I/ikotllllll/~ ,ldi:;,

The formative -ka- also occurs in the ensuing verb after a verb in the present
(examples (70) and (11» or future (example (69». These different functions are different
expressions ofthe same mocpneme -hI-. The final may change 10 -< as lhe example (69)
above and the example (76) below illustl1ltes:

Hyman & Watters (1984:258) make a distinction between 'consecutive clauses' and
'sequential clauses' 'Consecutive clauses' are used for clauses with -lta- which have the
same subject as the main clause. while Ihe latter lenn is used where clauses with ../wforms have different subjects from lhe main clause. Since in Swahili fonns with -lra- tan
occur in both cases. the tenn 'consecutive' is used in a wider sense than in Hyman &
Wallers.
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(76) Ni-na-kw·end·a soko-ni

ni-ka·nunu-e ndizi.

IS-NA·ST-go·F market-LO IS-KA-buy-F bananas
'I am going 10 the market to buy bananas.'

The clause may conlain _ka_.. -0 as in example (70) or -ka-... .e, as in the following
examples (77) and (78):

(77) Heri

tu-ka-u·to-c

kabla ha-u-ja·haribu

maji yole ya

it=is""best IP-KA-SC-take=out-F before NEG1·SC.JA-soils water any of
mto-ni, walu

wa·ka·kos-a

matlali pa kuoga.

river-LO people 3P-KA·lack·f place of balhinS
'Wir sollien es herausnehmen, ehe es das ganze FluBwasser verunreinigt,
anderenfalls wird den Menschen hemach ein Badeplatz fehlen.'
('We should lake it OUI before it soils all of the river waler, otherwise the
people are going to lack a balhing place after this.' CB-L]
(Bertoncini-Zubkova 1995: 121)
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(78)Wa·nj·Ndi-sh-e

nyumba-ni ni-ka-mw-on-e

mama watoto

JP-IS-send-back-CS-F house-lO IS-KA·)S·see-F motherchildren

maana

bila

shab ana wasiwasi mkubwa.

because without doubt have worT)'

great

'Sie mOgen midi nur nach Hause bringen. Ich sollie mich !angst bei
meiner Allen melden. die sich sicber schon gro6e Sorgen macht.·
['They may as wetllake me home. I shoold {have} conlacted my cld lady
long ago. who probably is already terribly worried.' CB-l]
(Schicho 1995:151)
(79) Nend-a soko-ni

u-ka-nunu-e

ndizi.

IMP-F markel-LO 2S-KA-buy·F bananas

'Go 10 the market and buy some bananas.'
IAWon [1944)1993'134)

Following the imperative, -ka- may be used in lhe ensuing verbal construclion; the
final is -e (see example (79». The examples illustrating the co-occurrence of-lea- with the
finals lead 10 the co-occurrence restrictions:

put

p=ent

(Preceded by) future

...·ka-...

As the following example illustrates, forms wilh -Jro- can also occur in conlexts
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with Conns with final -<. The Conn with

-ta- and a final -a fonows a fonn w;th the final-e

in example (80) below:

(80) Nend·a sasa. u-si·uw;-e,
gooF

It-si-j~

u-ka-chelew-a.

now 2S-NEG:-de!ay.F, 2S-NEG:-come-F 2S-KA-be-late-F

'Go quickly and do not delay, lest you be late.'
(Ashton [1944]1993:274)
The question ofttlc propmies of -to- will be addressed in the next chapter after

funher examples and compound forms are diSQ.Issed.

),7 Discussion or the FormaUns -_It- and -npliThe formatives -Irge-, and -llgali. arc usually subsumed under tensdaspcct
markers. But they do not neatly fit into an analysis oftcnse and aspect.
The following arc examples oflhe use with --Irge- or --Itga/i-:

(81) A-ngt-ku-w-a

mgonjwa., a-si-Dae-ku-;-a

mji-ni

kwa miguu.

3S-NGE-ST«-F invalid J5--NEG:-NGE-ST<ome--F town-LO PREP foot
'lfhe were an invalid, he would not come to town on foot.

IJ3

(82) Laiti
if-only

ni-npJ;.ruat-a

shauri lako, mambo hay. yole

IS~NGALI-follow-F advice

your things these all

ya-si-npl;'toke-a.
SC-NEG!-NGALI-eome=out-F
'If only I had followed your advice, these lhings would not have
happened.'

(83) Hao Wa-arabu wa-li-ju-a
lhose 3P-arabs

kwa hakika kama hiyo manawari

3P-PA-know~F

i-ngali-ku-wa-ko,

PREP certainty if

ha-ya-npl;'tend-ek-a

there man-of-war
haya.

3S-NGALI-ST*LR NEG.-SC-NGALI-do-ST-F lhis
'These Arabs knew for certain that if the man-of-war had been
there, such things could not have been done.'

(84) Wa-tOlo

hao ... kama wa·.Cal;'ku-w-a

3P-children Ihese
ha-wa-npli-wu-a

wa-ki--ka-a

sana..

had 3P-NGALI-ST-be-F 3P-KJ-stay·F too=long
ku.pand-a Icu-rud-i kwao katib Nchi ya Mawingu.

NEG.-3P-NGALI·able-F ST-gO"'\lp-F ST-relurn-F PREP 10 land of douds
'If lhese children had made a habil of Slaying too long. they would have
been unable to go up again 10 their homeland in CIoudland ....•
(Ashlon [1944] 1993:259)
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(85) Mli huu u.npli-anguk-a
Iree lhis 3S.NGALI-fall-F

U-nl_li-ni-u-a
3S-NGALI-IS-kill-F

'This Iree. if it had fallen, it would

(86) I-ngt-ku-w-a

ha~

ha-wa-ku-ugu-a

killed me.'

wakali

ule

3S·NGE-ST-bt-F NEG,-3P-PN-iIl-F poinl"'of:time thai

wa-nlt-ku-j-a

hapa?

3P-NGE-ST-be-F here
'If Ihey had nol been ill al lhat moment, would they have come here?'
(polome 1967:153)

In e.umples (81) to (86) above. the fonnative:s -nge- and -ngali- express a
conditional sense and occur in both clauses of the StIItence, the clause stating the
condition (protasis) and the one stating the consequence (apodosis). This is. however, not
the only use of fonns with ·uge- and -I1gCI/j_. Fonns with -I'8I!-'.ttgali- exist which can
have different meanings as lhe foliowing examples illustrate:

m

(87) Mwisho

Icw~

ni-.ae-pend-~

ku-wa-shukul\I wale wote ambao

I S-NGE-like-F VN-3P-thank

finally

nji~

moja

PREP way one

~u

those

~II

ny-ingine wI-li-fanilc-ish-a

or another

who
uandishi

3P-PA-succes.s..C-F writing

kitabulUlci.
happen book

this

'Finally I would like to thank all those who in one way or another
made the writing OfllUs book a success.,n
(Mukama 1985:33)
(88) t-nglli-ku-a [sic] bora

u-ka-ni-ach-a.

3S-NGALI-be-F better 2S-KA-IS-leave-F
'It might be better if you were to leave me.'

(Leonard 1980:219)
For funher examples and other shades of meaning see Mukama (1985). Ctirly,
forms with -lIgl!- and -"gali- do not occur only in conditional clauses, as examples (87)
and (88) illustrate. There are two negative markers wlUch are possible with these
fonnatives: ha- or -si- (examples (81) to (84)~ The negative forms will be discussed in
detail in Chapter Six.

This may be a case of. hidden protasis •If you will allow me ..
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3.8 The Difference between -nle- and ·"Ial"
Fonns with -Irge. and -I1gO/j. are generally translated with conditionals in English,
as in examples (81) 10 (84). Tradittonally and as a nomw:ive stalement, -Itge- has been
considered Ihe present conditional and -Ilgali- Ihe past condilional. The distinction
between -Itge- and -11gO/i- does nol appear 10 be clearly maintained. For example. while
Contini·Morava (1989) distinguishes -lIge- and -IrgaJi- in lerms of probability (-nge. being
somewhat remote, while .nga/i- has more remote probability), Miehe slates, 'Tatsllchlich
variieren heute beide (-lIge- and -Irga/i.) frei im Standard Swahili.' ['in fact bol:h are in
fret variation today in Siandard Swahili' CB-L.} (Miehe 1979:246). Also, for some
speakers. -lIge- can occur as a reduced variant ofa dialect variant of -l1ga/i-: -'IKe/i- (both
forms go back to the same form (Miehe 1979», the phonological reduction wouki be the
following: (a) -tlga/i- > (e) -Irgeli- > -I1ge- (for funher details sec Nurse" Hinnebusch
(1993:40]-5».
Salone (1983) disetmeS the forms -Itge- and -Itgali- in detail. The fonnative -Irgeis considered lhe 'unmarked' marker that can any a hypolhetical meaning and a contraryla-fact meaning and has a wider distribution than -I1gQli•. The fonnative .'rgali- is
considered more restricted in meaning to a marker ofCOfltrary·to-faet or low likelihood of
fulfiUmem where the contrary-to-fact meaning tends to be associated with a pasI meaning.
Similar 10 Salone, Contini-MoTava (1989) and MOhlig & Heine (1995) argue thai
the difference between forms with -nge- and -Itgali- does not express a tense distinction,
bul deals with whether a possibility exists for the stated conditions to be fulfilled or not
Il7

Thus, the two forms may dilfer in the possibility of fulfilling the conditions and the
possibility of realizing the event based on the fulfilment of the conditions in the view ohhe
speaker. n
Nevenheless, several factors interact so that the picture is not totally transparent.
Besides the above mentioned issues., there is also the issue of language change. Bybee
(1995) noted for past modals in English. i.e. 'would and should. a 'gradual development of

the hypothetical and present senses ofpast modaIs and their loss of the past meaning'
(Bybee 1995:513). Wt\flhft- that also applies to Swahili needs fimher investigation, but it
would add a funher level of complexity to an issue that is already complex.
What is imponant for this discussion is that it is doubtful that the forms with -IJgI!.
and .lIgali. in modem Swahili express a clear tense distinction. They may be in free
variation, for some speakers. For speakers who distinguish forms with these fonnalives.
the speakers' altitude towards the result oftbe event is reflected. Also, these formatives
are not aspectuaJ in terms of CO-OCCUrTence patterns in compound fonns as will be shown
in the next chapter. That is why these fonnativC5 are considered as expressing mood.

3.9 Conclusion

This chapter has discussed markers -na-l-a-, .ki., ·me·, . " - , ./i-, ./isha, ·Ia·,
-llge-, -llgali., hu- and ·ka- of position 4. In panicu[ar it discussed markers thaI have

This distinction may not wst for all speakers. For example, one of my consultants used
-lIge- and -ligaN. interchangeably, while the other made di5lincttons between them.
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properties oftense!aspect or that are generally regarded

as tense or aspect markers. The

analysis is not complete since the next chapter (Chapter Four) wiU discuss compound
fonns.. and these forms are revealing when it comes to distinctions of tense and aspect.
Co-occurrence restrictions and co-occurrence possibilities will play. significant role in
delimiting tense and aspect from other markers which may be in the same position in the
verbal construction. The following chapter deals with compound forms., consisting of an
auxiliary and a lexical verb. All the marken discussed in this chapter will be re..e:umined.
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CHAPTER roUR
TENSElASPECfIMOOD MARKERS IN COMPOUND FORMS

4,0 Introduction
This chapter continues the analysis of the tense/aspect/mood m81kers in affirmative
semences. Chapter Four deals with structures such as SC.-TAM-(OC)-kuwa SC.-T AM(OC)-VB-(E)-F which are described as compound forms. They consist ofttle first verb. in
the e.'(amples in this study a form with ..m."Q. the auxiliary, and the second verb, the

lexical verb. 80th forms show the same subject agreement. Gmnmars cite to varying
e.'(tents cenain patterns ofcombination, but provide lillie information on the systematic
principle that governs the combination which is the issue in this study.

4.1 Formativts or Positio... in Compound Forms
In affirmative compound verbal construction, e.g., Tulima INmelala 'We were
asleep', each verb contains one tenseJaspectImood marker.· Different combinations of
tense/aspect markers are possible. However, not all possible variations are acceptable.
The distributton oftensela.spect markers within compound forms is based on a general
principle which has several facets.
The combinatory possibilities oftenselaspect markers in compound forms are

Except for -mesha- and -lisha-.
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conslrained by the principle that in the auxiliary the locus of orientatwn is specified to
which the aspectual propenies apply. In Tuli/aiwa l/lme/okJ 'We were asleep', for
example, the two verb fonns express different facets ofttle event. The auxiliary indicates
the time specification of the event (past in this case); the aspectuai marker in the leltieai
verb fonn expresses the representation of the internal temporal structure oftbe event, the
aspectual expression. The fonnatives

~',

-ITH!5ha-, ..,ta..!-a- and -Ad- in lexM:al verbs

combine with differen! tenses and other fonnatives in the auxiliaries. The formatives that
occur in lexical verbs cannot be tenses because they are restricted to a panicular time
zone, but are aspectual formatives. The reasons are as follows.
In contrast to those aspectual formatives, several formatives of position 4.
including -Ii- and -ta-, occur only in the auxiliary verb and do not occur in the lexical verb
in compound forms. AspectuaI descriptions in lexical verbs in compound forms
themselves can theoretically apply anywhere in time. In order to narrow down and specify
whether the aspectual forms apply to the present. past, future, etc., the auxiliary verb
fonn. therefore. expresses the locus of orientation of the event if it is marked as distinct
from the unmarked present. Thus, the markers -Ii- 'past', and ·10- 'future' represent
bound time zones in which aspectuai fonns then express the intemal temporal structure of
the even!. The Swahil~tu specific principle is that the ponion oftime to which the
aspectual description applies has to be specified first - in the above example lulikllWO as
past.
Anocher facet oflhis principle is that the locus oforientation given in the auxiIilf)'

'4'

also constrains the a5pectual fonn in that it delineates the boundaries in which the form
with the aspectuaJ marker applies.
Not all formatives of position 4 can be 5Ubsumed under tense or aspect. The other
formatives that arc discussed, that is -ka-, -nge- and -ngaJi-. also occur only on the
auxiliary. These formatives arc not treated as markers of tense or aspect, due to their
meanings and other morphological propenies.
Chapter Four discusses first the formatives -/i-, -to-, ·me-,
Subsequently, the formatives hll-, -ko-.

"Igf!-

-110-

and -ii-.

and ."gali- are discussed. The fonnative hu·

is included in the discussion. because it is genenUy considered an aspec1ua1 nw1ter.
This chapter reverses the order of presentation from the previous chaptet and will
begin with ·Ii· and -10-, followed by

.Im!•.

-mew-. ·IID· and ·It;·.

4, t.I -li- in Compou.d Fo,.,
The formative ·Ii· occurs only in the auxiliary of compound forms. The pattenu
are described schematically in the following:

·1ilcuwa
·likuwa ... ·mesha-..
·likuwa
·1ikuwa .. ·ki- .
-·Iilcuwa

hu- .
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*·liIcuwa

-b- .

*-likuwa

-nge· ..

*-likuwa

ngaJi .

The starred patterns were not accepted by the consultants. The following
e.'Camples illustrate the first four panerns:

(1) a.

A~li-ku-w-.

a·mt-I.I·a.

3S·PA-ST-be-F 3S·ME·sleep-F
'He was asleep.'
(Ashton [1944] 1993:249)

b. Tu-li-Jcu-w-a
IP-PA·ST«·F

tu-aalta-laI·a.
1P-MESHA~s1eep-F

'We had already gone to bedlsieptlf'allen asleep.'
(HM)
C.

Tom a-li-Jcu-w-.

a-••-bish·a

sana silO moja.

Tom JS-ll-ST-be-F JS.NA·naughty-F very day one
'An einem Tag war Tom sehrungezogen.'

['One day Tom was vel)' naughty.' CB-LJ
(Brauner & Henns 1979:241)
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3S·1I-ST-be-F 3S-Kl-dolmake-F work very
'Erhatteseltrv;eJ gearbeitet.'
('He had been working a lot.' CB-L]
(Brauner & Henns 1979:238)

4.1.2 -ta- in Compound Fonns
The formalive _Ia_. which expresses the future, also occurs in compound rorms
only in the auxiliary. Similar to .Ii•• it does not occur in the lexical verb orcompound
fonns. -me-, -mesha.,

·f/O·

and ·k;· may occur in the lexical verb just as they did with _li_.

The patterns are as follows:

·takuwa
·takuwa ...-mesha-..
·takuwa
·takuwa ...·ki- .

··takuwa

hu· .

··takuwa . ·Ii· .
-·Ialcuwa

-ka· .

-·takuwa

·nge· .

-·takuwa ..·ngali- .
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The following examples illustrate the patterns:

(2) Ni-ta-ku·w-a

ni·...laJ·l.

IS·FU-ST·be·F IS-ME-s1eep-f
'( shall be asleep.'

(Schadebe<g 198U2)

(]) Tu-ca-ku-w·a

tu-mesha-lal-a.

IP-F-ST-be-F IP.ME.SHA-s1eep-F
'We will have gone to bedlslept.'

(4) Serikali

i-Ia·ku-w-a

j·.a-jaribu ku-wa-hudumi·a

waiU.

government SC-FU-ST-be-F SC·NA-IrY VB·]P-serve·F

people

'Die Regierung wird sich bemuhen, den Menschen zu dienen.'
['The govemmenl will be trying to serve the people.' CB-Ll
(Brauner &: Herms 1979:24 J)

(5) Tu·ta-ku-w-a

tu·ki-som-a.'

JP-TA-ST-be·f I P·KI-read-f

'We will be reading.'

4. J.J -me- in Compou_d Fo.....'
The fonnalive -me- can also occur in compound forms. It occurs in [he lexical
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verb, as the rollowing patterns indkate:

-likuwa
-talruwa
-kiwI ... -me....
-nakuwa ...-me-..

(see discussion under -na-)

huwa ... -me-...
-ngelruwa
-ngalikuwa
-kawa ...-me-...

The locus or orientation is indicated in the first verb rarm as the rollowing
examples illustrate:

(6) Wavulana watalu wa-li-ku-w-a wa-me-ji-tup-a

mwake.

bachelors thrtt 3P-PA-ST-be-F 3P-ME·Rf-throw-F reception-room-LO his
'Three bachelors had burst (literally, 'thrown thenuelves') into his receptionroom.'
(Polome 1967:150)
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(7) A-li-ku-w-a

a-me-chok-a

JS-PA-ST-be-F JS-ME-be=tired-F very
'Siewarsehrmtide.'
['[He or) She was very tired.' CB-l)
(Brauner & Herms 1979:239)
(8) Ni-Ia-ku-w-a

ni-me-Ial-a.

IS-TA-ST·be-F IS-ME-sleep-F
'I shall be asleep.'

(Schadeberg 1984:22)
(9) A-ki·w-a

a-me-umi-w-a,

m-pelek-e hospitaii.

JS-KI-be-F JS-ME-hun-P-F JS·take-F hospital
'If she is hun, lake her 10 the hospital.'
(Sch.deberg 1992,35)
(10) A-na-ku-w-a

a-me·lai·a.

JS-NA·ST-be-F JS-l\1E·sleep·F
'He is sleeping right now.'
(Loogman 196.5:209)

(II) Hu-w·. a-me-lai-a

saa hii.

HU·be-F 3S-ME·sleep·F hour this
'He is generally asJeep allhis hour.'
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(12) A-si·.p--lru-w-.

•••~...

sua hivi.

a-nge-rum

3S·NEG1 -NGE-ST·be·F 3S-ME-be=tired·F 3S-NGE-retum .t once
'[fhe were not tired. he would return at once.'
(Ashton (1944)1993:259)

ni-.e-chok-a

ni-ngaJi.tembe-a

mji·ni.

NEG, IS-NGALI-ST«-F IS-ME-be-tired·f tS·NGALI·stroll-f town-LO
'1ft had not been tired. I would have taken a stroll in town.'

(Polome 1967:152)
(14) A-li-kimbi-a hata a-b-w-.

a-me.chok-a.

3S-PA-run-F until 3S·KA-be-F 3S·ME·beetired-F
'He ran on until at length he became tired.'
(Ashton (1944] 1993:255)

The formative -me- can also occur in the auxiliary of. compound form., as
example (IS) illustrates. The formative in the lexical vefb is -ki- in example (IS).
Consultants rated fornu of the type ... -fM1atwa ... -nD- .•• IS unacceptable.

(l 5) Tangu siku hiyo watu wengi

wa-..e.ku-w-. wa-ki-li·tafut-a shimo hila•..

sincelfrom day that people many 3p·ME-ST-be-F 3P-KJ-3S-seek-f pit this
'from that day onwards many people have been seeking for this pit•...•
(Ashton [1944)1993:254)
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4.1.4 ·maha- ia C'-pcHlH Fonal
Fonns with ·mesha- can also occur in compound forms. They can occur on the
lexical verb. They following patterns are illustrated by !he examples below:

-likuwa

-mesha·

·tU:uwa

·mesha·

huwa ... ·mesha·

(16) Tu-li-ku-w·a

tu·.esIui·laJ·a.

IP-PA·ST·be-F IP·ME·SHA·sleep-F
'We had already gone to bed/slept/fallen asleep.'

(17) Tu-ta·ku·w-&

tu·. . .·lal·a.

IP·FU·ST·be·F 1P-ME.SHA-sleep-F
'We will have gone to bedlslept.'

... ·w·.

(18) Kila a-na-po-rud·i

tu·IMSIaa·IaI-a.

every lS·NA·LR-come=back:·F HU-be-F IP·ME·SHA·sJeep-F
'Every time slhe comes back: (sihe finds that) we have already gone to bed.'

(11M)
The auxiliary verb form expresses the

locus of orientation wfti1e the lexical verb
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fonn relat~ the aspectual description ofthe event to the locus described.

4.1.5 -na- in Compound Verb Fo....s

Similarly 10 forms with -me-. fonns wilh

·110-

can occur in Ihe lexical "erlJ

following fonns of ·m'O with ·Ii- or -Ia·. The patterns are listed below followed by

examples:

-likuwa.
·Iakuwa
-kiwa ...·na-...
?-mekuwa ...-na-...
huwa ... -na-...
-ngekuwa
-ngalikuwa
-kawa ... ·na·...

(19) A-li-ku-w-a

a-nl-kimbi-a.

3S-PA·ST-be·F JS·NA-run-F
'He was running (at a particular time).'

(Nurse" Hinnebusch 1993:707)

ISO

nduguze wake wale wa·tab·po-Iw-w..

(20) Mara

immediately sister
a-ta-lru-w-a

his

all

wa tayari,

3p·TAKA·lR·ST-be-f are ready.

......ku-j.....

3S·TA-ST-be-f 3S·NA·ST-eome-F
'As soon

as.n his sisters are ready, he will be on his way.'
(PoIome 1967:155)

(2\) A-kj-w-a

a-na-ku+a..

fuatana

I'\aye.

3S·KI-be·f 3S·NA·ST-eome-f lMP=with him
'Ifhe is coming, go along with him.'
(Schadeberg 1992:35)
(22) Kila

ni-ki.mwoQll.a, bu-w-a

a-na·maiiz·.

kazi yake.

every-time I S-KI·3S-see·F HU·be·F 3S·NA-finish·F work his
'Every time I see him, he is always on the point of finishing his work.'
(Ashton (1944] 1993:256)
(23) U·me·tu-adhibu

ku<helew-a.

Sasa tayari tu·. . .ku·w·a

2S·ME·! P-punish VN-be=-Iate-F now ready I P·NGE·ST-be-f
tu.na·ji-pigi·a

raha -mUSlarehe.

matindi

IP-NA-RF-drink-f halfgrown:maize il?perfect=e:omfort
'You have punished us by being late. We would by now be drinking away
regardlessly.'
(Mukama 1985:42-43)
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(24) Kibibi

WI Tumbatu a·li·staajabu

ku-siki-a

neno lile,

young-lady at Tumbatu JS·PA·surprUe VN·hear·AP·F word this
a-ka-w-a

a·••·li·tamk·a

na

ku·li·tamk-a tena.

JS·KA-be-F 3S·NA.3S-say-F and VN.PA-say·F again
'The lady at Tumbatu was surprised at hearing this word,
and then began say;ng it again and again.'
(Ashton (1944] 1993:254)
Forms with ·"aJruwQ in the auxiliary appear to be rare. Ashton ([ 1944] 1993:252)
describes a pallern ·IIQJrIlWQ ,,·lIa-. However, the examples given actually reflect a
different pattern: -/lOpoJrrlWO .. ·'10·, which is syntactically a different construction. The
following forms are listed in Loogman (1965:209):

(25) a. Anakuwa anasoma.

'He is busy reading.'

b. Anakuwa amelaIa.

'He is sleeping right now.'

c. Anakuwa akitia raugi.

'He is OCQ.Ipied with painting.'

Although Loogman lists forms with ·nolcUMu ...·IItl·...• native speakers rejected
·QllokllWQ QllOlima. Wilson (1970)

notes that fonns with ·nohrwa are rare, since they

mean 'becoming'
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['He is (busy) plaming.' CB·Ll

The example in (26) wu considered by native speakers as rarely heard, but
acceptable. Allalcuwa amelala was considered acceptable~ by infonnants.
The following example of the pattern -IJOkuwa ...-ki•... is from a grammar:

(27) A·na·ku·w·a

a·ki-ehek·a

kila

. Er lachl jedesmal, wenn er mich siehl.'
('He laughs every time (when) he sees me.' CB-Ll
(Brauner" Herms 1979:239)
As Beanh (1995:232) notes., ·IIQlcuwa expresses the present occurrence and
continuing of the situation.}
The fonnative -no- occurs in the lexical verb also where the aultiliary contains
other fonnatives than the ones discussed so far:

One of the infonnants considered the fonns questionable.
Sentences where -I1Okuwa. -mrhnm• •taku....a. etc. as auxiliaries which are followed by
uninflected 'si' or '"i' arc also possible.
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(28) U-me·tu·adhibu

ku-chelew·a. Sasa tayari lu·nF-lcu-w-a

2S·ME·IP·punish VN-be""lale·F now ready IP-NGE-ST·be·F
malindi
IP·NA·RF-drink-F

raha=mustarehe.

halfgrown=maize in=perfect'-COlT1fort

'You have punished us by being lale. We would by now be drinking away
regardlessly.'
(Mukama 1985:42-43)

4.1.6 -ki- in Compchlnd Fonu
Similar to

·110·

and -me-, ·ki- can occur in the lexical verb preceded by a form with

-k//ll'O.

Thus we find the following patterns:

·Iikuwa ...-ki· .
-takuwa ..-ki· .
-mekuwa ...·ki- .
·nakuwa ... ·10-... (rare?)
·kawa

-10- .

huwa

-lei- .

ngekuwa
ngalikuwa

-ki- .

·Iei- .
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The following examples illustrate the above panerns:

(29) A·li-ku-w-a

a·ki-lal-a.

3S-PA-ST-be-F 3S-KJ-s1eep-F
'He was asleep.'

(30) A-li-ku-w-a

a·ki-som-a

sana.

S-PA-ST·be·f 3S·KJ·read·f very
'He used to read a great deal.'

(31) Mwaka ujao tu·..-kuw·a
next

tu·ki-ka-a

katika nyumba yetu mpya.

yt:ar IP-TA·ST-be-f IP-Kl·sirldweU·f in=time house

'Next year we shall be living in our new house.'
(Ashton [1944]1993:251)

(32) Wiki hii nzima ni·.e--ku-w·a
week this all

ni·ki-tak-a

ku-ku-on-a.

IS-ME·ST-he-f IS·KJ-want·F VN-2S-see-F

'All this w«k I've been wanting to see you.'
<Maw 1985:169)

ISS

(33) A-na-lcu-w-a

a-kH:hek-a

kila

a.na-po-ni-on-a.

3S·NA-ST-be·F 3S·KI-Iaugh-F every:time 3S-NA·lR-IP-see-f

'Er lacht j«I.esnW, wenn er mich sieht.'
['He laughs evetytime when he sees me.' Ca.-l]
(Brlluner & Herms 1979:239)
(34) Tu-k,a-w-a

tu-ki-angali-a

IP-KA-be-F IP-KI-loolC'=at·f
'We were looking'
(Loogman 1965:210)

(35) Hu-w-a

a-Id-j-a

hapa baadhi

yasiku.

HU·be-f 3S-Kl-VB-F here a:portion of days
'He generally comes here on certain days.'

(36) A-nge·lcu-w-a

mviw a-si-.ae-lcu-w-a

3S-NGE-ST-be-F idle

3S-NEG~-NGE-ST-be-F

a-ki-som-a.
3S-K1-read-F

'If he were an idle fd&ow, he would not be continuing with his studies.
(Ashton [1944)1993:259)
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(37) Wa-toto

hao. kama wa-npl"ku-w-a

wa-ki-ka·a sana,

3P-children these if

JP-NGALI-ST-be-F 3P-KJ-stay-F very(long)

ha-wa-ngali-wez-a

ku-pand-a ku-rud-i Icwao lcatika Nc:hi ya Mawingu.

NEG, -3P-NGALI-able-F ST-go=up-F ST-retum-F PREP to land of clouds

'If these children had made a habit of staying too long. they would have
been unable to go up again to their homeland in Cloudland ....•

Thus. -ki- may occur in the lexical verb. It may also occur on the auxiliary where
it may be Irans[ated with 'if, as in examples (38) and (40). Some of the patterns are
illustrated below:·
(38) A-ki-w·a

a...-ku-j.a,

fuatana

naye.

3S-KI-be-F JS-NA-ST-come-F IMP=with him
"fhe is coming., go along with him,'
(Schadeberg 1992:J5)
(39) Tu-li-m-kut-a

a-ki-w-a

a-a.-som-a,

IP·PA-3S-find-f 3S-KI·be-F 3S-NA-read-f
'We found her reading., doing the reading., in the process of reading, •
(HM)

Patterns of the type iJciwa SC-TAM- VB-f are not part of the analysis since in that case
there is no subject agreement. iki\+¥1 is usually considered as functioning as a conjunction
'if.
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(40) A-ki-w-a

a-..e-umi-w-a.

m-peIe1c.-e hospitali.

3S-KI-be-F JS-ME-hun-P-F JS-take-F hospital
'If she is hurt, take her to the hospital.'
(~I992,JS)

The following examplts show the use of -na- and ../d- in minimal pairs:

(41) Wa-li-ku-w-a

wa-n.-fany-a

kazi.

JP·PA-ST-be-F JP·NA-make-F work
'They were working (then. at the time we saw them).'

(41) Wa-li-ku-w-a

wa.ki-fany-a

kazi sileu nzima.

JP-PA-ST-bt-F 3P-KI-make·F work day all
'They were working. They used to work all day.'

As we have seen under -lIa-, Wald's explanation offocus on the verb itself
provides some argumentation why the time period in lhe fonn with ·na- would be
considered shorter. In example (42), the a.spectual marker -It;- encompa.s$C5 the period of
work which is given as 'all day'.

4.1.7 hu- in Compoultd Forms

The fonnative hll- has been included since it is generally treated as III aspectual
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form. As we have seen in Chapter Three, the struclure of forms with 1m. differs from
forms wilh other aSpecluaJ markers. Fonns wilh hu- occur in the auxiliary of the
compound forms. schernaticaJlyas hu·+VB+-D SC+TA+(ST)+VB+(E)+F.

Again, only cenain panems occur:
huwa ... -ki-... ·a
huwa
huwa
huwa ... -mesha-... -a

(43) Hu·w·a

a-ki-j·a

ya silcu.

kapa baadhi

HU-be-F 3S·Kl.con»F here somC""Oflhe days
'He generally comes here on cenain days.'

(44) Kila

ni·ki·mw..()n·a, ilu·w·a

a·. .ma1iz·a

kazi yake.

every=time IS·K!·3S·see-F HU·bt·F 3S·NA·finish·F work: his
·Every time (see him, he is always on the point of finishing his work.'

(45) Hu·w·a

a·ee-IaJ·a

saa hii.

HU·be-F 3S·ME·sleep-F hour this
'He is generally asleep at this hour.'
(Ashton [1944] 1993:2S6)
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(46) K..ila

a-na-po-rud.i

h.·w-a

tu·mnlla-lal-a.

every=time ]S~NA-LR-atrive-F HU-be-F IP·MESHA-sleep-F
·Every time sIhe comes back (s/he linds thaI) we have already gone to
bedlsJept. '
(11M)

Forms with hu- do not occur in the lexical verb form. bot only in the auxiliary.
This is illustrated by the following co-occurrence patterns and examples; the pauems
below are illustrated with the verb -soma 'read' for most fonns and ·1010 'lie down' for
fonns with -me·.

(47) a. -tulikuwa husoma

b. -tunakuwa husoma

c. -tulakuwa husoma
d. -tumekuwa hulala
e. -Iumeshakuwa husoma

r. ·tukawa husoma

If we follow the principle discussed in the beginning of the chapter, that is, that the
verb fonn of the lexical verb applies within the parameters established by the auxiliary, we
would nOI expect hu· to be able to co-occur as a second verb form with. for example, a
past locus of orientation since forms with bu· do not function as past habitual. Forms with
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hit- do not deal with the intemaltemporal structure of any single event. However, there

are other possible explanations
SyntiJctically compound forms consist of two verbs which both show the same
subject agreement. In the st.arTed forms above, the lexical vetb, the one with bu-, does not
show any subject agreement with the auxiliary verb.
Furthefmore, although fonns with bu- have generally been described as aspectual.
the position is different from the markers of position 4. Thai in itself is not necessarily an
indicator that it cannot be an aspect marker, since there are Bantu languages that have
several positions for aspectual distinctions. But aspectual marlcing in older Swahili, for
example, occurred also at the right hand boundary of the verbal construction.
In the following example the fonnative hit- expresses the natural consequence:

(48) Tembo wawili wa·ki-pig·an-a

nyasi hu-um·i·a.

elephants two 3P.K1.fight·RC.F grass HU·hurt-AP-F
'When two elephants fight it is the grass that gets hurt.'
(Moshi 1988:14)
The meaning ora form with Im- includes 'a natural, inevitable event that is
expected, and known to the speaker and hearer as universal or ardinat)" (Moshi 1988).
As such it does not refer to the representation of any particular implied event or its
temporal composition. Its a.speC1ual description as a habitual is probably due to the
expression of repetition.
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The patterns illustrated are similar to patterns that are found in compound forms
with, for example. -li-. -10-.

and --ngali. (for the latter two formatives see below),

-Ilge.

formatives which are not described as aspect markers. In terms of distributional
patterning, forms with hu- pattern like a tense or deietic marker rather than an aspettuaJ
marker, for instance, -me-. Nevenheless, to describe h,,- as a tense: marker does not
appear appropriate, since it does not refer to a specific time, and it may not be used with
subject markers. The label 'habitual' will be retained in the following. but it has to be kept
in mind that hll- does not represent simply aspeaual mamng. but rather includes deictic
propenies. l

·U.8 -ka· in Compo_nd Forms
As we have seen earlier, one of the criteria for the distinction between tense and
aspect in Swahili is the position of the marker in compound verb fonns. (fthere is one,
the first verb carries the tense marker. that defines the locus of orientation compared to
the time of speaking., and the second verb form describes the aspectuaJ properties of the
event.
The fonnatives -k;-,

-110-,

-me-, -mesJla.., etc., can occur on the lexical verb in

compound verb forms, while tenses, i.e., -(i-and ·10- cannot occur in this position. The
fonnative -ka· cannot occur in this position either (see also Benoncini-Zubkovi

The status of hu- could not be determined completdy, and, therefore, the formative was
omitted from the theoretical analysis.
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1995: 122); -ka- does occur in lhe first pan ofrwo-verb combinatKms as the examples
from Ashlon show:

(49) Kibibi

wa Tumbatu a-li-staajabu

Iru-siki-a

neno lile.

young=ladyat Tu",ba,u JS-PA-surprlse VN-hear-F word this
a-ka-w-a

a-n.-li-tamk-a

na

ku-li-tamk-a tena.

3S-KA-be-F JS-NA-JS-say-F and VN-PA-say-F again
'The lady al Tumbatu wu surprised at hearing this word,

and then began saying it again and again.'
(Ashton (1944] 1993:254)
(50) a. Mbwa a-ka-zid-i

ku-m-fuati-a

yule mnyama, na kadhalika

dog 35-KA-become-more-F VN-JS-follow-F that animal
Mpobc a..Q-w-&

and likewise

a-ki-end-a.

MpolH JS-KA-be-F 3S-K.l-go-F

'The dog continued to follow the animal, and Mpobe likewise kept on
going.'
(Ashton (1944] 1993:254)
b. Ni-ka-w-a

ni-kj-sem-a nayc

lewa Kiswahili.

IS-KA-be-F IS-K.l-say-F with=him in

Kiswahili

'( was speaking with him in Kiswahili.'
(Moshi 1988:1 with slight adaptation in morpheme analysis)
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(51)A-I"kimbi-a hala ..bow-a

a-_KOOk-a.

3S-PA-run-F until 3S-KA-be-F JS-ME-be-tired-F
'He ran on unlil at length he became tired.'
(Ashlon [1944]1993:255)
lusl considering the last poinl, it may seem as if.Jco- were a tense marker.
However, as was shown in Chapter Three, it can occur in fonns in a complex senlence
following a lime frame given as the past, the present (which may be implied in the usc: of
-110-),

the imperative, the future, or the subjunctive, or by hilwa, or fonns with

-ngl!---ngo/i-. This does not indicate a tense marker. In comparison to a lense marker, for

e:<ample Ihe past marker, a form wilh -kil- is contingent on the initial establishment oflhe
locus of orientation.
This may appear 10 suggest aspect as the description for the formative. However,
the use of -1m- does not refer 10 the inlemalSlructure ofthe event, and, furthermore. as
we have sc:en., it does not OCQ.lr in compound forms on the Icxic:al verb in contrast to the
olher markers described as aspe<:Iual. Moreover, the possibility ofco-occurring with
finals

~ or -e

for fonns with -AD- distinguishes the formative from all other formalives in

the lenselaspealmood position.
As mentioned earlier, -kn- can occur on the second and subsequent elements in a

series, whereby these may be of temporal nature or of another nature of contingency (i.e.
cause and effect). The time lapse between events in a series depends on lhe type of
e',ents, logic and the context in the real world. The formative -kn- relates events
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The formative ·ia· does not demonstrate tense itself, but when ..iQ occurs after a
tense in the initial verb in a series. [he locus of orientation presented in the first verb is
assumed 10 be continued or copied (see also 1.oogm&n 1965) and the subsequent
completion of the second event which is generally at a distance from the first is contingent
on the completion of the initial verb (leonard 1Q80). This goes along with the
dependency of the fonn with ·ka- on the previous form or the context.
Besides this formative. -ka·. Benoncini-Zubkova also distinguishes a second ka·
morpheme. which is used only in the 3" person singular after nouns which are animate.
She attributes the property of expressing foregrounding to this second ko-. This second
ka- is part of an alternative set of positive subject markers for IS. 2S. and 3S: s;·, kll, and
ka- respectively. found in Southern Swahili and adjacent Bantu languages, called

"Southern ka-"
It is a different morpheme from the -kiJ. under discussion. As Benoncini-Zubkovi

points out the formative..ka- can co-occur with the MSouthem ka·":

(52) Zuberi a-ka-w.a

ka-po-a

mle

ulrumbi·ni (Mohamed).

Z"ber; 3S-KA-be-F 35-bFweU-F within hall-LO
'Zuberi wurde erst in der Halle rultig.'
('Zuberi became quiet in the hal1.' CB-L)
(Bertoncini-Zubkova 1995;123)
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In this study .fw- is described as 'consecutive'.' 1 Botne (1999) uses the term
'distal'. Mithun (1995) points out that most languages have a morpheme to express
seriation of a temporal nature or ofother types; for Swahili -ka- fulfills this role.

".1.9 -nge- .lId -acali- ia Co_pouad Focws
The fonnative! ·Ilgl?- and -llgali- can occur on the auxiliary verb in compound ..-erb
form. as the following examples illustrate:

.ngelcuwa
-ngekuwa
.ngelcuwa ... ·ki-...
-ngalilcuwa
·ngalikuwa

..·ki-...

Schicho (1995) points out that the analysis given by Leonard (1980) does not contradict
the "traditional" description of·consecutive·.

See footnote 26 in Chapter Three.
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(53) Wa.si.oge--ku-w-a

wa-.e-lal·a

lu-nge-wez·a

ku-cha-a

3P-NEG1 -NGE-ST-be-F 3P·ME-s1eep-F IP·NGE-be=abJe.F VN-play-F
karan pamo
card

ja

IOge1her wilh lhem

'Iflhey were nol asleep we could play cards with them.'
(Pclome 1961:152)
(54) U-me-lu-adhibu

ku-chelew-a.

Sasa layari tu.nle-ku-w-a.

2S-ME-1 P-punish VN-be=late-F now ready I P-NGE·ST-be-F
tu-••-ji-pigi-a

rW-roostarehe.

malindi

I P-NA·RF-drink-F halfgrowrF'maize in..perfect=comfol1
'You have punished us by being late. We would by now be drinking away
regardlessly.'
(Mukama 1985:42-43)

(55) A-nge-ku-w-a

mwiw, a-si-aae-ku-w·a

JS·NGE-ST-be-F idle

a-ki-som-a

JS-NEG1 -NGE-ST-be-F 3S-KJ-read·F

'tfhe were an idle fellow, he would nol be continuing wilh his studies.'

(Schadeberg 1992035)
(56) Si-n••li-ku-w-.

ni-me-chok·a

ni-ngali.tembe-a

mji·ni.

NEG1 -NGALI-ST.be-F IS-ME-be=1ired-F IS·NGALI-slroll-F 10wn-LO
'If I had not been lired, [ would have laken a slroll in 10wn.'
(polome 1967:152)
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(57) Wa-toto

hac ". kama Wll-naaJi-lru·w.a

3P-i;hildren these

had

ha-wa.ngali·wez-a

wa·ki--ka·a

sana,

lP-NGALI-ST«·f lP·Kl·stay·f tOO""lon8

ku·pand·a klJ-rud·j Icwao katika Nehi ya Mawingu.

NEG.·lP.NGALI·able-f ST·go--up-F ST·retum·f PREP to land ofelouds
'If these children had made a habit ofstayinstoo kmg. they would have

been unable to go up again to their homeland in Cloodtand .... '
(Ashton (1944] 1993:259)
As with some other morphemes of position 4, forms of the following structure are
unacceptable:

•·mekuwa ...•nge-t.ngaJi•...
·-likuwa

...•nge-t·ngaJi· .

.. ·nakuwa

nge-t.ngali ..

·-takuwa

ngel.ngaJi .

Comparing these two focmatives with the other formatives ohhis position, the cooccurrence restrictions are similar to the ones of _Ii_. -Ia- and ·Ita- (and also hit.) and
differ from the formatives that have been described as aSpeclual. These formatives are not
aspeclual markers. The question is whether these formatives express tense distinctions.
As the discussion in the previous chapter indicated, it is doubtful that there is simply a
clear tense distinction between these forms. Rather the speaker's attitude towards the
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likelihood of the fulfilment of the conditions appears to be expressed. (follow Mukama
(1985) wtlo considers these fonnatives not aspect markers, but markers of mood. These
fonnalives appear to carry a moda.lload.
Bybee describes modal verbs in English whose description appears (0 be applicable
to the forms with the formatives in Swahili:

Modal verbs ... have in common the semantic property that they do not
imply lhe completion oflhc action or event expressed by the infinitive with
which they occur [for English. CB-l]
(Bybee I99BOS)
The above t.'<3mples illustrate this point. Certain conditions have to be met before
Ihe completion of the event can take place. The (degree of the) hypothetical fulfilment of
the conditions is expressed by -lIgl!-,-lIgali-, which means they carry a modal load.
Counterfactuals in general, as Giv6n (1994:320) observes, are already a 'modal blend'
since they express a past event which didn't occur, but which is possible hypothetically.
The status of -lIge· and .npli- is complex and the issue will be left

hef'l~.

The

markers will not be included in the following analysis since more than tense or aspect is
involved.

4.2 The Syuemalic:: Analysis orlhe TenselAIpe«::1 Marken in a GuWa.mia.

Framework
As we have seen. the fonns that occur in the lexical verb in compound (onns in
contrast to those that cannot are -mt!-, -mew-. -no- and ·lei- That is one reuon why in
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the presentation ofdte chrolloge,resis the fonnatives above are assigned to a different
level from the other forma-lives.

".2.1 Dislinc:lionl llDOIaI r"llwes of Positto...
B~

on meaning. contrasts and CXH>CCUrrence patterns examined in this chapter,

only -me-, -no-, -ki- and -mew- are established as being aspeaual.
Among the fonnatives

-Jj-, -10-,

-lea-. -,we- and -"gaJ;- analyzed, the formatives

-li- and -ro- represent distinctions that have been assigned the label 'tense'. The fonnative
~Ii-

denotes the expression of past, while -10- denotes the eltpression of the non-past tense,

representing the future. In position 4, other formatives were identified as expressing other
concepts than tense or aspect. The formative -kil- 'consecutive' has been identified as
denoting neither tense nor aspect. The formatives

-Itgt-

and -"gali- have been described

as carrying a modal load.
Morphologically the last three markers and hu- differ from a.spectuaI marters by
their restrictions on OCCUtfence in the \elOcaI verb in compound forms.
They also differ morphologically from the tense markers in various ways. Forms
with -hu- do not include subject nwking and the formative occurs in a different position.
Forms with hlt- may include a deictic quality depicting the represented event as universal,
or ordinary, therefore, assuming prior knowledge or a shared universal knowledge by
speaker and hearer. As such. the representation of the event is not allocated to a
particular time zone in Universe Time.
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Forms with -1m. may occur with either the final -a or the

final~.

(As was

observed earlier, this is the only formative of position 4 that may occur with final -e.)
Forms with -lIge- and -nga/i- are lhe only formatives that can co-occur with the
negative marker

-s;-.

4.2.2 The Chronogenais or TmstlAsptCt M.rktn in Swahili
In this section an analysis, in a Guillaumian framework, will be applied to the tense
and aspect markers. As we have seen -ki-, -lIa-, -me- and -mesha- can be used to express
aspectual distinctions and can combine as formatives in lexical verns with the auxiliary
form of -kmvo.
For the formatives the following table can be given:

Table 4. J: Co-occurrence of Forms of -IaIWO with Aspectual Markers

Lexical Verb

Auxiliary

-mew·

-likuwa

-lci-

-takuwa

-ki-

-mesha-

-huwa

-ki-

-mesha-mesha-

-kawa

-lci-

-nakuwa

-ki-

-mesha-

-mekuwa

-lci-

??

-kiwa
-nge-I-ngali-

see Note I
-me-

-kj-
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-mesha-

Note I: The meaning would be different.

Thus., fonns with --k;., --110-, -me- and -meslJa. behave differently in temlSof
co..QCCUrrence restrictions from the other marken. The combinatory possibility with
fonnatives expressing past and future. and other formatives has led to their description IS
aspectual, since aspcctual distinctions can apply theoretically anywhere in time. In Swahili
the aspectual distinctions are represented in fonns that are finite, i.e, in fonns representing
Universe Time.
The chronogenetic model was iIIuslrated by forms of English in Chapter Two
where tense and aspect were presented in stratified stages in which the representation of
the time image increases in complexity.
In Swahili different levels of specificity of the representation can also be identified.
These different levels are the different stages of the CNouop"eJis.. Three different stages

are proposed. Based on the discussion in Chapters Three and Four. the distinction of tWO
different stages can be made. An aspectuallcvel. called Stage Two. will be proposed. and
a funher stage, Stage Three. which represents tense distinctions. can also be included.
The initial level ofchro"Qgettesis, Stage One, represented by KU-, will be discussed in
Chapter Seven.
The aspectuallevel, Stage Two, is described as necessarily belonging to
Descending Time. As was shown in Chapter Two, the 'nonnal' (often unmarked)
representation in Descending Time is imperfective. Describing Stage Two as Descending
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Time allows us to explain the imperfectivity of forms with ·/10-1-0- and ·lei-. When
languages have a chronogenetic level in Descending Time, they often also include fonns
expressing completion. These are marked forms in Descending Time. In Swahili -me. and

-mesha· are formatives that represent completed events. Thus, the formatives ·na-I-oand ·ki- are imperfective, while forms with -me- and ·mesha- express retrospective and
completive (see Bybee et al.(I994» aspeclS. Graphically the affirmative aspectual markers
can be described as'

I<x-- ---- - - - - - - --- --I
·110·1-0·

I<-------------x-- -- - - - --I
Stage Two

00<

•••

UNIVERSE TIME
•

••_ •••••••••••••_•••__•••••••

•

•••

••_._

I<---------------------xlx
·mesha-

Figure 4.1: Stage Two of the Chronogenesis

To indicate 'completive' in contraSi to 'retrospective' the original 'projecled' completion
of the event is given in italics.
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Fonns with formalives ·Ii- and -10- represent complete events or events 10 be
completed in the imaginalton. The fomwives ./;. and ·/0- represent delineated time zones
and represent Stage Three oftbe chrollogenesis. They represent an expression of
Ascending Time. expressing events as a whole. In contrast to an imperfeclive, which
expresses the matenality of the event, the event is represented as imagined to its
completion, as a whole, which is expressed as 'performative'. It can be graphically
represented as:

Ix------->I

Figure 4.2: Graphical Representation of'Performalive'

Graphically Stage Three of the chronogenesis can be represemed as;

UNIVERSE TIME
Stage Three:

!x------->llx-------_>1
·Ii·

-10-

P.~

Future

Figure 4.3: Stage Three of the Chronogenesis
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In simple verbal constructK>nJ we have, therefore. a contrast between d1e Vast
Present on the one

hand. and the past and the future on the other. The forms ofSlAge

Two are aspectual and. therefore,

can occur in simple verbal constructions. or with other

tense fonns in compound fonns. A morphologically or contextually provided locus of
orientation then provides the spt'Cification, which may differ from the present, to which the
event represented by the aspectual form relates. When, however, no other locus of
orientation is provided these fanns refer to the 'default' locus of orientation. the Vast
Present
tn contrast. -/i., for eumple. is not a rdative form. it cannot occur on the lexical
verb in compound forms. Funhermore, no ordering of an event is perceived with respect
to the time of the context (Continj·Morava 1989:94-95). For -la-the same arguments can
also be made.
As the chan above illustrates, there may also be, although fewer, foems with
-1l0k1lWa or ·ml!kll....a in the auxiliary. In these cases the: locus of orientatton may

be

indicated earlier (see example (58», or the 'default' locus oforientation ohbe present is
implied.

(58) Tu·li·mw--on·a

a·na·Jcu·w·a

a·ki-purnziki-a.

IP·PA·3S·see-F 3S-NA·ST·be·F 3S·KJ·rest-F
'Wesawhimresling.'
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In cases of the latter two forms, the fonnative!

·'10- and ·me· may refer in terms of

locus of oriemation to the 'default' tense, the time of speaking, i.e. the present, which is
unmarked, unless otherwise specified comelCtuaily. As we have seen earlier, Bearth
(1995:232) notes, ·"aJcuwQ expresses the presently occurring and continuing of the
situation. Schadeberg (1992:34) lists compound fonns with -meJc'llWQ in the auxiliary as a
separate group and describes the meaning of the auxiliary with 'have become'.' Clearly the
aspectual meaning of the foonatives remains when they are used in the auxiliary.
Aspectual forms in Swahili are situated in Universe Time. As was discussed in
Chapter Two, Universe Time becomes represented as a 'Vast Presem' where there are no
tense distinctions. The forms with aspectual markers operate within this tense which is
teoned the Vast Presem and is morphologically unmarked. Since the different aspectual
markers operate within the Vast Present, they can combine so that it is possible to have
foons of the schema: Stage Two (simple constructions) or Stage Two + Stage Two
(compound forms).
As we have seen, when the third Stage is included. combinations of the schema
Stage Three + Stage Two are possible. In these combinations the aspectual distinctions
operate on and within the tense specified. The occurrence of possible combinations of
Stage Three + Stage Two and the unacceptability of the reverse. that is fonns of the

Schadeberg considers ·meJcuwa as 'perfective inceptive' and lists it as a separate group.
Since ·wa as a stative can also have an inchoative quality and can also mean 'become', the
meaning of -mekllwa follows in this study from the analysis.
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schema Stage Two + Stage Three. follow directly from the theoretical framework applied:
fonnatives of Stage Three express a higher degree of specificity in terms o£"time in
comparison to foms of Stage Two. In a compound form including formatiVe! of Stage
Three + Stage Two. the higher levd of specificity is expressed only once. and in relation
10 Ihe lower level first. This means that forms with ·Ii- or -ta- cannot occur on the IexK:.aJ.
verb form and results in tense being expressed only once. It also means that the higher
level of specificity is expressed first.
The following graph shows the formatives of Stage Three together with the
fonnatives ofSlage Two:

·ki-

l<x- .... --.- ... - ····1
·110-1-0-

I<-··-x--·······I
UNIVERSE TIME

Stage Two: ...

<.-_._--

I<------XIX
-mew·

1<·---·_-·,··· ·XlX
Stage Three: .....- ••••-••- - - - - - - - - - - -••---.----------_ _ ._> ...
-li-ta-

1···········--·>1··················-·>

Figure 4.4: Stage Two and Stage Three ofthe Chronogenesis

In

4.3 Conclusion
The analysis concludes that position 4, the only position for tense/aspect/mood
markers in Swahili (except +sho). inclucks formatives with other propetttes than tense and
aspect. Not all the affirmative nwkers of position 4 are tense/aspect marten. TIle
formative .Jca. COIIS«UI;l'e is considered a marker of seriation which is contingent on the
initial locus of orientation, and .nge. and -ngoli- are considered as expressing the
speakers' attitude towards the hypothetical fulfilment of conditions that lead to the result
ofttle event. rather than (simply) a direct temporal relation.
For those markers that are identified as tense or aspect. two different Slages of
chrollogene.~i.'iare

described. The differentiation into two stages captures a fundamental

difference between the 'Vast Present' on the one hand, and the past and the future on the
other hand. This is a distinction that can be subSiantiated through the analysis of
properties ofsyntaetic co-occurrences of tense/aspect marten.
The analysis of the syntactic co-occurrence ofttle formative!, as well as other
evidence, such as the meanings and context of verb fonns and the contrast produced by
TAM markers, support this distinction.
AspectuaJ distinctions of Stage Two can apply to the speaker's locus of orientation
or the contextually defined locus of orientation., while tenses of Stage Three express
deictic properties. Thus. 'tense' exists but is unmarked at Stage Two. but
morphologically specified at Stage Three.
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CHAPTER FIVE
D[FF£RENCES IN MOOD IN THE FINALS

5.0 Introdutlion

This chapter deals with the three different llnals of Swahili. -0, -e and -i. While
pre-verbal base morphemes and extensions lend to be discussed more extensively, finals
lend to be glossed over quickly in grammars. I In the literature, at times, ORe or the other
final is discussed in relation to pre~verbal base morphemes, but Ihe three finals are rarely

comparatively described. This chapter discusses the finals and attempts to show the

systemic relationship of the semantics ofthe finals. Accordingly, the finals are considered
from a morphological and semantic point of view. They are dealt with in a separate

chapter because their meanings create co-occurrence restrictions with the negative
markers and with tense/aspect/mood markers.

S.l Outline

The difference between -a and oft is generally described as a distinction in mood:
the final

-It

has been characterized in the lilerature as expressing the 'subjunctive' mood,

while the final -a has been considered as expressing the 'indicative' mood, or, as was
described in Chapler Three, as being the default form termed 'neulral' or 'occurrence'.

For an analysis offinals in affirmative fonns of central Bantu see Gregoire (1919).
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The final·; is generally described as 'negative'. The semantics of tile finals or how they
relate to the Ienselaspectfmood marters and negative marten that are in positions before
Ihe verbal base is seldom addressed.
like [he tense/aspect/mood markers and Ihe negative markers, the finals are in a
paradigmatic relation to one another; they cannot co-occur on the same form. From a
diachronic perspective, Ihe finals represent a system that is older than most of the pre·
verbal base tense/aspectImood markers in Swahili. which are, as we have seen. mostly
grammaticalizc:d from verbs. some quite recently.
The lernary set of paradigmatic contrasls is an indication thai the finals express
systemic meaningful conlrastS. These conlrastS will be described in this chapter.
Presenting the underlying system ofcontrasts allows us 10 explain the CD-OCCUrrtrICC
restrictions with Ihe pre·verbal base tense/aspect markers and negative markers (see
Chapter Six).
Therefore. the structure of this chapter is a5 follows: first the finals.a,

~

and

.j

are

discussed individually. lhen they are discussed in the context ofsome oflbe
tense/aspect/mood markeD, especially those that can hig.hl.ight the semantic differences of
the finals. Finally, the sysr:emic differences of tile finals are addressed.

5.2 Remarks on TernlinololY

Since two of the finals are generally described in tenns of 'mood' , this term needs
to be defined: mood can be broadly defined as 'a marker on the verb that signals how the
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speaker chooses to put the proposition into the discourse context' (Bybee 1985:165) or
more specifically:

Mood refers to a set of syntactic and semantic contrasts signalled by
allemative paradigms of the verb, e.g. indicative (the unmarked form),
subjunctive, imperative. Semantically, a wide range of meanings is
involved, especially attitudes on the pan of the speaker towards the factual
content ofms (her) uncrance. e.g. uncertainty, definiteness, vagueness.
possibility. Syntactically, these comruts may be signalled by alternative
inflectional rorms or a verb, or by using auxiliaries.
(Crystal 1980:230, with omission or capitalization)

In Swahili, the contrasts in the finals reflect a difference in mood: the speaker's
attitude toward the actualization orthe content or the utterance is expressed by the choice
orlhefinal.
Besides a definition or'mood', a definition or'subjuneth.-e' is needed. Its
definition may include a rererenc:e 10 subordination. as, ror example, in the roUowing
definition:

It rerers to verb ronns or sentence/clause types used in the expression of
many kinds of subordinate clause. for a range of attitudes including
tentativeness, vaguencu. uncertainty.
(Crystal 1980:338, with omission of capitalization)

Forms with final

~

occur in main clauses, but may imply dependency on the

speakers' attitude (e.g., I am saying. you may go to the market).
Mood as a grammatical catcgory relates to modality, which being a wider term
includes mood, as we have seen in Chapter Two (section 2.10).
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Since this chapter deals with mood distinctions expressed in the finals and their
interaction with some of the markers of position 4 to the finals. other areas of modality are
nOI

considered in this study

5,3 The Fiaab -a. -e alld -i

Among the finals, the final

-0

has the widest distribution. since the final "'" occurs

on finite forms and non-finite verbal forms. AU verbs occur with the final "'" unless they
are borrowed. in which case they may retain a differenf final.~ Forms with XU- in
example (1 a) and /ellshol/Q in example (lb) illustrate non-finite ronns, while llnopendo in
example (Ib), and

'",rasoma in example (Ie) illustrate finite forms:

(1) a. Ku-Iekez-a si

b·fum-L

VN-aim-F NEG~ VN·5trike-F
'Aiming is not hitting. To aim is not to hit.'
(Ashton [1944} 1993:124)
b. U-na·penet-a ka-shon-a?

2S-NA-like-F VN-sew-F
'00 you like to sew?'
(Polome 1967: 148)

In Standard Swahili, but not in e.g., Mwiini, borrowed verbs tend to retain their original
final and may not show the distinctions described here.
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c. Tu-na-som-•.
I P-NA·read·F

'We are reading. we read.'

Of the three finals

-Q.

-e and -j in Swahili.

--a is the final that is used as default; for

example, in dictionary entries roots are cited with this final; and it has been termed
'neutral' (Nurse &. Hinnebusch 1993) Of" 'occ:urrence' (Contini-Morava 1989). As the
discussion will show,

-Q

is termed 'actualization' in this study.

The affinnative imperative. eltpressing a command, is the form with the least:
number ofmorpheme:s. It consists of the verbal base and the final.} occurring with final-Q,

as the following eumples iUustrate:

(2) a. s8: Som-. Kiswahilil

'Study Swahili!'

read·F Swahili

b. pi: Som-t:ni Kiswahili!

'Study (you pl.) Swahili!'

read-PC Swa!Uli
(Hinnebusch &. Mirza 1919:174)

Some verbs are exceptions, e.g., -e,1da 'go', -ja 'come'. -/~JQ 'bring'. MonosyIlabK: verbs
retain KU-. e.g.. from the VB -fa 'eat', the imperati~ ishtla 'eat!'.
1S3

In example (2b) the clitic is

oj,,; ·pl. addressees'

which results in the surface form

-en; due to the contraction of vowels (·a...·ini > -eni).· The imperative with final

..Q

does

not occur with object marking.
Both ~ and -i only occur on fomtS with subject marking (ool!' also
on the negative

im~tive;

occurs. however.

but more commonly the negative subjunctive is wed), Both..Q

and -e occur on affirmative and negative fonns. In contrast, the final·; is limited 10
occurring with one of the negative formatives, i.e. it occurs only when the negative fonn is
introduced by ha- and only when the fonn is not marked overtly by a tense/aspectImood
marker. In short, the distribution of the final-i is much more restricted.

5.4 The fin.' ·a
S,4,l Co-ccurnnca of final·. willlI olber M...ken Discussed in Ibis Stdy
Any verb, finite (I(' non-finite, which does not have a different final because it is a
borrowing, can take ~ it ;s the default form. The following examples illustrate the verbal
forms showing final -a with markers of the tense/aspect/mood position that will be
discussed in this section. Further examples have been given in previous chapters.

There is also the aJlomorph ·I/i if the verb does not end on final -a.
e.g., rudi! > rudiN! 'kehrt zuruck!' ('come back!' CB-L)
(MClhlig&: Heine 1995:162)
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(3) Mtoto a-ki-li-.

u-m-Iet-e.

child 3S-K.I-<:ry-F 2S-JS-bring-F
'If the child cries. bringl\inv'her.'

(HM)
(4) A-ki-j-.

a-ka-ka-a

hap,-

ni-ta~mw-on--a.

JS-KI-eome-F 3S-KA-sit-F here IS-FU-J5-see-F
'If she comes and sits here, I'll see her.'

(HM)
(5) Wa-ta-imb-•.

3P.FU-sing-F
'They will sing.'

mji-ni kwa miguu.
lS-NGE-ST-be-f >ick

JS-NEG~-NGE-ST

-come-F town-LO of foot

'Ifhe were an invahd, he would not come to town on foot.'
(Ashton [1944J 19930259)
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(7) Laiti

ni-.pI~fuat-.

shaui lako, mambo hay. yote

ifaonly IS·NGALI·follow-F advice your things all

these

ya-si-n.an-toke·a.

SC.NEGl.NGALI-occur-F
'If only I had followed your advice, these things would nol have
happened.'
(Mhlon [1944] 1993:259)
(8) Ha·tu-ku-imb-a.

NEGI -! P-PNEG·sing·F
'We did not sing.'

(9) Ha-tu-ja·som·a.

NEG.· I P·JA-read-F
·We did not yet read. 'andlor
'We have not read yet.'

Examples (8) and (9) exemplifY the final -a in negative forms with the fonTlative

00·, Example (7) includes an example with the negative marker -s;- and the final .oQ.
Forms with final -a can include the negative markers 00.,
nor ·10- can occur in fonns with the final
Forms with final

.oQ

not

-t'

·10-

or -s;-, whereas neither 00-

(see Chapter Six).

only occur in main clauses., but also in subordinate clauses,
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for example, examples with -ki- in Chapters Three and Four and the following examples
with relative clauses,

(10)

a. Watu wa {

people 3P

-:-l ..som_a.

-tW-J

-NA- }
-L1R-read-F
{ -TAKA-

'People who

are reading.'
read.'
{ will read'
(Ashton (1944] 1993:111)

b. Mtu a

{-"'-1

man 35

-Iiye-.som-a.
-taka-

-NA- }
-lIR-read-f
{ -TAKA-

•A person who

. is reading.'
read.'
{ will read_'
(Ashton (I944)I99J: 110)

Thus, the final-o is the 'default' form.
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5.4.2 Dise-uio. of SOIDe Fonuti\'el i. RdlitiOlllo-a
Forms with tenselaspectlmooc:l markers are restricted to fanns with final

--0,

except

for forms with the formative -Im-. In this section special consideration is given to those
foonatives with which one might expect the occurrence of final~. These are the
formatives -ID-, -k;-, -nge- and -llgati-. These are the formatives which represent nonactualized events, (for -ki- in some cases) hypothetical, or counter-factual events,
respectively.
However, none ofthese formatives can ccroccur in the same form with fin.I.e,
but can only co-occur with final

5.4.2.1

--0

as the following discussion highlights..

·11I-

In fonns with -Ia- 'Future' the events so represented necessarily remain not
realized. However, the speaker conceives them as being not only realizable but to be
expected, and consequently assens the event with more certainty than as if the subjunctive
mood were used. Chung & Timberlake (1985) observe:

Situations in the: fillure are inherently uncenain as 10 aetuality
The
future is thus a semantic category where tense and rr.ood merge
Where
a difference is made, the future tense is used for events that are presumed
to be certain to occur, and the irreaJis [i.e., subjunctive CO-l) mood for
events that are potentially possible but nol presumed to be een:ain.
Chung & Timberlake(1985:243)

The future may be described as non-actualized but at the same lime conceived by
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the speaker as intended 10 be realized. Consequently. fonns with the future marker end in
the final-a.

5.4.2.2 -ki-

Another morpheme that is sometimes discussed in connection with modality. since
it can at times be translated with ·ir. is -ki-, as examples in the previous chapter have
illustrated. As we have seen in Chapter Three, even in these cases the final on forms with
-ki-is-a:

(II) Ayubu a-kt-.fik-a
A}1/bll

3S-KI-arrive-F

ni-Ia-ku·ambi-a.
tS-FU·2S-tell-F

'If Ayubu arrives I will tell you. (i.e. Ayubu is expttted to arrive.)'
(Mow 1983; II)

Moshi notes that the speaker is fairly cenain that Ayubu will arrive. In this case
the speaker expects what is expressed in the fonn with -/ci- to be realized, although it is
not yet actualized since the main verb is in the future form. The potential realization is
assen.ed and that is represented by the final

-D.

5.4.2.3 -nee-/-ngali-

Forms with -"ge~.nga/i- also have final -a. In fact. final

~

is not acceptable on

those forms, (although one might expect the final --e) since forms with -ngr..l-ngaJi'89

themselves express conditKnis and results that are hypothetical or counter-factual.
However, while the condittons and the results arc hypothetical or counter-factual. the
speaker does not express uncertainty with respect to what the conditions arc. Thus. in a
sentence with ·.tJge-:-tJgaJi- what is expressed by the verb is hypothetical (or an unfulfilled
possibility), but it is not presented as uncertain in its modality with respect to the result;
therefore, the final -a is used, and final-e is unac.:cptable.' The division of counterflCluai
versus subjunctive is also found in other languages. as the following comments on Attic
Greek show:

... Potential conditions appear in an inulis mood, while countcrflCluai
conditions appear in a realis moocr - a reversal of what one might expect.
One possible way of rationalizing this distribution is to suggest that the
irrealis moods in Greek (subjunctive and optative) arc used for events with
uncertain modality; since countcrfactual events arc definitely not actual
(but only hypothetically possible), they are definite in their modality, andin Greek - expressed in the realis.
(Chung & Timberlake 1985:255)
Comparing forms with -ki- as in the sentence below and forms with -nge-J-tJgaJi-,
it becomes apparent how sentences with these forms relate.

In English, the expression ofconditions can include the subjunctive fonn (although this is
not common):
'If this be so ...' .. '( don't believe it to be so
'If this is so ...' "" 'And I suspect it is so .. .'
They appear in the realiSt with a modal particle to be more specific.
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ni-ta-ku-.ambi-a.

(12) Ayubu a-ki-fik-a

Ayubll he-Kl-arrive-F IS-FU-25-tdl-F

'If Ayubu arrives [will tell you. '(i.e. Ayubu is expected to arrive)
(Moshi 1988: II)
ku-chez-a
3P-NEG~-NGE-ST-be-F 3P-ME-sleep-F

karata pamo

ja

IP-NGE-be"'able-F VN-play-F

nao.

card together with them
'Irthey were not asleep we could play cards with them.'
(Polome 1967:152)
(14) Laiti

ni-nlali-fuat-.

shauri lako, mambo haya yote

if=only I S-NGALI-follow-F advice your things

all

these

ya-si-nplt-toke-•.
SC-NEG:·NGAlI-occur-F
'If only I had followed your advice, these: things would not have
happened.'
(Ashton [1944] 1993:259)
Forms with -lri- as in the sentence above, express. possible event that is expected
to be fulfilled. In comparison, ·'Ige- in example (13) expresses the condition upon whose
possible fulfilment the event can occur, while -"gaJi- in example (14) expresses the
condition upon whose (though impossible or very unlikely) fulfilment the event would
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For some speakers there may not be a difference between the last two forms.
Giv6n (1994) repons for Bemba a split of the modal range between what he terms
'epistemic "subjunctive of uncertainty'" , in Bemba fonns with -i"ga-, which is a pre-verbal
base marker. and 'deontic "subjunctive of manipulation"', forms in final -e. The Swahili
equivalent for the fooncr are fonns with .'Ige- or -I1g01i-, for the latter fonns in

final~.

As in Swahili. the forms with the nwicer -i'tga- in Bemba co-occur in the given examples
with the final

~.

.5.4,3 Summary of Final ·a
Forms with final -a are the default forms. may be used to name an event, to
represent an actual event, one that is likely to be realized or one that would have been
realized if conditions (which may not be fulfillable) were fulfilled. There is more certainty
involved than with forms with final-e which have a potential for actualization that may or
may not be realized. Final -e will be discussed in the next section.

.5..5 The Final -e
Forms with final

-f!7

express an enquiry. ajussive form ofan adhonative. a wish. or

a purpose. Forms with final -e show no overt marking in the TAM posit'on (except for
-ka.) Also. forms with final

of!

do not include KU· in monosyllabic forms.

As was mentioned earlier, verbs that are borrowings and end in a final different from
retain their final and do not have final -e.
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~,

5.5. t (keumau:s or FiuJ ~
The examples below illustrate forms with the final -e In example (15) an enquiry
is expressed. Example (16a) shows an adhortative in the negative. Example (17)
expresses a wish and example (18) shows the purpose. On example (20) Ashton
eommenls that concepts like 'to just do' may be expressed with verbs in flnal-e. In
e.'l(ample (21) final -< is expressed on a fonn with..ttJ... Examples (22) and (23) show
fonns with final -e in compound fonns.

'Shall I read?'

(15)a.Ni-som-e?
IS-read-f

(Ashton [1944] 1993:118)

'May I go 10 the feast?'
IS-go-F

feast-LO
(Hinnebusch&Mirza 1979:175)

(16)a. Tu-si-pik..c.

'Let's not cook. '

IP-NEGr-cook-F
(Maw 1985:n)

b. ·hHu-pik-e
NEG I -l P·cook·f
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c. A-pike!

'lethimcoolcr

JS..cook-F

(Maw 1985:72)

(17)a. U-fik-e

salama

2S·arrive·F safely
'May yoo arrive in safety.'
(Maw 1985:72)

b. Tu·na-tak-a

wa-anz-e

Icazi.

IP-NA-want-F 3P-begin-F work
'Wir wollen, daB lie die Arbeit begiMen.'
['We want yoo to begin the work.' CB·l]
(Brauner & Henns 1979:145)
(18) A-ta-kw-end-a

dulca-ni a·nunu~ ndizi.

3S-FU-ST-go-F store-LO 3S-buy-F bananas
'He will go to the store so that he may buy/with the express purpose

or

buying bananas.'

(Leonard 1980:224)
(19) Watu ambao rU lazima

people who

wa-j~.

is necessary JP-c;ome·F

•People who must come.'
(Keach 1980:29)
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(20) A·ka-mkut-a

mchinjaznyama, ndio

3S-KA-meet-F butcher

kwanza

a-cltinj-e

ng'ombe.

it=is=him firstlbegin 3S-slaughter-F ox

'He met a butcher, who hadjust then slaughtered an ox.'
(Ashton [1944J 1993:269)

(21) Ni-ta·kw·end·a soko-ni,

ni-ka-nunu-e ndizi.

IS-FU-ST-go-F market-lO IS-KA-buy·F bananas
'I shall go to the market and buy some bananas.' (Ashton [1944J 1993: 134)

'I will go to the market to buy bananas.'

(8M)

Compound fonns:

(22) Am": i-ka·tok·a

hapo

Kisauni ya ku-sem·a watu

wa-.-..

order 3S·KA-emit-F or-place Kiso/ll/; ofVN-say-F people 3P-be-F
wa-ki-laI-a

mapema..

3P.KI-s1~F

early

'An order went forth at Kisauni saying that people were to go to bed early.'

(Ashton [1944J 1993:267)
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(2]) Ua-rud-j

mpaka a-w--e

NEG l 3S-return-F until

a-me-wa-u-a

wote.

3S-be-F 3S-ME-3P·kill·F all

'He would not return until he: had killed them all.'

(A.htoo [l944J 19930268)
The final

of!

is found in prohibitive. adhortative and similar forms, as several

examples at the beginning of section 5.5.1 indicate. Forms with final ~ also occur in
relative clauses. and final ~ also occurs in sentences that express a purpose. Often final ~
is associated with subordination.

5,5.2 Du(uuiod of ria" --e
Where the meaning of final of! is described in the literature, the: descriptions vary
somewhat. Leonard (1980) describes the final

-t!

as high probability. but as ell:pressing less

certainty than forms with final -a. Conversations with informants indicate a range in terms
oflhe degree of probability or possibility. Consequently. this analysis concurs with
Comini-Morava who does not specil'y the degree of probability. Given (1994) dealing
with realis and irrealis, likewise notes that, in general, modal forms cover the 'middle
range' in a range from realis to negative. This appears to be also true for Swahili.
While the form with final

-4!

can relate to a form with a past locus of orientation,

for example, the form with Iinal -e does not e:<press the past locus itself. but expresses the
concept as not experienced at the indicated locus of orientation. Example (24) serves as
an illustration:
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(24) Simba a-ka-mw-amb-i-a
lion

punda

a-gaw-e

mawindo.

3S-KA-3S-say-AP-F donkey 3S-dividc:-F kill

'Oa sagte der LOwe zum Esel er soli die Reute teilm.·
['Then the lion said to Ihe donkey he should/shall divide Ihe kill.' CB-L]

(Brauner&: Herms 1979:145)
Forms wilh final-e are negated by the inclusion of _si_. Those forms are discussed
in Chapter Six

5.6 DiKussion or -a Venus-e
The formative -kil- is the only marker discussed in Chapter Three lhal can occur
on forms with either final1J or final-e. Therefore. lhe discussion offarms with -/w-,
especially. where possible, in minimal pairs can illuminale lhe semanttc difference between
those two finals. The following examples show forms offinal1J, ver5US forms with final

(25) Ni-li-kw-end-a soko--ni.

ni-ka·nunu-a ndizi

sila, ni-ka-Ia

IS-PA-ST-go--F markel-LO IS-KA-buy-F bananas six IS-KA-eaI-F
talu, ni-ka-m-p-a

mwenzangu

latu.

three IS-KA-JS-give-F companion-my three
'I went to lhe market, and bought six bananas;
I ate three and II\ree I gave to my companion.'
(Ashton [1944] 1993:133)
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(26) a. Ni-I.-kw-end-a sokOoni,

ni-b·nunu-t ndizi

1S-FU-ST-gOoF market-LO IS-KA-buy-F bananas
'( shaJlgo to the market and buy some bananas.' (Ashton (1944] I99J:1J4)
(BM)

'I will go to the marlcet to buy bananas.'

b. A-t.-kw-end-a

duka·ni a-nunu-e ndizi.

3S-FU·ST-gOoF store-LO 3S-buy-F bananas
'He will go to the store so that he may buy/with the express purpose of
buying bananas.•
(Leonard 1980:224)
The first example, example (25), is in the past and refers to a series of events of
which the second and third are represented by the use of -ka- (see Chaptet Three). All of
these events have taken place in the past; therefore the final -a is used to indicate that the
events are actualized. The events expressed with -«0- are dependent on the fulfilment of
the first event; nevenheless 'the hearer infers that the prior condition has indeed been met,
and that the action of the verb with -Ito-, contingent upon it, also has actually occurred.'
(L«)nard 1980:222).
In example (26), on the other hand. the fim event is marited by -'0-, the second by
-ka-. .-f!. As was discussed in Chapter Three, the second event is contingent on the

realization of the first event, and since the first event is not actualized although realizable,
the speaker expresses a lower degree of eena.inty with respect to the second event in
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comparison to the first event. As a result the final -e OCQI,rs on the second verb.
With the combination of both morphemes -ro- and -t!. the event is represented as
of less cenainty than if the event is represented by -t! alone (leonard 1980). as in example
(27):

(27) A-ta-kw-end-a

duka-ni

a-nunu-e ndizi.

3S-FU-Sr-go-F store-LO 3S-buy-F bananas
'He will go to the store so that he may buy/with the express purpose of
buying bananas.'
(Leona<d 1980,224)

The explanation is consistent with what has been said above. In Nitakwt!lIda
sokoni "ikal/lm/l~ INii:i.. the final

-t!

expresses the idea that the event is already

represented as less than lao-Ie certain, thus the formative -/w-. expressing the contingency
on an event that is not yet realized. and also expressing a location away from the speaker.
decreases the amount of cenainty with which the speaker can assen the event.

The next set of examples differs in the final:

(28) a. Lazima

u-m-saidi-e

mamako.

it=is"'oecessary 2S-3S-help-F mothercyour
'You must help your mother [because I (or some other outside agency)
will make you do so.)'
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b. Lazima

u-ta-tOoa.

it=is=necessary 2S-FU-paFOUt-F
'You'D have to pay up.'
(Maw 1985:228)
(29) Luima

a-ta-kw-end-a

it=is"necessary JS-FU-ST-gOoF
'He will have to (must) go.'
(11M)

'.Leima 'necessity, obligation' is at times described as only being followed by a
fonn with final -e as in the first sentence above. However, it also can be followed by a
fonn with final -a as in example (28b). Again it is the certainty with which the speaker
assens the (future) actualization of the event that contributes to its choice.

S,7 The Final -i

The final -i is sometimes described in grammars as a negati~ since it only occurs
in negative sentences. This description immediately raises questions. For instance, why
does it nOI occur with the negati~ formative ·si-. since it occurs in certain cases with the
negati~

fonnative ha-"! How does it differ, int does., from the negative foonatives ita-

and -si-"! Why does it occur in paradigmatic relationship with the other finals"! How does
it relate to the pre-verbal base formatives -]a- and -Im- which also occur in negative
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fonns?' The following sections will provide answers or discussion with respect to most of
these questions; funher discussion occurs in Chapter Six.

5.7.1 Co-octurTtnce with Final-j
Fonns with final

-j

only occur in negative forms., and only in ccttain negative forms

in Swahili. The final -i occurs neither with the negative·~ nor with the negative -si-.
The final -i always occurs with the negative fomative ha-:

'They are not singing; they do not sing (habitually).'
b. ·Ha-wa-imb-a

(31)a. A-si-ngali-som-a ..

'S/he would not have read ..

Contini-Morava discusses·j in opposition to -ja- and ./0/-, the pre·verbal base formatives.
Contrasts among the finals are very briefly discussed in general terms. In contrast, in this
study, after a discussion of the individual final, the finals are analyzed with respect to a
systemic semanlic contrast expressed by the: paradigmatic relationship amang the: finals
themselves.
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(32) a. Ieu-to-sam·a
VN·NEGJ-read·F
'Not to read'

Furthennore. the final-i only occurs in forms with ha- when there is no oven
lense/aspect/mood mmer (for a discussion of other negative formative$, i.e. ha-...-b... -n. and ha-.. -)0-... -4 see Chapter Six; for a form with a TAM marker see example

(33b».

Forms with final.; are associated with a zero marker in the tenselaspcctlmood
'position', i.e. schematically ha-... -6-... -i. For forms with ha- it applies that whenever the
tense/aspect/mood 'position' is filled. final-i is not a possibility. but tinal ~ occurs
instead. e.g., ha-... ·IQ-•.. -Q, ho-... -ngt!.I,,"goli-... -Q, ha-... -b-... -Q. ha-... -ja-... -Q,

IS

well as

klllo-... -a. Thus, final -i is not simply restricted to the negative in modern Swahili, but to

forms that also have a zero marker in the tense/aspect/mood position.

5.7.2 Discussion or Fin.l-i

The rormative -i is typically described as 'negative' or 'negl.ted'. However, since
00- is the negative marker in these forms. the: final may actually not be a negative. or its

meaning may include further information. For Swahili this is difficult to sort out since the
final does not occur without the pre-initial morpheme 00-. ha-, on the other hand. <kxs
occur in verbal constructions where the difference in meaning between the affirmative and
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the negative form can solely be anributed to the morpheme ha., as the following minimal
pair indicates

(33) a. Tu-ta-imb-a.

'We will sing.'

IP-FU-sing-F

b. Ha·tu·ta·imb-a.

'We will not sing.'

NEG\-IP-FU-sing-F

Clearly the translation of 'not' has to be attributed to the morpheme ha-expressing
the negative. This leads to other queries. It is conceivable that the negative meaning is
expressed twice in a verbal constructiolt However, in Swahili this does not occur as a
general panero and would only occur with final -i, if that were the explanation. If this
strategy is used at all, why is it l\Qt generally used? Why would it not also be used with

·si-? Therefore, this explanation appears to lack validity. Another, more satisfactory
approach suggests that the final -i expresses a meaning that, in conjunction with the
negative marker, results in a negative form. in which the final -i constitutes an element that
is part of a subsystem which relates all the finals. This is the approach explored below.

5.7.2.1 -i Associated wit' Vowri Harmony in olher DiaI«lswilhin Sabaki
In this context other dialects of Swahili and closely related languages are of
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interest. It has been suggested that final

-j

is the remnant of a system of vowel harmony

that is found in some other dialects and related languages within the Sabaki group (Nurse:
personal communication). In those related dialects and languages of Swahili, finals
include vowel hannony for what is usually described as the 'present negative' and the
past/perfect positive' (listed as one entry with subdivisK>ns or as two in Nurse &
Hinnebusch (199]) Appendix 5:692-123). While one set is considered non·put
(negative), the other is past or related to completion, i.e. perfect. The non-past forms are
described as negatives; however, they co-occur with negative markers (even in cases
where these are not listed in the appendix (Nurse: personal commulUcation)), opening up
the possibility that the final .j does not simply include a negative component in its
meaning. but that in conjunction with a negative marker the meaning results in a negative
meaning.

In general there are several cases in which final·; may occur in Bantu, for example: (i) as
reduction of -ife, with the anested phonological reduction -ile > -je > oj; (ii) as one
element of vowel harmony; (iii) as a marker with the meaning of native (Miehe
(1989: 118) for some Bantu languages); (iv) as final vowd raising in, for example, Pogoro;
and (v) as pan of the negative in, for example, Standard Swahili and Mwiini.
Whether the final·j of(v) comes diachronically from the same source as (i), (ii) and (iii) is
a question of a diachronic dimension that needs funher exploratKm and cannot be
addressed in this study. To speculate, this is not inconceivable, however. Considering
that forms with ·ile may have a resultative meaning and that these, as we have seen, relate
to stative forms. As Bybee et aI. (1994) point out, habituals differ little from statives. In
Mwiini, the form of ha·... 0... -i expresses a habitual. However, at this point it is
speculation that needs further investigation.
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For the dialects and languages with final-i 'present negative,lO or languages with
vowel harmony as a form of non-pasl and a.s.sociated with the negative (as in Nurse &.
Hinnebusch's (1993) appendix), it can be noted that the final..; always OCQjrs with zeromarking in the tense/aspect/mood position (see Mwiini [m..... i .. neg.habitual], Tikuu
[m..... i - neg. present] Jomw [ha. .••. ;. neg. present (formerly -0)), Vumba [VH· neg.
pr~t (.j

after monosyUabtcs)] Mtang'ata [VH: neg. present (-; with some

monosyllabics», Pemba [VH or -j

..

neg, present], Tumbatu and Makunduchi [VH ;; neg.

present], Comanan [VH· neg. (present) habituall, lower Pokomo [-i or ~. non-past
neg. (to express future and habitual)]). It covers meanings from habilUaithrough present
to future. while at times the present progressive has a different form. If·i or VH does not
e.'~ist

in the language. the present negative seems to have the final

-0.

In Mwiini a contrast between the following forms can be observed:

Negative

(34) Progressive:

nt·a.ci-..u.~ek.a
NEG-l P·PROO·laugh-F
'we are not laughing'
(Nurse&. HiMebusch 199J:692)

The terminology from Nurse &: Hinnebusch's (1993) appendix has been used here.
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(3S) Habitual:

sa

ha-l-0-lfk-i

we NEG· IP-laug/)-F
'we don't/never laugh'

(Nurse & Hinnebusch 199]:69])

The progressive is seen here as contrasting with the .0- habitual which is marked
by final

.j.

Note the translation of'never' in example (]S). It will be argued in section

5.7.2.] that 00·......•j has the meaning of something like 'nol at all'.

5.7.2,2 Reconstruction of -i i. ProI.. Ba.lu
Kamba Muzenga (1981) reconstructs for the 'indicatif present negatir in Proto·

Bantu '-nka-H·0·R·-i/-a (finale -i si .~. el -a si .'R· au .R...•.)' (Kamba Muzenga
198 [:279) (R - radical). The negative marker bo· in modern Swahili corresponds to-nka;

Proto-Bantu finals·j and -a are distinguished based on phonological properties of the

base. For PrOia-Bantu as in modem Bantu ·i is associated with zero in the
tenselaspectfmood's1ot'. Kamba Muzenga notes the following:

La majorite des langucs bamoues n'ont pas de fomwifau nigalifni i
I'affirmalif; on palt done: supposer que Ie formatifetait absent, en

protobantou. non seulement au negatif, mais Cga!emenlal'affirmatif, du
mains 10rsque la forme Clail suivie d'un complement.
Kamba Muzenga (1981:279)
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The majority of Bantu Languages do not have a formative
[tenselaspectfmood marlctt CIJ..L) either in negative or in the affirmative;
we can infer, therefore. that the fonnative wu absent in Proto-Bantu not
only in the negative.. but also in the affirmative. at Ie.ast when followed by a
complement. [CB-L)

Fonns with the final -i, therefore, include a zero marker in the tense/aspect/mood
position, and forms that are monosyllabic do not include -ku- as part of the structure, for
example hajj from -)0- 'come'.
Remnants of a zero marker in position 4 are also found in affirmative forms.. for
example, in some relative constructions in modern Swahili, and it seems likely that forms
with a zero marker in affirmative forms existed diachronically.
Concerning I1nal -i. Meinhof provides an illuminating insight. While describing the
distribution offinal·; in Swahili as occurring in the present negative (Meinhof[I906)
1948:98), he comments in a footnote on 'his error' ofconsidering -i as negative. In fact,
Meinhof refers for Pogoro to traces of I1nal -i in affirmative forms (Meinhof [1906J
1948:98),11 Using Herero as an example to clarify the genera] meaning of final -i. he
comments on its meaning as 'N"'tcht-Vollendung'

('i~ene:ss'

CB-L) (Meinhof

[190611948,98-99).

This could be. however, a different -i, since Pogoro has final vowel raising so that
-ile>-iti.
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5.7.2.3 Sem.nlit Dtstriptiold i. Modem S.....ill
In foons with the stNcture ha-... -O-... -i as compared to forms with Ira. .-b-... or
ha-.. -]a•... (~Chapter Six). the negation is not specified as bounded in its duration by

the expression of an oven. tenselaspealmood marker, instead, fornu of this schema point
to a persisting negative event unbounded in time.
Descriptions of the propenies of.j concur with this analysis:

... the neulral .j is reserved for situations where neither opportunity nor
negation is limited, that is cases where the negative state is expected to
continue indefinitely.
(Contini·Morav.1989:138)
Ashton ([1944] 1993:71) notes for ha-.. -0- .·i that 'the function of this form is to
express the joet of negation without reference to time. It is not merely the negative of the
present tense'. Since, in Ashton's words, ha·... ·f).. ... -i expresses Ihe fact ofnegadon.. it is
used as a negative corresponding to affirmatives with such fonns as -IIQ-,

~-.

·lei· (in some

cases). These: affirmatives forms express incomplete events and have been analyzed as
belonging to a level that expresses imperfectivity.
If an event is represented as in the process ofbeing completed, it is possible to
negate the completed portion of the event or the entire represented event. Examples (33)
and (34) illustrate the difference. The final-i in conjunction with ha- indicates thal the
event is negated in its entirety, resulting in a total denial which persists. Thus, Ashton's
description of Ita-... -i as 'general negatiVf:' applies. Note that Ashton is careful to include
the pre-initial Ira- in her description.
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As will be discussed in Chapter Six on the negatives in more detail, it is suggested
thaI fonns ohhe pattern ha·... -0-.....; express a negative meaning which COlTesponds to
something like 'not at any time', that is 'not at all', and thai the actualization of the event
in ils entirety is denied.
Statistics illustrating that a much lower rate of affirmative expectancy is associated
with foons with the final·; compared 10 fonns with the pre-verbal base negation markers
-ja- and ·Jm (Conlini-Monva 1989) would concur with the provided explanation.
Knowing its semantics, it becomes clear why fonns with final ..; may correspond to
olher fonnatives in the affirmative system than the ones mentioned above. Contini·
Morava gives an example whtte ha-... -0-... ·j is used in context ora past tense:

Kingo a-L1·fahamu kwamba ile kazi ya kutembeza bidhaa magazetini na
kusaidia uuzaji Wi vitu kwa kutumia uzuri wa sura, nayo pia ni kazi na ina
pato kubwa. Lakini h-a-fahamu vipi mtu kama Joe, ambaye ni mtu to, hana
uzuri we wote, anaweza lrupata kazi kama hiyc.
Kingo understood (L1) Ihat the job of advertising merchandise in
newspapers and helping to sell things by using (one's) good looks, is also
work and has a big income. But he did" '/ UlKk,51mld (.1) how a penon
like Joe, who was just a person. (who) didn't have any good looks at all,
could get a job like that.
(Contini-Morava 1989:24.25)
The above provided explanation can also accommodate lhis exampie. Presumably
his non-understanding encompassed the entire event and penisted and in English the
modal 'could not' expresses the concept ('He could not understand .... ).
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5.8 Co.p.rison or Fiuls
After the diSOJuion of each final, it is now possible to compare their meanings.
We can see that all three finals are part of a system and express interrelated concepts, but
that nevertheless within this system they arc complcmentll)'. In general tcrms the
description would be for the affirmative:

-a actualization. the default category
of!

potential actualization

-; does not occur in the affirmative

Final -a is the default fonn specifying occurrence. and in verb forms the speaker
conceives of the fonns as actualized or able to be actualized. that is. the event is asserted
as realized. realizable or probable.
In contrast.

of!

specifies the form as conceived as having potenlial for aclualization.

The event is assened with less eenainty than an event with final -a is asstrted and can
cover a range of probabilities and possibilities.
In the negative the descripdon would be as listed below:

00-..... .0 ·negation of actualization with non·event duration specified
ha-. ....• j ·negation ofaetualization that persists
...-si-..

of!

negation of potential actualization
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Since -i occurs in the negacive, the meaning is negative: for ha-. -i 'failure of
actualization that persists', that is no actualization.
In tenns ofaetualizatton there is a gradient ITom -Q through ~ to (ha-) -i. On the
other hand.

~

and -i deal with reality of the represented event., while ~ as the potential

reality covers the 'middle ground', The major division is between Conns with -a and~.
This division is also renected syntactically
While the finals express the major categories in reference to mood, the semantic
nuances of what is represented by the finals occurs in the pre-verbal base position where
the tense/aspect/mood markers are located. The formatives of position 4 specify the
propenies of the event within the constraints of the semantics expressed by the finals.
More generally, a systematic approach reveals that the tWO positions interact with
each other and both need to be laken into considention. The next chapter will deal with
the negative markers and will show bow negative markers intenCl. with tensetaspealmood
markers and finals.
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CHAPTER SIX

TBI: NEGATIVE MARKJ.:RS

6.0 Introdul:lion

This section deals with the negation markcn in Swahili. The nomber of
morphemes 10 be considered is small. Three negative morphemes are generally discussed
as the basic markers ofnegalion within the verbal construction in Swahili. i.e.• ha-, ·51·
and

-10--;

the discussion will focus on these three markers. In addition, other morphemes

within the verbal construction which are typically used with negatives. such as the final .;
and the mO'l'hemes -ja- and -Im-. will also be discussed. This chapter will not deal with
lexical verbs that express negation such as Swahili Jrukano 'deny', for example. As with
tense/aspect distincttons, the emphasis will be on morphemes within the vabal
construction.

The topic of negation raises significant theoretteal questions. In this study negative
forms are not considered as corresponding in a one-to-one relationship to affirmali...e

forms. The system of ncgative markers and lenselaspe<:tlmood markers in the affirmative
do not correspond one to one (Contini-Morava 1989). The negative markers are,
therefore. treated independently from affirmative fonns first and are discussed in lhe
context of their fonn, position. funClion and meaning. They are also discussed in the
comext of the most salient correspondences. Whelher negalive forms. as was mentioned

earlier. presuppose affirmative forms is a. question that is going 10 be set: aside. since there
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are discussions ongoing on this subject (see Hom (1989:Ch.l». As was discussed in
Chapter Two, it seems clear that since negative forms exiSl. they can be investigated in
their own righl. In this chapter the negative markers are analyzed first independently with
respect to their fonn, position and function; then they are analyzed in relation to
affirmative forms, and correspondences are rnaltioned. which are meant as 'loose
correspondences', that is not strictly one to one, since, for example, -me. may have several
'corresponding fonns', The term 'corresponding' is in single quowion marks above to
indicate the 'loose correspondence'.
In this chapter the negative markers will be discussed each from a morphological
point of view and a semantic point of view. This is followed by a comparison ofttle
markers and their meanings.

6,1 The Nqatin Markrrs u., -si- aDd -1.

The three negation markers are distinguished in the verbal COfIstruction by a
number of propenies:

I. The formatives 00- and -10- can only occur as bound morphemes. while a morpheme
orthe same scope and meaning as -S;- also occurs as a free IOOIl'heme.
2. These formatives cannot co-occur in the same simple verbal construction. Not one of
the three markers can COoQCCUr with either ofttle other two in the same verbal
construction.
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J. They occur with different types of verbal constructKms and occur in different

positions in the verba.! consuuction: the formative

·10-

occurs in conjunction with

Klj· only. that is. it occurs in non-finite fonns and does not nonnally occur in finite

forms. The formative -'0- contrasts with the other two nqative markers since the
formative only occurs in verbal nouns (where ha- and -s;- do not occur). In comparison
to ha- and -s;-, it plays a more restricted role.
In contrast, both ha- and ·si- occur only in finite forms. The formative ha- occurs
in pre-initial position. i.e. before the subject concord. the formative -sl- occurs after the
subject concord, and the formative

-'0-

occurs after the tcnselaspealmood position. as

forms of the nonhem dialects of Swahili indicate.
4. They occur in pan with different finals.
s. Ita· and -s;- both can occur with tcnselaspectlmood markers. but ha· occurs with
many more marlters than -si-.
6. The range of syntactic environment in which they can occur varies from one to the
other: there is a tendency for ha- to occur in main clauses and -si- in subordinate
clauses. although ha- can also occur in subordinate clauses (for example. in relative
c1auses l ) and a form with -sl- may be the main verb ofa sentence.

Considering the points given above. one would expect that the meaning of the

Fonns with ha- can occur in relative clauses where the relative marlter is attached to ambo
which results in terms ofttlc form with ha- in a main clause construction.
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formatives and their function would have been extensively analyzed. However, this does
not appear to be the case. GUldemann (1996a. 1999) indicates thallhe type of negation
found in 110· and ·si· existed for Bantu in gtneral diachronically. Contini·Morava deals
with -10-, and to some degree with ku- and·ja- in comparison to the final .;, but does not
address, excepl very briefly, the difference between 110- and .si-.! Grammars give forms
that illustrate the above mentioned co-occurrence restrictions. but do not address the
meaning of these negation marlcers. This study addresses the meaning difference of the
negation markers and shows lhat negation markers 110· and -s;- represent different types of
negalion in Swahili
Since the distribution pattem5 of ·10- are limited, the emphasis will be placed on
the other two negative markers. Nevertheless, for each marker its occurrence and cooccurrence restrictions will be described. From the morphological information it will be
shown that each marker has a different function and meaning.
This chapter, therefore, discusses. after dealing briefly with -10-. forms with 110- in
simple and compound forms, and forms with .$i., to highlight their function and meaning.
Funhermore. it discusses 1m- and -jo-, the pre-verbal base formatives that occur with the
negative marker 110-, and also final -; which, as was discussed in Chapter Five, in
conjunction with ha· is also associated with negation.

For an initial discussion of the semantic; dilference between ha- and --sj- in Swahili see
Beaudoin·Lietz (1996197).
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6.2 Rerauks on

t~

Diadtrony oflbe Neptive: Marken

Two of the three negative markers have been reconstructed for Proto-Bantu:
PB

·"ka > Sw. 00- and PB

·'i- > Sw. -sl- (Kamba Muzenga 1981).

The third is described

as being derived from the verb -100 for which a varie:ty of translations have been
suggested. for example 'remove' (Contini-Morava 1989). 'lack. not have' (Polome
1961:190). 'herausgeben, abziehen. Sllbuahieren' ('give out, subsuaet' CD-L). (MOhlig &.

Heine 1995:295) and is a later addition.

6.3 The Formalive -to-

Fonns with -/0- occur with the final

00,

bot not with either the final -e or wilh the

final -I. In tenns of finals the fonns that include this negative marker show lhe least
variety in co-occurrence, since both of the other negative markers can each co-occur with
twO

out of the three finals (Ira- wilh 00 and

-j,

-si- with -e and -a respectively).

The marker -(0- also has the most restricted co-occurrence patterns in tenns of
variety of morphological contexts: it normally occurs only in conjunction with the
infinilivelverlJal noun (-)XU- (but see example (l) below) and only as a bound morpheme.
The following examples illustrate forms with -I~:
(I) Ku-fik-a

upesi, 1eu-lo-l1k-a

upesi ni

mamo;a, ..

VN-arrive-F quick, VN-NEGJ-arrive-F quick it:is idenlical
'Whether we arrive soon or whether we don't, it's all the same, ..
(Ashton [194411993:219)
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'II is unusual for coconut trees not to bear fruit'
(Ast\lon [1944) 1993:280)
As Contini-Morava points out (1989:56), the fonnative -10- 'only has the 'verbal

noun' interpretation and does not occur in the full range of contexts in which kU2
[VNIlNF] alone occurs' GeneraI.Iy, however,
states that

-10-

-'0-

co-occurs with KU-. Contini-Morava

marks 'the absence or lack of some occurrence but [it) does not assert that

it fails to occor'
In contrast to the other two negative rrwicers -10- does not express the negation of
an even!. II, therefore, differs from the other two negative markers. The difference in
meaning does not become obvious from the translation into English. since the translatton
is generally given with 'not' Following Contini-Morava's statement. it is suggested that
-w- expresses the lack of occurrence of what is expressed in the lexeme.

Although -10- is gencnJly restricted to co-occuning with KU-, Ashton ([ 1944)
1993:280) mentions

an example with -b-, and Miehe (1979) mentions similar forms fOf

the nonhem dialects. Polome (1961) also refers to the OCca,sK)na! occurrence of -to-, as in
lhe following example. where the affinnative form is contrasted with the negative foem:

For reason of simplicity si is described as NEG~ in the lTlOI'pheme analysis whether it
represents a copula or not.
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JS-KI-amve-F or 3S-KI-NEGJ -arrive-F IS-FU-ride--upon-F
gari=la=moshi kesho.
train

tomorrow

'Whether he arrives or not, I will take the train tomorrow.'
(Polome 1967;190, fn89)
The examples with the aspect marker -ki- provide some evidence to the structure
of the verbal construction. Schadeberg (1992) includes -10- in the position 4 of the
tense/aspect/mood marlcers which also includes -ki-. Generally tenselaspcalmood
markers of the same position do not co-occur in the verbal construction, since they are in
paradigmatic relationship. The fomative -Io-~, therefore, occurs to the right of the
tense/aspect/mood position as the list in Contini-Morava (1989; 15) illustrates (see also
Creider (1998», which means all three negative maril:ersdiffer in position in the~
construction.
The question why -ki- should be a candidate for possible co-occurrence with -10may now be addressed. Since -ti- is described as 'potential' aspect (Hewson k Nurse
1999), that is an aspea where the process ofcompletion may not have yet started, the
event could be considered as possibly not occurring and, therefore, the co-occurrence with
-fo- would seem to be a logical possibility, in contrast to other aspect: markers in Swahili

In the northern dialects of Bajuni, Pate and Sill, there is a -~o- which occurs in conjunction
with the negative: marker in the negative future (see Nurse 1982; 101-102).
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which express a minimum ofa partial completion of the event.

6.4 The Formalrve "a6.4.1 Genenl Occurnnce Reslrictioas
The fonnative ha- occurs as a bound morpheme. In class I some forms are
contracted with the following subject concord markers. for example, hu- 2S class I (from
00-+/1), and 00 35 class I (from ha+a). For the first person singular class I the formative

is sf-. However. this is not 10 be confused with the postinitial negative ·sf-. Kamba
Muzenga (1981: 190), for example. proposes differenl Proto-Bantu forms for this sfcompared to the postinilial negative -sf-, the fonna-live sf- (IS) coming from

-Vi via

-(n)ka+i > -(n)k.j which ended up in Swahili as j·i-.
The formative ha- co-cecurs with final --a and

.j,

In fact, ha- is the only marker of

negation that co-occurs with the final -i. That final has already been discussed in the last
chapter. but it will also be considered in this chapler. The formative 00- does not cooccur with the final-e.
CO-OCCUrTence restrictions exist in terms of co-occurrence with tenselaspectlmoocl
markers in the verbal construction. For simple verbal constructions. patterns can
schematically be described as'

-ha-..-KU-(VN)...-a

·ha-.
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-ha·. A.k.-a (for simple verbal constructions)
-ha·..·mesha·...-.

-ha· .·hu-... ·a
-ha-.. ·Ii-... ·a

ha·.

'J will not (likely) ...•

ha-..-nge· -a

.J would not/would not have ..

ha-.. -ngali- -a

'J would not have ..

ha-..·ja·...·a

'J has not (yet) ...•

ha· .-ku·(PNEG)... -a

'J didn't .... hasn't ..

ha-..-0·... -i

'J is not at a11.ing .. doesn't, didn'l. won't ..

'J

A larger number oflenselaspea markers (in comparison to those which can)
cannot occur with the negative marker and only occur in affirmative fonns. The
fonnatives were discussed in Chapters Three and Four. for example:

The negation marker ·si- is more common with -nge- and ."gal;-, see under -si-.
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(4) a. Tu-me-imb-a.

b.

IP-ME-sing.F

·ha·tu-me-imb·a1~-i

NEG,·IP-ME-sing-F

'We have sung.'

b. ·ha-tu-li-imb-al·e/-i

(5)a. Tu-li-imb-a.

NEG,.IP-PA-sing.F

IP-PA-sing-F
'We sang.'

As is clear from the above, the distinctions made in the negative with respect to the

pre-verbal base tense/aspect/mood distinctions are fewer than in the affirmative forms.
The different CO-OCCUlTence restrictions are not haphazard. but represent systemic
differences. Co-occulTence patterns of 110· with tenselaspecl/rnood markers that can cooccur with the negalive marker in the same fonn are revealing. At

nrst glance. the

dislribution may seem to be somewhat haphazard: the tenselaspectlmood markers-0-.
4:11-, ';a-, -Ia·, -ngali-,

.,~.

co-occur in fonns with the negative formative ha-; some of

these, i.e. -ta-, -llgo/i- and -liKe- may also occur in affinnative fonns. while OlherS only
occur in negative ones, i.e. -ku· and -)0-. The nnal may also be either -a or. with -0-, -i.
Other lense/aspect/mood marte:ers that occur in the affirmative do nol co-occur with the
negative marker. Each of these poinls will be addressed in the sections lhat follow, and il
will be shown that the CO-OCCUlTtnCe patterns reveal systematk differences.
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6.4.2 h.-...

-t.-... -a, h.-..•·......·• • u 1Il.....

-npl~....•

When considering the negative marker 00- in its combination with
tense/aspect/mood markers. it is striking that it can combine directly with -Ia- and
-nge- -I1gfJ1i-. whereby the structure in the affirmative form is the same (except for Jta..) as

in the negative form, while the other tenselaspect markers that occur in affirmative forms
do not co·occur with the negative 00-. The pattern in which the affinnative fonn and the
negative form are distinguished by the addition of ha- is illustrated below:

(6) a. Tu-ta-imb-a.

'We will sing.'

I P-FU-:iinS·F

b. Ha·tu·ta·imb-a.

'We will IlOl sing.'

NEG\·I P·FU·sing-F

(7) a. Mti huu u-nse-anguk-a
tree this SC-NGE-fall-F

ha.u-nge-ni-u-a.
NEG\-SC-NGE-I S·lcill·F

'(fthis tree happened to fall. it WOIIldn', lcill me.'

Examples with ... ·10-... -0 and ... -I'ge_i."gaJi-... -o refer to events that are
represented as imaginary or hypothetical. In either case the event that is represented has
not (yet) taken place and its occurrence varies in probability. Thus. these evttIts ate non222

aClUalized. The negation marlcer can be added to the affirmative form, resulting in
ha-... -la-... .a and /1Q•... -ItgeJ-Itgali-... ..a. This is possible since these forms do oot expres5
a real event that is being denied, but tile denial of a l'lOfHClUaIized or hypothetical event.

Generally. gmnman cite forms of the negative rnarlcers -s;- with -ngr- and -ngaliand describe these fonns as more common. They also state that the beginner should use
Ihose rather than fonns with m-. Cootini-Morava speculates that ha-+-Itge_'-ngali_ fomt5
state more often irrealis consequences rather than conditions (see also section 6.5.2.1).

6.4.3 ha-...-ku·...•• • nd h.·...

·j.·...·•

There are other tense/aspect markers that are used with the negative marker.
These formatives do not occur in affirmative fonns·

(8) a.. -Tu-ja-imb-a.

b. -Tu-ku-imb-a.

c. H.-tu-ja-imb-a.

'We have not yet sung.'

NEGI-1 P-1A-sing-F

d. U.-tu-ku-imb-a.

'We did not sing.'

NEG l -1P-PNEG.sing-F
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Events represented as actualized cannot be direclly negated by adding ha- to the
affinnative form. Actualized events. in contrasl to events represented as non-actualized,
show different marking in terms oftenseJaspect for affirmative and negative forms.
Negative forms which conespond to actualized events have the schema ha-...-ku•... -Q or
ha-... -ja-... -a. Both negative forms deal with the failure of the represented event to occur.
-1m- expresses that the time frame of the event represented as negated is completed in the

past, whereby in those forms it is not specified when in the past the event did not occur.
At the point of speaking the failure of the event to occur is complete.

In fonns of the: schema ha-... -ja-... -lJ, in contrast, the speaker expresses that the:
representation of the event has. within the: speaker's experience. failed to occur.

(9) a. Tu-li-imb-a.

'We sang.'

IP-PA-sing-F

b. ·ha-tu-li-imb-al-eI-i

NEGI-IP-PA-sing-F

d. Ha-tu-ku-imb-a.

'We dM:l not sing.'

NEG,-I P-PNEG-sing-f

There are at least two negative forms that can correspond to -me·: ha-..-ja-... -a
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and ha-.....Jm-... 4, as examples (10) and (11) illustrate:

(IO)a. Tu-me-tat-...

'We have wanted.'

I P-ME-want-f

b. Ha-[U-ja-tak-a.

(II) a. Tu-me-tak-a.

'We have not yet wanted.'

'We have wanted.'

I P-ME-want-f

b. Ha-tu-ku-tak-a.

'We did not wanl.'

(Ashton (1944)1993:36 and Ashton (1944] 1993:71)
Contini-Morava describes the difference between -ku- and -]a- succinctly:

... a negated occurrence can be temporally bounded either because its
opportunity to occur is limited in time. so the question orits actual
occurrence would not come up after the relevant time period. [..
CO-L)
or because its failure to occur is limited in time, so that it could begin
occurring at any moment ["fa- COol].
(Contini-Morava 1989: 129)

*,,-

Schadeberg draws the comparison to the German lIoch nich, 'not yet' Thus at the
time of speaking the event expressed in the lexical verb has not bttn completed. Conlini-
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Marava comments Ihat the chances of the event being completed is higher wilh 10- than
wilh -Im-. This seems logical consideringlhe difference in meaning betweat -kII- and -ja-.
With respect to the applied

lTamework. by using forms with ha-... -ja-... -a. a

speak.er considers the event in Universe Time. from the moment of speaking to the
beginning of the event retrospectively. ha-... -jo-... -aexpresses that in the time allocated
10 the event the action has not taken place. The speaker is negating the portion of tile
evenllhat is wilhin his experience. or his memory in relation to his projected expectation.
Schadeberg (1992) and GobeIsmann (1995) describe -)0- as a ·counterexpective·.
Nevertheless. -)0- is also discussed (e.g. Maw 1985) as a negative corresponding to -me-.
a retrospective aspeclual mark.er. In this analysis Ihe two views do not seem to contradict
each other.

6.4.4 Compnison ofthe Formativn: Memory Ven.., Imacination
The failure of the represented ~t to occur for a certain time period that has been
experienced by the speaker is expressed in forms with...bt- and -ja-. That is diffemlt from
forms with -/a·. -lIge- and ."gal;-. where in affinnative forms no pan of the event is
represented as already actualized. Therefore. in Swahili the possibility of adding ha- to
the affinnative form exists when the ~t represented in the affinnative form is no(
experienced. bUI to be completed within lhe specified probability for its completion. With
events lhat are experienced. the same tensrJaspect marker cannol be used in affirmative

and negative SCtllCfnS. It is not possible to add simply Ita- 'not' to the affirmative fonn,
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which would mean that the experience ofthe event is negated. This strategy may not be
used in these cases6 Consequently, fonns of the schema ·ha-... -Ii-... -o, ·ha·... ·me-... -a
areunacceplable.

6.4.5 h.-••• -0-••• -i

With no overt marking in the tense/aspect/mood position the negative fonn has the
final.i, rather than -0:

{12} Ha-tu-imb-i.

'We don't (usually) sing; we aren't singing.'

As we have already seen in the last chapter, ha- co-occurs with -0. and final-i.
The denial is described as total when this form is used. This form consequenlly
corresponds 10 several affirmative forms. for example to forms wilh -IIU- and forms with
·ki· (when not used with the meaning 'if or 'when').'

Most grammars indicate that the negative form consists of ha-. .-i if the

Negalion in English and German also conlrastS in this way: in Gmnan the verb itselfis
denied, while in English the denial is attached to the auxiliary, and the lexeme itselfis not
denied.
It should also be noted here that when the meaning of -ki- corresponds to 'if, the negation
is e.xpressed differently, by .sipo- 'unJess',
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'corresponding' concept to Ihe affirmalive forms wilh

.,tQ- or -kf- is supposed to be

expressed. The question is why? A closer look at a form with -fIQ- will point in the right
direclion: if negation were directly added to a form like tllnaimba 'we are singing (now, al
this moment)', i.e. it would express 'we are not singing right now, right at this moment'.
This, however, would deny only lhe presenl momenl, but would nol deny lhe lotal event
which is what 110·...·; expresses. This contrast was illustrated from Mwiini in examples
(34) and (35) in Chapter five, repeated here

for the convenience of the reader as examples

(IJ) and (14):

(13) Progressive:

n~a-Ci- .. u-~k-a

NEG-I P-PROG-Iaugh-f
'we are nOllaughing'
(Nune &. Hinnebusch 1993:692)
(14) Habitual:

si

ha-J.0-~ek-i

we NEG-! P-Iaugh-f
'we don't/never laugh'
(Nurse&. Hinntbu.sch 1993:693)
As was discussed in Chapter Five, Ita-. .• j expresses thai: the event does not take
place, and the failure oflhe event is not restricted 10 any particular time wilhin the present.
Therefore. if the negation applied 10 the duration of the event as expressed by the:
tenseJaspea marker (i.e. -no-), the negation would nol apply to lhe whole event. ho-... -i.
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in contrast. expresses the failure of all of the evenl without time restrictions.

6.4.6 Summary o(Co-o(tUr'TftKf; raUeras with III.. i. Si_pIe Verbal COIUtrudio.,
In the negative. Swahili distinguishes motphoIogicalJy through the combinatory
possibility ofthe negative marker with the tensdaspcctlmood marker. besides the degree
of completion of an event. also whether the event that is represented as not occurring is in
nlemory, Le. actualized. or whether it is in the imagination which is non-actualized. This
distinction is made within the set of fonns that can occur with the final

-0.

This can be summarized in the following figure:

/~

Negation ofevent

'bat is in memory

Negation ofevrnt in i!N.lZinalion

dilferent tense/aspealmood

same tense/aspect/mood

marker from affirmative:

marker 1.5 affirmative:

ha· .·ja·...·a

ha-..·ta·... ·a

ha-..·ku-...·a

ha-..•nge..j.ngali·...·a

Figure 6.1: Negation of Actualized Events versus Non-actualized Events
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The distinction between memorial time venus non·memorialtime applies to
negation with ha-, but does not apply to negation with -si-, or -10- for that mauer. since
the only oven tensdupea markers which are found with ·si· are the tense/aspect markers
for the conditional. When co-occurring witb overt tensc1aspect marlcing. -si- only occ:urs
with imaginary events.
Negation with 00- in simple verbal constructions can be summarit:ed as follows:

negation with

/~

ha·.. ·TAM-... ·a

ha-...·0·...-i

Duration of non-event

Duration of non-event

/~

not specified

. "T=l

. """Tali=!

Different T/A marker

Same T/A marker

from affirmative

asaffinnative

Figure 6.2: Negation with ha- in Simple Verbal Constructions
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6.4.7 Co-occurrence in Two Verb Conslruclions
The formative ha- also occurs in compound forms. It co-occurs with the auxiliary
or the lexical verb in compound forms; it cannot occur on both forms to express a negative
as the following example illustrates:

(15) ·ha-ta-ku-w-a ha-som-i

In contrast to the subject concord which is repeated in compound fonns, the
negative marker is not repeated. Whether the negative marker occurs on the auxiliary or
the le:<ical verb depends on the meaning. The following examples illustrate ha- on the
auxiliary or the lexical verb with a dilference in meaning (Loogman 1965:209-212),
beginning with the affirmative sentence:

(16) A-1i-ku-w-a

a-ki-fany-a

kazi

3S-PA-ST-be-F 3S.KI-busy-F job
'He was busy with his job.'
(Loogman 1965:211)
The negation of this may be either:
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(11) a. Ha-lcu-w-a

a-lci-fany-a

kazi.

('He wasn't busy at his job.' CB-ll

b. A·li·ku-w-a

ha·fany-i

kazi.

3S-PA-ST-be-F NEGI-busy-F job
('He was not b"sy at his job. ' Cat his job, but not bwy) CO-L]
(Loogman 1965:211)

loogman comments:

While in practice the two methods of expressing the negative are freely
interchanged. there is a distinction which can be drawn between them.
When a simple denial of the whole compound proposition is to be
expressed, the indication of the negative is given in the auxiliary. But if a
eenain emphasis is to be put on the negation of the idea of the main verb.
then that form contains the negative.

The negative fonn may vary, depending on the form of the aspea markers and the
desired meaning. Generally grammars lend to state, in contrast to the examples and
analysis below. what is quoted here from Polome:

II will be noticed that negation is always marked in the main verb when it
OCGUrs in the {!\Il tense, whereas it is always marked in the relevant fonn
of~ when the main verb is in the {kiltense; when the main verb is in
the {mel tense, the negalion is either marked in the relevant form ofkID!!i
or else the negative {kullense replaces the {mel tense.
(poIorrtC 1967:150)
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Grammars generally state that negation occurs on the auxiliary vtrb for forms with
-ki- and

-me-, and on the Iweal for foons expressing the negative of -IIQ-. which would

use the schema oo·... -0-... -i.
According to my consultants the following negative fonns are acceptable (the
forms are with .II'Q 'be' in the first verb and ·lima 'plant' in the second):

(18) a. Ha-wa-ku-w-a

wa-na-lirTHl.

NEGI·JP-ST-bc-F JP-NA-plant-F
"They weren't cultivating.'

b. Wa-li-ku-w-a

ha-wa-1im-i.

3P-PA-ST-be-F NEG I-3P-plant-F
'They weren't CII/tiWJlint (hUl) .. .'

(19) a. Ha-wa-ku-w-a

wa-lci-lim-a.

NEG\-3P-ST-bc-F 3P-KI-plant-F
'They didn't used to cultivate.'

The italics indicate a difference in emphasis compared to examples (181.) and
(19a).

2J3

b. Wa·li-lcu·w·a

ha-wa-lim-i.

3P-PA-ST-be-F NEG.-3P.p1ant.F

'They didn't used to eullivale 1 (b.,,) ..

In example (18) the explanation given by consultants corresponds to what was
quoted from Loogman above. The first sentence negates the whole proposition, that is,
the e.'l:pectation that the person is planting. while the second is an example of constituent
negation and negates 'planting'. The people were doing other things. but not planting.

The same distinction applies to the second pair.
Forms of the schema ha-... -0-...·; can occur in the lexical verb form:

(20) a. A-na·lru-w-a

h.·fahamu~.

, He is not aware of it.'

3S-NA-ST·be·F NEG l 3S-aware

b. A-li-ku-w-a

~.-tak-i.

'He did 1101 want:

lS-PA-ST-bc-F NEG.-want-F

(loogman 1965:209)
c. A-ka-w-a

'He was not willing.'

h.-tak-i.

3S-KA-be-F NEG.-want-F

The word is a borrowing; therefore, there is no fina! -i.
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'It has become unsuitable food'

(l.oogman 1965,210)

e. Hu-w-a

'He does not tell yoU.'IO

ha-sem-i.

(Loogman 1965:211)
The following could be added:

(21) TU-Ia-ku-w-a

ba-ru·som-i.

IP·FU·ST-be-F NEG,lS-IP-read-F
(HM)

Polome (1%1: 15 I) gives forms of the schema -/lgt!k/lwQ ha-Ri and -ngalikuwa
ha·Ri.

The following example is from HM:

(22) A-n.ali-ku-w-a

ha-sam-i,

a·si·nge·shind·a

mtihani.

lS·NGALI-ST-be·F NEGllS-read-F lS-NEG:-NGE-pass-F examination
'If slhe wasn't studying, sIhe would not have passed the exam.'

The translation should be 'He does not say.' since there is no object concord.
2JS

Clearly, roons orthe schema ha-... -0-... -i can be expressed in the lexical verb As
examples (20) to (22) illustrate, different foonatives may occur in the first verb with

-kuwa.
Although the firsl verb may be denied rather than the second, this is nOI possible in
all cases as examples (2]) and (24) illustrate:

(23) a. tha-wa-w-i wa-na·lim-a

b. tha-wa-w-i wa-ki-Iim-a

For example. certain foonatives cannot occur in the lexical verb; as wilh
affirmative foons. ronns with hu- do not occur in the lexical verb form:

(24) a. tha-tu-ku-w-a hu-som-a

b. tha-tu·la-ku-w-a hu-som-a

As the example below illustrates, huwa can occur in the auxiliary. however. The
negative formative then occurs on the second verb. e.g. huwa hasomi, as in:

(25) Ali hu-w-a

ha-som-i,

ila

ku--chel-a tu.

Ali HU-be-F NEG13S-read-F. in=order=that VN-play-F only

.Ali never reads, but only plays.'
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(lIM)

Funhermore. forms with the formatives -nge- or ,"gali- do not occur on the
lexical verb. similar to affirmative sentences:

(26) a.. eha_ku_w_••-ngali-som-.a

b. eha-ku_w_a a·nge*som-a
c. eha-tu_ta_ku_w_. lu-ngali-som-.

d. eha-ru-ta-ku_w•• lu-nge-som-a
e. elu-me-ku-w-a ha-Iu-ngali-som-a
(etu-li-ku·w·a ha-tu-ngaJi-som-a
g. etu·ta_ku·w·. ha-lu·ngali-som-a

As with h1ll4'll, forms with ""g~- or -ttgali- may occur in lhe first verb form. as the

following examples iIIuSln.te:

(27) Si.. npli-ku..w...

ni-.e-chok-a

ni-ngali-Iembe-.a

mji-ni.

NEG!.NGALI·ST -be-F IS·ME-be--tirtd-f IS·NGALI·Slroll-F town-LO
'If I had oot been tired. 1 would have taken a stroll in town.'
(Polome 1967: 1S2)
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(28) Kama a.nge-ju-a
if

kuwa a-ta-shindw-a mtihani,

3S·NGE-know-F that

ha·nge·ku-w-a

3S·FU-rail·F exam,

a-ki·som·a.

NEG1-NGE-ST-be-F 3g·KJ-read·F
'If sIhe knew that sIhe was going to fail (the exam),
sIhe wouldn't be studying/going to school.'

(HM)

In summary, as in the affirmative forms, the fonnatives hll- and -nge--ItgQlibehave differently from the aspect formatives identified, -1Ia-, -lei- and -me.
Forms with -Itge- or -ttgal;- differ from othel" formatives in that they can have
either of the negative formatives 00- or -S;-. These are the only formatives of the
tense/aspect/mood position that can take either negative rnat1l;er (see funher discussion
under-siAl.
Other acceptable combinations are as illustrated in example (29):

tu-na-som-a
NEG 1-! P-FU·ST-be-F IP-NA-read-F
'we won't be reading'

NEG.JS-PNEG-be-F JS-NA.make-F work
'Er war arbeitsios.' ('He was unemployed.' CB-lj

(Brauner & Herms 1979:242)
c. ha-tu-ta-ku-w-a
NEG.-IP-FU-ST-be-F 1P-KJ-read-F
'we won't be reading'

d. lu-ta-ku-w-a
IP-FU~ST-be-F

ha-tu-ja-som-a
NEGI-IP-JA-read-F

"we won't have read"

e. ha-tu-ku-w-a

tu-ki-som-a

NEG,-1 P-PNEG-be-F IP-KI-read-F
'we haven't been readinglhaven't read', 'we weren't reading'

f. Ha-ku-w-a

a-ki-rany-a

kazi'

NEG,JS-PNEG·be-F 3S·KJ-malce-F work
'Er machte tangere Zeit keine bestimmte Arbeil.'
('He didn't do any particular work for a longer period or lime. ' CB-L]
(Brauner & Herms 1979:242)
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tu-mesna-lal-a
NEG\-IP-PNEG-be-F IP-MESHA-sleep-F
'we haven't (just) gone to sleep'

tu-me-lal-a
NEG.-IP-PNEG-be-F IP-ME-s1eep-F
'we haven't gone to sleep'

IP·FU·ST-be.F NEGI-1 P·PNEG-read-F

j.A·li-ku-w-a

ha-ku-fany-a

kui

3S·PA·ST-be-F NEG,lS·PNEG·make-F work
•A1s anziger von mehreren hat er nicht gearbeitet.'

{' As the only one of several he didn't worle.' CR-LJ
(Brauner & Henns 1979:242)

Forms ortNs schema may be possible depending on the context. In alaJcuwa hakuondoka,
'he must not have left' the speaker is inferring that the other person did not leave since,
for example, no planes have left.
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k. A·Ji·ku-w-a

ha-fany-i

kazi.

3S-PA-ST-be-F NEG I 3S-make-F work

'Trotz Moglichkeit hal er nicht gearbcitet.'
('Although having the possibilily. he did not work/has not worked: CB-Ll
(Brauner & Herms 1919:242)

For examples (29a - k). Ihe tim verb, if negated, is illustrated wilh the future
foonative or the formative -kll-. Neither the future marker itself nor the past marker -Ii·
occur in the second form.
A compound form is used where it contributes to the meaning where the simple
foon may not be sufficient to clarify the meaning. It provides a means of making funher
semamic distinctions with respect to the scope of the negation that the simple fonn docs
nOt offer.

6.5 The Formatin Hsi(-)
The fonnative (-)si(-) differs from both -10- and ha- in thai it may occur as a free
morpheme. as a negative copula, or a bound morpheme. Historically it has its origin in I
negative copula ofwljch the affinnative corresponding form was Ii which changedexcept for some relative clauses - to I past tense marker. (-)si(-) is used

U I

negative

marker when in finite predicales, although in relative clauses its verbal ancestry can be
traced due to its morpho-syntactic behaviour (GOldemann 1996a). In comparison to ha-.

·si- used as a bound morpheme is of special interest and will be discussed in the following
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section.

6.5.1 General Occurrtace
The following examples illustrate usage of(-)si(-). For the purpose of comparison
some affirmative examples are also included.

Subjunctive:
(30) a. Ni-som-e?

'Shalll read?'

IS-read·F
(Ashtonfl944JI993:118)

b. U-SOfIH

Kiswahili.

2S-read-F Swahili.

(ll)a. U-si·som-e

b. M-si-som-e

'Study Swahili.'
'You may study Swahili.'

sasa!

'Oon't study [i.e. read) now!'

"""

'Don't (pI.) study now!'

(Hinnebusch& Mirza 1979:174)
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Relative clause:

(32) a. waN

wa·si-o-som·a

b. mtu

a·si·ye-som-a

'people who do not read'

'a man who does not read'

3S·NEG~.R-read·F

person

(Maw 1985:197)
Negative copula:

(33)a.Mimi si

b. Si

mwivi.

kitabu.

'I am not a thief'

'It is not a book.'

(Ashton (1944) 1993:93)
Conditional clauses:

(34) a. Mti huu u·nge-anguk-a u-si-nge-ni-u-a.
tree this SC·NGE·fall·F SC·NEG~·NGE·OC·kill·F
'{fthis tree happened to fall it would not kill me.'
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b. Laili

ni.ngali-fuat-a

shauri lako, mambo haya YOle

if20nly 1S-NGALI-follow-F advice your lhings lhese all
ya-si-ngali-Ioke-a.
SC-NEG1-NGALI-co~ut-F

'If only I had followed your advice. these things would

not

have

happeoed.'
(Ashton [1944]1993:2.59)
As the examples above illustrate, si generally OCCUr5 as a negative copula in clauses

without a verbal construction (n), -5;- occurs with final

~,

i.e. examples (lOa. b), which

can also be used as prohibitive, examples (3Ia. b), al\d in subordinate type clauses, i.e.
example (32). The formative -s;- may occur with final""" or final--e. Thus. -s;- and Ita_I!
generally have to a large part a different distribution. However, the example (34a) above
and the following example below illustrate that there are cases where either ha- or -5;- can
be used.

(3.5) Mti huu u-nge-anguk-a ha-u·nge-ni-u-a.
tree this SC-NGE·faJl-F NEGI-SC-NGE-OC-IciII-F

'If this tree happened to fall, it "V."OII'cI,,', kill me.'1J

See footnote I, Chapter Six.

The italics indicate a differe:nce in emphasis compared to example (34a).
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It has been proposed that ha- negates independent clauses and -si- dependent

clauses (Salone 1983). However, as examples (34a) and (35) above illustrate, in certain
cases, i.e. in fonns with -"gr- or -I1gD1i-. ha- or -$i- may occur. In addition. Maw (1969)
did not identity clauses with the formatives -"ge..-llgali- as subordinate. but as coordinate.
While there may be a tendency to use ha- in main clauses and -5i- in dependent roOlls,
(-)si(-~

especially as a free morpheme. can occur in main clauses. GUldemann (1996a)

comments with respect to the negative marker si:

In der Tat ist das Endstadium der im alteren Swahili angelegten Prozesse
im heutigen Standard Swahili (G42d) evident: Das Element s; ist in
Hauptpridikationen nur noch in seiner Icopulativen Verwendung - und
zwar grundsitzlich unflektiert. d.h. als cine Partilcel - evX1ent.
(GUldemann 1996&:263)
In fact the final stage of the processes begun in older Swahili are evident in
modem Standard Swahili: the element si is evident only as a copula in main
clause predicates - and without being inflected. i.e. as a particle. [CB-l]
However, the syntactic difference reflects a difference in their meaning and
function. as will be discussed in the following section.

6.5.1 Co-occurrtD« witll Marken i. rile TtItSf1Asp«tlMood PositaoD

The formative -si- occurs with -Itge- or -ItgOli-. as the above examples (34)
illustrate. These are the only oven markers of position 4 which may co-occur with this
negative marker. Besides these overt markers., WaJd (1997) proposes a O-tense marlcer for
some fonns with -s;-. As an exlen.sKHl ofWald', proposal ofa O-tense marta". a
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0·marker u is suggested for foems with ·5;· (see section 6.5.2.2).

6.5.2.1 Negalion wilh •••-si-+-Qge-/·npliThe markers -nge-.'--ngali· occur in the tenselaspectlmood position with the
negative marker .$1.. As we Move seen. these: markers can also occur in forms w;th ha-,
although fonns with ·5;· appear to be more common, based on commems in grammars.
These markers deal with hypothetical events or (for some speakers) events ofdifferent,

but low degrees of likelihood. As was discussed in Chapters Three and Four, the final is
-a and not -e. because, while the conditions may not be realizable, the projected

consequence is fully realizable (if the conditions were to be fulfilled).
Differences in meaning between the use offorms with 110- and -..$;- are difficult to
establish (see also Ashton (1944) 1993), but based on the general difference in meaning
between the two negative mar1l:ers that will be discussed in this chapter, forms with .$1would be the wider set and forms with Ira- negate more specifically the event and its
failure to occur over its temporal

rep~tatKH1

and. therefore, can be used for

consequences rather than condittons.

6.5.2.1 ...·si-0.••
Besides the co-occurrence with -trge-l."ga/;-. a 0-marker might be proposed for

Wald used a ()..tense marlri:er instead of a 0-marker. Here the marker 0 will be used.
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forms wilh ~sj·. In a foolnole Waid (1997:57fn) proposes a ()..tense marker for the forms
wilh final-e. and for forms with final';. and he discusses a G-tense marker and its
diachronic function for relative clauses with synlhetic marking. While an example wilh
-si- is not specifically included. supposedly the same would be appropriate for relative

constructions with -s;- of which the following is an example:

OliO

1

-na-

(36) a. Ni

[

mw-on-a

a-sj-ye-kul-a.

-la-

0UO}
IS

-NA-

1

3S-sec·F a=person

3S-NEG~-R·eat·F

~TA-

"I saw a person who was not eating. (who did not elt).·
'1 see a person who is not eating (who does not eat).'

,I will see a person who does not eat'

As Ihe above example illustrates. the fonn with the negative marker can be
interpreted differently depending on the tense/aspect/mood marker in the main verb.
Pursuing this line of argument, we then would have the following system:
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...-si·0-... -e
...-si-0-R-... ·a
...-si·TAM-...-a

Following Wald's argument, forms with·0- would have to be diachronically from
inherem low focus clauses. The diachronic vlewpoint will not be evaluated here. In a
general sense the argument seems to hold from the perspective of this analysis: forms with
markers other than 0 in the tensela.spectlmood position specifically express the time to
which the failure of the represented event aeons, while forms with 0 maricers are
described by Ashton usually as 'oot related to time' as the quote related to one of these
forms illustrates.
For si·0-R-a it can be said:

With negative sl this fann expresses no time, but rather description of a
negative character. Htnee it may also be used to translate English past or
future tense: a man who did not or who will not read - provlded that time
is not the point to be stressed.
(Ashlonfl944) 1993:112)
Goldemann

makes the same point:

[In RelativsitzenJ ... {i]m letlteren Fall lim finiten Pridikat] leann sl
erwanungsgemij) keine temporale oder aspektuelle Bedeutung haben; es
referien nur generell auf einen negativen Sachverhalt.
(GiJldemann 1996a:264)
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[In relative clauses] in the I,ner case [in, finite predicate), si cannot have a
temporal or aspectuaJ meaning, as expected, but refers in general to a
negalive fact. [COol)
For -si-0- ... -t it can be said that there is only one subjunctive in Swahili. Tt..1s.
there are no tense distinctions expressed. The form with final -e is dependent on the locus
of orientation

establis~

in &nQ(her verb form or the context. A form with final -e can

occur in relation to a paslloc:us of orientation (see examples (37) and (Jin. The second
verb takes the aspecIuaJ markers we have seen earlier: -lei-,
following example shows a fonn with final

oft

-110-, ~-

and -1M-, The

in a compound form relating to a form with

-lea- which itself would relate to an earlier past tense:

(37) Amri i-ka-tok-a

hapo

Kisauni ya ku-sem-a watu

order 3S-KA-emit-F or-place KisoN1I1 ofVN-say-F people 3P-be-F

3P-KI-sleep-F early
•An order went fonh at Kisauni saying that people were to go to

bed early.'

(Ashton [1944J 1993:267)
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(38) ... kwa hivyo

n--a-on-a u

ni bora Ieu-ri.laj.&,

because OFthis I S·A-r~I·F it
n-••wa-nyim-a

~

ni·lt-W-e

VN.()C·mencion-F I S-NEG1-bc-F

waimbaji "tunu" ya wimbo mpya.

IS-A·3P·deprive·F singers "tunc" or song new
'Because or lhis I red it best 10 mention them (i.e. cenain tunes), so
that I do not deprive singen or the tune or a new song. •
(Ashton [I 944J 1993:268)
In example (38) the locus or orientation is expressed by -0--. The rorm with final

~

relates to that locus or orientation.
Thus, as wilh ranns discussed earlier, lhe first verb sets up the locus ororientation,
in relation to which the verb with final

~

has the potenlial ortaking place. Again .Ji0... -4!

does not rerer to lhe time itselC
We can now unifY the patterns where -:ii;. occurs as a bound morpheme:

...si·0·... -e
... si·nge·... ·a
.. si·ngali•...•a

... sj·0·R·... ·a
In all orthese ~ .sj. either OCQIts in contexts where the rOfTfl with .sj- is not
actualized, but may be polentially Of hypothetically actualized and/or in cases where the

Nool/o could be ambiguous: no- or n--a"'",n
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fonn is dependent. It can be concluded that the negation expressed by -s;- is unrelated to
the time of the event.

6.6 Comparison or tbe Meanilll or 1It- ..d -s'"
6.6.1 Comparison orPaltems
When we compare the patterns of negative markers ha- and -si- in verbal
constructions, the following patterns emerge:

Panero, of negation markers hg. and

ha-

-0

ha· .. ·TAM- -I
ambaR ha-...• TAM· ...·a

-.~;-

si-0si·TAMsi-0- R

In negative relative clauses with amba, which comes from the verb 'to tell' and
functions as a relative marker. the ronn w;th Ira- has the propenies of a main clause:

(39) Kazi amba-yo hu-ku-j-fany·a

jana

a-me-i-fany-a

Hamisi.

work amba·R NEG I 2S-NEGP-JS-do-F yesterday 3S-ME-JS-do-F Hamisi
"The work which you did not do yesterday Hamisi has done.'
(Ashton [1944]1993:113)
The additional pauem including -0-. that is Ira-. . 0 ... -i, does not make any
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special reference to time. The translation in the foUowing example illustrates this point:
"hawpelldi 'we don't/didn't/won't love (it)''' (Wald 1997:57fn 3). Contini-Morava also

mentions cases where Ita-.. -0-... -i is used 'corresponding' to a past. as we have seen in
Chapter Five.
Where -0- is found in the TAM position. the two types of negation are
differentiated by the finals and the negative markers.

6.6.2 DifTertnl Types of NepliCHI

The morphological patterns and co-occurrence patterns of the negative markers
with the markers of position 4 have confinned specifically for Swahili what Guldemann
has developed from a diachronic perspective for Bantu.
GUldemann associates. as a tendency, different types of negation with the different
markers. He points out that:
Aus der Gesamlheit der in diesem Kapital dargelegten Oberlegungen ergibt
sich schlieplich auch fur den letnen in meiner Arbeit benjcksichtigten
Komplex der fonnalen Distinktion zwischen beiden konjugationalen
Subsystemen, i.e prdinitiale Negation i" Hatlpl- ¥s. /JOSti"iliale Negation
ill Nebe,tprddiiatiOlJcm. cine ~ung. die del" in den vorigen Kapiteln
entspricht: Die ausdrucksseitige Dissonation ist cin k1arer Ausdruck ciner
IUnktionalen Unterscheidung def Pridikationskontexte. Kcinesfalls sind sie
cin priMires Ausdrucksmiuel zur Signalisierung des synlaktischen Status
einer Pradikalion.
(Guldemann 1996a:313)
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From the total of the discussion in this chapter the results are similar to the
ev.luation of the preceding chapters fOf the last complex of the distinction
between the twO subsystems. i.e. the preinitial negation in main clauses
versus the postinitial negation in dependent clauses: the distinction on the
expression side is a clear indication of the functional difference of tile
context of the predicates. It is not pri.arily an expression to mark the
syntactic difference of a predicate. rCB-ll

Thus. in terms of Swahili. the distinction between 00· for main clauses and ·5i· for
clauses involving dependency is a mailer of meaning and function. and not simply
morphosyntlX. The type of negation involved with the two negative markers is diffemu.

... the two basic mar1cing complexes in Bantu have different functional
biuses which stem from their specific grammalicaliutional origins .... The
generalization which can be drawn from the data is not a simple pattern of
complementary distribution of the two marking complexes but. instead. a
relation of differing markedness.
(GOldemann 1999:577)
This difference in types of negation is observed. in general. by GUldemann (1996)
for Bantu languages from a historical perspective:

... preinitiaJ negation (i.e. ha~ for Swahili] has evolved OUI of a complex predicate
pattern in which the predicate can be analyzed as a binary structure wherein a
negative nucleus bears the iIIocutionary force and a finite satellite conveys the
propositional information of the predication.
(GOldemann 1996b:12)
while in contrast for postinitial negation. [i.e.•$;. in Swahili]:

... the postinitiaJ-complex appcan in a way to correlate with descriptive
negation.
(Giildemann 1996b:19)
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GOldemann distinguishes the two negative marlcers along the lines ofmetalinguistic
versus descriptive negation in Horn's tenns (Hom 1989). Metalinguistic negation is
described as·

Metalinguistic negation ... is used to deny or object to any aspect of a
previous utterance - from the convmtional or conversational implicata that
may be associated with it 10 its syntactic, morphological, or phonetic form .
... those aspects oflhe utterance which metalinguislic negation is used to
focus on may have nothing to do with the proposition expressed by that
utterance.
(Horn 1989:4141f, quoted from GOldemann 1999:515)
Guldemann gives 'die leute die arbeiten, die lalle die nicht arbe1ten' as an
example of a descriptive negative. Along the

same lines. some grammars of Swahili

suggest that -s;- expresses 'the opposite'.
It is here proposed for Swahili that in contrast to -ha-, -si- negates the logical
possibility or the description given in the semantic conteN of the verb (or adjective or
noun for the free morpheme). This can be exemplified with the following example:

(40) Tu-na-dhani

(kama) si

k~li.

'We think that it is ltOt true.'
(modified from GivOn 1984:343)
The formative ha-. on the other hand, expresses the failure of the event
represented, specified in temporal representation by formatives of position 4. The contrast
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can be exemplified by the following example:

(kama) ni

(41) ha-lU·dhani
NEG-I P-think

Icweli

(that) be

'We don'lthink that it is true.'
(modified from GivOn 1984:343)
This distinction is reflected in the use of the negative markers in negated forms
with -Jlge- or -lIgo/i-.

(42) Wa-toto

hao ... kama wa-.ca1i-ku-w-a

3P-children these

wa-ki-ka·a

sana.,

had 3P·NGALI-ST·be-F 3P-KI-stay-F too=long

ha-wa-ncali-wez-a

Ieu-pand-a ku·rud·i kwao katika Nchi ya Mawingu.

NEG l ·3P-NGALI-able·F ST-gO""Up-F ST-retum·F PREP to land ofclouds
'If these children had made a habit of staying too long. they would have
been unable to go up again 10 their homeland in Cloudland .... '
(Ashton [1944]1993:2S9)
(43) A-nge-ku·w-a mgonjwa., a-si-nge-lcu.j.a
3S-NGE·ST-be-F

ill

mji-ni

kwa miguu.

3S·NEG~-NGE-ST-come-F town-lO PREP feet

'Ifhe were an invalid, he would not come to town on foot.'
(Ashton (1944)1993:2S9)
In example (43) it is negated thai the invalid would come (on foot). a case of
2SS

descriptive negation. In example (42), on the other hand, the use of ha· expresses that
under fulfilled conditions (which are stated in the first clause), the failure of the event,
described further by the marker in position 4, occurs.

6,7 Co-occurrence or Fonn.lives
Compiling TAM markers and finals, the number of pre-verbal base markers clearly
indicates that the number of distinctions with respect to the description of the event is
greater in the affirmative than in the negative. That forms in the negative may require
fewer distinctions in the TAM position than in the affirmative has been observed by
Ashton and Contini-Morava. This is particularly true for distinctions that are made
aspectually in the affirmative forms. If events are represellled as not completed, then in
the negation of such an event one would not need to make distinctions in the degrees of
completion of a partially imaginary event as one may want to make in the affirmative.
As far as finals are concerned, there arc actually more possibilities of different
finals in negative forms than in affirmative forms. In affirmative forms either --a or ..e may
occur, depending on the sentence. In negative forms, either -a Of..e Of·j may occur,
depending on the negation marker and the type of marker in the TAM position. The
explanation provided above allows us to explain a question that remained unanswered in
Contini·Morava's book (1989). She wondered that if the final-a were to include the two
other finals, why the finals were in paradigmatic relation and could not CO-OCCUf. We can
see that all three finals are part of a system and express interrelated concepts.
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6.8 Condusion
This chapter has analyzed the three negative markers in Swahili. They are often
described as 'negative' and no funhcr contrastive analysis is provided. But since they
differ in position in the veTbal Siring. it was hypothesized that they also differ in function
and meaning.
The discussion hat shown that they indeed differ in function and meaning. The
meaning for ./0-- is given as 'lack of assertion'. Emphasis has been placed on the negative
markers ha- and -si- since the third negative formative

-'0- occurs in limited contexts. The

fonnatives ha- and --si- occur in different types of negation. This difference is reflected in
their syntactic distribution as well as in their morphological position. Negation with hae.xprcsses for the event represented the failure within the given temporal representation to
occur. In compound forms the occurrence ofha- on the auxiliary or the lexical verb
expresses the scope of the negation. Forms with -s;- negate the description in the Iexcme
(see section 6.6.2).

2S7

CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSION:
THE SYSTEMIC RELATIONSHlP AMONG THE DIFFERENT ELEMENTS

7.0 Introduction
On the basis of the analysis of the different formatives in the previous chapters. this

chaplet' discusses the relationship among the different fonnatives l . While each formative
has a form. meaning and function. the analysis of their interaction reveals systemic
properties reflecting contrastive distinctions made at a cognitive level. Therefore. in this
chaplet the sets of formatives of different positions are analyzed together.

7.1 Summary of l.divMl•• 1Subsyste.s

In the introduction questions have been raised with respec1lo negative markers
and finals. These questions can now be answered: the negative markers differ in position.
function and meaning. as well as synlactically. The three finals represent a system that
coven the range of mood, and the description of oj as simply 'negative' is inadequate,
since il is used in particular negative situations without temporal panicularization.

The Slruclure of the verbal construction is repeated here for the convenience ofthe reader:
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 II
NEG•• SC - NEG~ • TAM - R • OC • ST • VB· E· F· PF

INF
HAS
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In the following sections the main conclusions of the subsystems discussed in
Chapters Three., Four, Five and Six will be presented. A further exploration of
chronogenesis will also be presemed.

7.1.1 TheAffirmaliveSllbsy1ttln
The analysis of the formatives of position 4. the pre-verba.l base position.. has

revealed that not all fonnatives of this position can be considered tense or aspect markers.
The formative ·iD- was analyzed as ·consecutive'. The markers -IIK!!- and -ngal;- were
considered as eltpressing not tense, but mood.
The analysis of the role of tense/aspect markers in chronogenetic staging reveals a
juxtaposition of the Vast Present on the one hand. with the Past md Future on the otbu'.
In terms of tense/aspect. this contrast is expressed through aspectual distinctions on the
one hand and tense distinctions on the other. The differentiation of aspeaual markers
from tense markers was achieved by analyzing:

(1) the meanings and contexts of verb forms:
(2) the contrasts produ~ by TAM marten;
(3) the co-occurrence panems in compound verb forms.

In affinnative fonns. among the markers at the level where aspectual distinctions
are made, the status of actualization is again expressed:
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·ki·: the Evene is represented as undergoing acrualiution concurrent to another Event.
An explanatory mechanism to attain the many surface meanings of this formative is

provided.
-II{l-:

the expression focuses narrowly on the unfolding of an event that is represented as

being in the process of being actualized.
This e.,<planation eliminates the necessity of describing the form with ·110- as tense or
as tense and aspect. Within the (unmarked) Vast Present,

·INl-

expresses funher

detailed information.
-{1-.

the event is more gmen..lly represented as being in the process of being actualized.

-me-: the event is represented as having undergone actualization at some (previous) point.

The other distinctions. Past and Future. do not represent the Event to the same
degree of specification in simple verb forms, but funher complexity can be added by use of
compound fonns.
Tense distinctions are fewer than aspect distinctions. and tense is only determined
once morphologically in any given form, whether a simple fonn or a compound fonn.

The lower specificity expressed by 'Vast Present' of Stage Two compared to the
Past and the Future serves to emphasize that in forms expressing the Vast Present tense is

To avoid cumbersome sentence structure. such 15 'the representation of the event 0( the
represented event', whenever the 'represented event' is intended. it will be written as
'Event', capitalized to indicate its representation.
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not ovenly marked in main clauses and is understood as the 'default' locus oforientltK>n
in contrast to the Past and the Future. Consequently, Past and Future are marked as a
funher contrastive devdopment to the Vast Present This sequential development is also
found in pan of the negative subsystem as will be shown below.

7.1.2 Further Development or Cltronoxeae1tc St.Cinc

Guillaume's model of cmotlogl!lltsis was originally developed as a 100110 explain
the subsystems of the French verbal system. In Chapter Two chronogenetic staging was
illustrated with three different stages as it applies to English. As the model is applied to a
number of languages oftypologically differenl language groups. variation in the expression
of chronogenetic staging surfaces. For example, Slavic languages have undergone a stage
where there were two stages ofchronogenesis (see Hewson Ii Bubenik 1997:102).
Besides variation with respecl to the stages. concepts that are linked to tense and
aspect such as evidentiality may surface as properties'.
Likewise. it is no surprise thai applying chronogenetic staging to Swahili !\as
revealed differences, but also similarities in comparison 10 the original application of tile
model
In contrast to Indo-European languages, for example, where aspectual distinctions

In some Indo-European languages, for example Bulgarian and Macedonian, tense and
aspect are dichotomized along this parameter (Hewson 8£ Bubenik 1997). Evidentiality is
also observed in Algonquian languages.
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ar~ mad~

al a

l~vellhat

does not include Universe Time~ nor subject marking. aSpeclual

distinctions in Swahili are made at a level of Universe Time where subject marlcing is
included.
The level ofaspeaual distinction kas been named Stage Two in Chapter Four of
the analysis since there may be an earlier level ofchronogenesis. expressed by KU- (which
has not b«n included in the study so far).
Forms with Klj· can be verbal nouns since etymologically KU- represents the class
marker of class 15'; it is also used in what corresponds to an infinitive in English, The
English translation can include the infinitive or an -ing form as the following examples
illustrat~:

(I) Ku·lim-a

ni ku.gumu.

KU·plant-F be KU-hard
•Ackem is! schwer' ['To farm/fanning is hard' CB·ll

Guillaume proposed Universe Time at all levels ofchronogenesis. In the application of the
theory as it was here described for English and other languages, the First Stage has been
analyzed without reference to Universe Time. as in Hewson & Bubenik (1997).
There may be a poSSIbility tkat the above KU- diachronically comes from tbe same source
as the Im- adverbial expressing "place and time'. But tbe evolution was completed by
Proto-Sabaki times (Nurse & Hinntbusch 1993:364-365).
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(2) Ku-chez-a kwa watoto
KU-play-F of children
'das Spielen der Kinder' ['the playing of the children' CB-L]

(]) Ku-salir-i

ku-na-pendez-a.

KU-travel-F KU-NA-bring=joy-F
'Reisen ertTeut' (,Traveling brings joy' CB-L)
(examples (1-]) from Brauner & Bantu 1967:70)
(4) Ku-fik-a

Mombasa.. i-na-fik-a

saa mbili ya asubuhi.

KU-arrive-F Mombasa SC-NA-amve-F hour second ofmoming
'As for aniving in Mombasa, it [the train] arrives at eight in the morning.'
(Maw 1999:92)
(5) ni-na-tak-a

ku-nunu-a tikiti

IS-NA-want-F KU-buy-F ticket
'I wam to buy a ticket'
(Maw 1985:92)
(6) Wa-na-ondok-a na ku-rudi

JP-NA-depan-F and KU-eome=back
'They go (are seen going) and (then later they) come back'
(Maw 1985:79)
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(7) Kwa9lini ku-fany-a

why

hivi?

KU-make-F this

'Why do this?'

(8) Bado ku-pig-a
still

deki.

KU-wash-F l100r

'There's still the floor to wash.'

The infinitive can be used after verbs of intention, verbs of wishing. willing, trying,
etc. as in example (5). When two actions are closely lUSOCialed, and the second is not
contingent in time on the first, the second verb occurs in the infinitive as in example (6).
The infinitive form of the verb can be used to express an impersonal sense as in examples
(7) and (8). When the infinitive form precedes, it can give emphasis to the idea ofthe verb
as in example (4). As the examples show, forms with KU· do not include subject marking
or tense/aspect marking. They may include object marking, may be passivized (Vitale
198\) and may include the marker -ji- as in example (9):

(9) ku-ji-fich-a
VN-n·hide-F
'to hideoneselC
(Polome 1967:1\8)
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The first stage of the chronogenesis as described by Guillaume is the QuasiNominal Stage. Fonns with the KU- formative may be described by some of the crileria
which Hinle (1975:16-11) lists for the first chronogenetK: stage of English:

EvenlS expressed in the quasi-nominal mood, by means of the infinitive, lhe
present paniciple and the past participle, unlike those expressed in the
indicative, evoke no image of universe time into time spheres.... Nor do
events in this first mood of chronogenesis evoke distinctions concerning the
chances of being actualized, as in the subjunctive mood. Not only does this
mood lack time spheres and a contrast belween descending and ascending
time, bul il has not even, al this early momenl ofchronogenesis., built in the
category of penon.
Hirtle (1915:16-11)
Similarly the forms wilh Kl/- which are generally described as 'infinilive or verbal
noun' do not evoke a diSiinction into time spheres. Distinctions in actualization are also
not expressed in foems with KU- since they occur only with final

~

and not with final

~

or final·i. As in Hinle's description. KU· forms do not have lhe category of person built
in.

Thus, the KU- forms fulfill some of the criteria of Guillaume's Stage One. As was
mentioned above, in Standard Swahili oven tenwl5pect marking is not associated with
fonns with KU-, There is some circumstantial evidence that KU- could be included in
chronogenetic staging, however. Compare the following examples:
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(10) a. ni-nHak-a

ku·nunu·a tikiti

IS·NA·want-F KU-buy-F ticket
'I want to buy a ticket'

(Maw 1985:92)
b. ni-na-tak-a

tikiti

IS·NA·want·F 2S-buy·F ticket
'I want you to buy a ticket'

(Maw 1985:92)

KU- fonns can alternate with fonns wilh final

.fI

as in example (10) or in these

fun.herexamples:

(II) a. tu·li·mu·amri·sh·a

ku·imb-a

tP-PA-QC.-order·CS·F KU.sing·F
'We ordered himlher to sing. (He did it)'

b. tu·li·mu·amri·sh-a

a·imb-c

IP-PA.()C-order-CS·F 3S-sing-F
'We ordered him to sing' (He may not have done it)'

(HM)
The infinitive form KU· can be used in fonns such as in examples (lOa) and (11a).
But that it can be used at all in examples (lOa) and (1Ia) may be an indication that KU- is

2..

an element of the chronogenesis. Funhermore, in example (6) the infinitive form is used
for the last verb of a series. While the first verb expresses the temporal marking. the form
with KU- represents the event. Other circumstantial evidence comes from the fact that
-J(II~

used in the past negative and KU~ come from the same source etymologica1ly. ...tw- is

pan of the tempora1 system in Swahili. It. therefore. is conceivable that the same may be
said about KU-. Since in Standard Swahili it only co-occurs with object markers and IIot
subject markers or tense/aspect markers, the evidence remains circumstantial. It should be
noted that in other Bantu languages' KU~ may co-occur with an aspect marker'. as the
following example from Suku (Piper 1971) indicates:

(12)a. ku-los-a
'wert'en. Infinitiv' ['to throw. Infinitive' CB-LJ

b. ku·los-aka
'werfen, Intinitiv kontinuativ' ['to throw. Continuative Infinitive' CB-L]

Across Bantu KU- seems to occur with foems that correspond to Suku -alea: -ago. -allgo.
etc. KU- does not occur with -He (Nurse: personal communication).
A similar distinction in meaning as in example (12) can be observed in Slavic (Czech):
hod-it
'to throw'
hU-et
'to throw + continuative'
(Bubenik: personal communication)
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The distinctions proposed for Stage One in English would not be made in Swahili
where there is only one fonn.
Ln example (12b) above, the form with XU- contains -aka. a continuative marker.
Forms with KU· do not seem to C<H)CQJr with the formative -ill!, which marks a complete
event (see footnote 6). This may indicate that fonns with KU- are forms that represent a
Performative. an ilSpectUal categOf}' in Ascending Time. expressing a complete event
which, therefore, do not have to be marked contraslive:ly as complete. Although for
Swahili the evidence is less clear, this is provisionally suggested.
As was shown, Guillaume proposed as the Second Stage (the ~."bj"'JCliVf! slage in
Indo-European languagC$) a stage where Universe Time is represented without contrasts.
Forms 'do not represent the event as an experiential reality, for the simple reason that they
are not allocated to any experiential time-sphere' (Hewson 1997b:42).
In Standard Swahili there are, as we have seen. subjunctive forms. but it appears
for Standard Swahili that the differences of mood expressed in the finals are not directly
linked to the categories of tense and aspect. In effect, tense/aspect distinctions are made
in position 4, in the pre-verbal position, and can be differentiated from the differences
expressed in the finals. The differences in the finals are, therefore, nol included in the
chronogenetic staging.
Aspectual distinctions in Swahili are made within Universe Time. As usual,
aspectual distinctions can apply anywhere in Universe Time and are not limited to a
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particular lime-sphere. It appean that in Swahili aspectual distinctions are made at this
stage.
Guillaume's third stage. the i,ldicative stage, includes fonns representing time with
delineated lense contrasts. Forms with ddineated tense contrasts were analyzed as part of
Stage Three in Chapter Four.
In Swahili, it is possible to combine forms representing Stage Two and Stage
Three. In contrast to English. for example. the compound foems. which express finer
semantic distinctions compared to the simple constructions. consist of two finite verb
forms that are both infleeted for subjects, a construction quite different from those of most
Indo-European languages.
The complete analysis can be graphically summarized as
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KU

1---------------------------->1

Stage One

.!;.

I<x... ···· ... --- .. ··1
-na·I-a·

I<--··--x -········1

UNIVERSE TIME
Stage Two: ... <•••••••••••••••-••••- •••••••••_-••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.••••-•••--••••••----

-me

1<-------XIX
-me""'-

1<

--x - -- -XIX

UNIVERSE TIME
Stage Three: ....-

•••·Ii·

·Ia-

1----->1--·--·->

Figure 7.1: Slages oflhe Chronogenesis

Thus. while the language specific exploitalion of the event represenlation may
differ at times. the conceptual distinclions proposed by Guillaume are certainly made and
can be confirmed for Swahili.
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Distinctions among finals indicate whether the event is represented as 'default',
i.e. conceived as actualization (represented by the final ..a); as potential actualization
(represented by the final -<); or as nqated actualization which pcnists (represented by
ha- .•i).

In the finals gross categorical distinctions are expressed which range on a
continuum from fonns with final ..a through fonns with final

-j!

to fonns with final .;.

Finals indicate whether the Event is represented as realized or realizable, is within a
'middle zone', or (with the negative marker) is represented as non-realizable
The grammatical category of subjunctive can be associated with 'irrealis'. As
Givan (1994) points out:

"". the distinction of the modal category irrealis across grammatical contexts
is far from chaotte, and is largely predictable on universal grounds.
(Givan 1994:269)
While the existence of the category 'irrealis' as a unified category across languages
is not supponed by everyone (see Bybee et aI. (1994) for one view, Givan (1994) for a
different posilton. also Chung &: Timberialc.e (1985», for Swahili, it appears to unitY
elements that have been descnbed in this study. In genenl. there are either or both of two
sub-dimensions of irrealis possible: 'lower certainty (on the epistemic side), weaker
manipulation (on the deomic side)' (Givan 1994:280),
For Bemba. Givan associates the final -< with deontic modality and the fonnative
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-iuga- with epistemic modality. While at first glance this seems to correspond to the

situation in Swahili, further re:starch is necessary.

1.3 The Negative Subsyuem

In the subsystem of negation the temporal specification ohhe Event in tbe
negative forms, although numbering fewer forms, is reflected in the negation with Ita-. but
not in the negation with -si- or -10-. The negative markers express dilferent types of
negation, and it is not simply a matter ofcomplementasy distribution in syntactic
environments, as GOldemann (1999) has pointed out from a diachronic point of view for
Bantu in general. This has been confirmed in this study for Swahili. The dilferent types of
negation are reflected in the co-occurrence patterns that the dilferent negation markers
exhibit.
Negation with ha- is linked to the representation of the event as actualization. (t,
therefore, negates the whole representation. Forms that are negated with ha- reflect the
juxtaposition of'Vast Present' that was found in affirmative forms, although in the
negative there are fewer distinctions than in the affirmative. In the Vast Present, forms
with 0- marking can occur (see Table 7.1 below). Further specification of the temporal
structure of the event or its delineation from other events is expressed by the use oroven
markers of position 4. Besides forms with hao..... -i. which are nonnally considered the
corresponding negative forms to affirmative forms with .,10· or ·ki-, fonns with
ha-...-ja-..00 express the failure ofthe Event to be actualized during a period viewed
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relrospectively from the locus of orientation. being considered the negative form with
respect to -mesha- or -me-. Forms of the schema ha-...4:lI-... -.a express the failure of the
Event to be actualized for a period in the past that is represented as completed, generally
considered the corresponding negative form of affinnative foems with -Ii- or -ntf!-.
Negation with Ira· has been summarized in the following:

negalion of.ctualization with Non-Event duration specified

o-."ioo

l/~
Even'.

oeg"io. "( Evcol

non-actualized period

staled. actualized period
ha-

-ku-

ha-

-ja-

-a

hi-

-ta-

ha-

-nge-I-ngali---a

negation of actualization ofNon--Event with zero specification

ha·

Figure 7.2: Negation with ha-

Since time specifications and other types ofinfonnation are provided in position 4,
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the focmatives

.*"-, .ja-, ·10- and .,tget.."gaJi. themselves do not include the meaning of

'negative'.
In compound fonns the scope of the marker ho· applies to the part of the form to
which it is applied. Therefore.. thefe are differences of meanings, as we have seen in
ChaplerSix.
Fonns that are negated with ·si- do not reflect the differentiation which can be
found when fonns are negated with ho-, since forms with

.sj-

themselves do not

distinguish tense contrasts. Forms with ·si· can relate to past events expressed through.l.
past locus oforientation. but forms with -si- do not themselves represent morphologically
an actualized time frame over which the negation occurs, but other than in relalive clauses
which are dependent fonns, negate forms that express modal concepts: the negation of
potential actualization with fonns with final~, and of conditional events with different
degrees of cenainty with forms with ."gf!-'~rgaJi.. Both of these types of events are
'projected' events and could be subsumed under the term "irrealis'.
The formalive -si· negates the description associated with the lell:eme. This type of
negation can be applied to events represented as 'irrealis', since the event is represented
not as a reality, but as a potentiality which can be negated directly.
From the above, it becomes clear and it should be emphasized that negative forms
do not correspond exactly to affinnative forms. Nevenheless. the fonns with the negative
marker ha- cover the same ground as the distinctions made by TAM markers in the
affirmative forms.. although with fewer distinctions.
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7,4 General Observations: Combi••tion of Subsynems
Considering all of the foonatives of position 4, the finals, and the markers of
negation in relation to each ocher. 5talemenlS concerning the systemic properties of the
Swahili verbal conSlruClion can be made. Among TAM formatives, morphological cooccurrence patterns with the negation marker ha- reveal differem subsystems which
present the Event more precisely with respea to the status onts actualization:
(i) For affinnative forms that do not co-occur with the negative marker ha-: the
event is undergoing (-IIa-, -ki- and 11), has undergone (-mt'-, -mt'sha-), or underwent (-li-)
actualization.
(ii) For fonnatives where an additHJn of the negative maricer to the affirmative
fonn is possible: the TAM marker indicates the future or hypothelical realizability of
actualization.
(iii) For formatives of position <4 that occur with the negative only: the failure of
the Event to occur is panicularized for the given temporal representation. The following
lable ofaffinnative and negative formatives shows some of the common correspondences.
The dashed lines indicate that the 'correspondences' are not absolute.

m

Table 1.1 Co-«:cUrTence Panerns ofFormatives of Position 4 in the Verbal
Construction with Negative Markers and Finals
Final
Polarity

-

Description

neg

neg

affirmative

aetuala·

aff

neg

R'

R'

aff

neg

ation
Future

hala

-ta-

l"a

ki 2

Vast Present

0
ha0

-----------------ha ja

meW

Past

halru

I;

hypothetical

ha-

counterfact.

"8"

"8"

ngali

ngali

consecutive
Notes on Table 1.1.

0

si0

.0

sinsel
singali

ka

ka

I. 'R' refers to synthetic relative markers.
2. Forms with -Id· when occurrinS with the meaning 'if, when' can be negated by foons
wilh -sipo276

To state the findings in general tenns: the status of the "reality" of events
represented is expressed by and permeates fT1OI'Phological pauems of co-occurrence.
Distinctions in the finals, as wdl as those in the tenselaspealmood markers, express the
status of the reality of the event represented in the verbal construction. While this study
has analyzed in detail the dilferent verbal categories, it has 10 be kept in mind that they
function together. This sentiment is reflected. in the following quote:

Perhaps the most striking property oftense, aspect, and mood is that all
make reference to a point on the temporal dimension. Tense characterizes
the location of an event with respect to a point in time (called the tense
locus here). Aspect characterizes the dynamicity or closure of an event
with respect to a point or interval in time (the evatt frame). The tense:
locus is usually fixed at the speech moment, while the event liame is
obviously variable. This suggests that tense and aspect could be subsumed
under a single categOf}' oftertSe-aspect which characterizes the relationship
between an event and salient points on the temporal dimension.
Mood characterizes the relationship between an event and alternative
worlds that might exist at a point in time. The actual world that is opposed
to alternative worlds is analogous to the temporal reference point that
serves as tense locus or event frame., in the sense that it provides a standard
from whose point of view the event can be evaluated. This suggests that
mood is a semantic operation analogous to tense-aspect. although il dilfers
in that it deals with events and worlds rather than with events and lime.
(Chung & Timberlake 1985:2S6)

The concepts of reality and time are also reflected in the semantic distinctions

expressed by the negalive markers: Ita- expresses ntgatton and the failure ofthe Event 10
occur (within the given temporal representation), -s;- expresses the negation of the
concept oflhe le:<eme, and -10- expresses the lack of occurrence of an Event.

7.5 Summary of Raults
This study has dealt with the formatives expressing tense/aspect. mood and
negation in the verbal construction of Standard Swahili, and their interrelationship.
Using a systemic approach, the study dealt with the morphemes under discussion
individually, but more importantly, the systematic relationship offonnatives in each of the
categories was considered, as well the interrelationship of the sets offormatives. As a
result, conclusions available in the literature, where the different categories are often
treated partially or separately, have been revised and expanded Furthermore, a new
analysis of the negative markers has been presented.
Those formatives of position four that express tense (-/i- and -10-) and aspect
(-lIa-I-o-, -ki- and -me-) have been distinguished from those that do not simply express
notions of tense or aspect, but express mood (-"gc.'- and -llgali-) or seriation (-ka-).
Besides the meaning of the fonnatives and their position, co-occurrence restrictions of
elements in compound forms. which have been compiled, and co-occurrence with finals
have been taken into consideration. A methanism that explains the many contextual
interpretations of the morpheme -If;- has been proposed for the formative
The approach has also resulted in a unified semantic analysis of the three finals
which are in paradigmatic relationship in Swahili. In the literature, the final -i is often
associated with 'negative' In contrast, in this analysis the final-i is described as
conveying a meaning which in conjunction with ha- expresses a denial ofthl: actualization
in its entirety of the event in question.
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The negative markers of Swahili, ha-, -si- and -ro-, have rarely been investigated.
This study presents an analysis of the three negative markers., concentrating on ha~ and

-si-. It was shown that both negative markers express different types of negation. In
Swahili, negation expressed by ha- negates the actualization ohhe event (where the
duration of the event is specified by the tense/aspect marker), while negation with -s;expresses descriptive negation. Relating several subsystems to one another, it was also
possible to explain the existing co-occurrence restrictions of the negative marker ha~ with
formatives of position four
From a theoretical point of view, the model of chronogenesis has been applied to
tense/aspect distinctions in Swahili. The application reveals similarities with and
differences from its application to English as described in Chapter Two. Stage One of

c:hronogenl!sis is represented by the formative KU-. For Stages Two and Three, the
application of the model allows us to highlight the distinction between the Vast Present,
not overtly marked for tense, at Stage Two, and the Past and the Future which are ovenly
marked for tense, at Stage Three. It also explains why in compound forms oven tense
marking, when present, OCCUr1 on the auxiliary of tile compound fOtm: the fonn
expressing the greater specificity, tense, is given on the first verb. This principle explains
the combinatory possibility of Stage Two with Stage Two and the combinatory possibility
of Stage Three with Stage Two, ootthe non-occurrence of Stage Two - Stage Three
combinations in compound fonns.
Thus, the analysis has furthered the application ofthe theoretical framework
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considered and has contributed to the underslanding ohhe Swahili verbal system.

7.6 Other Obsrrvalioa.

The analysis has demonstrated that it is importarttto analyze formativts from •

systemic point ofv;cw in order to be able to infer underlying systemic contrasts. In.
language like Swahili, which has been described as an agglutinating language, the analysis
has demonstrated that the distribution of co-occurrence among fonnatives can lead to
pauems that reveal systemic contrasts. While to analyze indiv;dual fonnatives is
important. it is also important to look at whole systems or large parts ofsysteTns since
smaller units may reveal a subsystem, but possibly not the 'larger picture'. This may
sometimes lead researchers to describe situations as special that, ifa larger p&It of a
system is known, may be explained more easily on the basis of systemic differences.
It has also been shown that for Swahili the position of a fomutive within the vabaI

construction is of significance and that especially the beginnings and ends of tile verbal
construction need to be given special attention', since major categoric distinctions are
made at these: positions, for example negative venus affirmative and the differenl moods.

In acquiring language children pay attention to the 'beginnings and ends' of verbal
constructions (see footnote 9). Significant information on the verbal construction may
occur at the end. For example in Inuklitut. a polysynlhetic language, a verb consists ofthc
verbal base. a number ofderivational affixes, and inflectional endings that express tense
and number distinctions.
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Thus, beginnings and ends of the verbal construction are important for analysis'.
The position ofa formative within the verbal string is also significant. For
example, besides tense/aspect marking. formatives that deal with the larger sentence
providing morpho-syntactic information on pronominal agreement (subject and object) and
information on relative marking in some cases, appear to occur to the left of the verbal
root, while formatives that further specify or modify the root (which may also include
syntactic information) are placed on the right of the verbal root. Paul K. Andersen
(1991 :40) quotes Bybee's (1985) hierarchical order of verbal morphological categories as:
'VERB-Valence-Voice-Asptet-Tense-Mood-number/personlgender Agreement'.
In Swahili the classifier agreement may be regarded as equivalent to gender
agreement; classifier agreement and the five categories occurring to the left of 'gender
agreement' occur in pre·verbal base marking, while the sixth and seventh category occur
in post·verbal base marking before the final which includes mood.

7.7 Further Exploralion

To provide consistency in argumentation the study has dealt specifically with
Standard Swahili. Considering the larger context, the verbal construction in Standard
Swahili appears to vary from some other Bantu languages in the expression of tense and

They are also important for first language acquisition. Clark (1993) reports that in
children's acquisition of inflectional systems suffixes are easier to master than prefixes and
prefixes are easier than infixes; this is relational to the typological pattern orthe language
the children are acquiring.
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aspect. Swahili has only one position where aspectual and tense distinctions are made.
The expression of a tense/aspect category close to the right boundary is common in Bantu.
Swahili does not represent the 'norm'. In contrast, other Bantu languages and several
other members of Sabaki include aspect maricers at the right boundary of the verbal
construction, for instance:

(12) Mwini: !--0-J.d:-e+e

I P·0-laugh-RETRO

'we have laughed'
(Nurse & Hinnebusch 1993:692)
Also, Swahili has only one formative to express 'past' and one to express 'future'
in simple verbal constructions. In some other Bantu languages in compound forms both
the auxiliary and the lexical verb can be marked with tense (see Dome 1989). As we have
seen, in Swahili tense is only expressed once.
In contrast, distinctions in negation appear 10 be similar in number to many other
Bantu languages (see Kamba Muzenga 1981). Whether Swahili is undergoing a
typological change that is first evident in main clauses and whether the system of negation
tends to be more conservative remains to be explored.
The topic of this study is very broad in scope: it deals with tense/aspect/mood
formatives, mood distinctions in finals, and markers of negation. At the same time the
analysis intentionally has had a narrow focus: it analyses the Swahili verb formations found
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in main clauses. and some subordinate clauses. The objective has been to analyse
fonnatives as sets and to bring together elements lhat are often dealt with panially or
separately based on the hypot!lesi.s that fonnatives of the 'verbal' categories when
analyzed coherently would reveal some ofttle systemi~ relationships that exist at a
cognitive level between the different elements. These would, in tum. lead to the
e.xplanations and illumination ofobservations made in gBJYU'I'WS and in the literature on
verllal constructions in Swahili.
Many of the topics discussed in the study can be explored funher. To give just a
few e:ol:amples, in terms ofaspect. the wionsan of the verbal root and the co-occurrence
panerns between roots and extensions. and roots and lense/aspect markers need funher
invesligation: forms of negation also ~ to be investigated funher. as do the position of
formatives in vcrbal strings of agglutinating or polysyntheti~ languages. This study has
shown the relationship among the formative! of tense/aspect. mood and negation. and it is
hoped that the study provides some impetus to explore Aktionsart and negation further.

The following

~hatt

(Figure 7.3) provides an overview of the formative! discussed

in lhis study.
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Figure 7.3: Form.lives of Verbal Categories
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Notes on Figure 7.3:

I. The markers that can occur in synthetic forms in relative clauses are included.
2. As was discussed in the text, in Chapter Three, -kiJ- 'consecutive' can occur

with final-o and final --e.
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APPENDIX A

CO·OCCURRENCE PATTERNS OF FORMATIVES IN THE VERBAL CONSTRUCTION
Co-occurrence Patterns
NEG,

SC

NEG l

TAM

NEG,

R

OC'

ST'

(OC)

VB

E

VB
(OC)

ku

to'

ku

h.

(OC)

VB
(ku)

hu

(OC)

VB

(OC)

VB

."'

VB

(E)

VB

(E)

ki

(OC)

VB

(E)

SC

m,

(OC)

(ku)

VB

(E)

SC

mesha

(OC)

(ku)

VB

(E)

SC
SC

(OC)

(ku)
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·
··

·
··
··
·
i

(OC)

SC

(R)

(E)

VB

SC

F

PF

01,'

VB

Imperative
ini>
eni

Imperative with Plural Address
Verbal Noun or Infinitive
Neglltive Form of the Verbal
Noun
'habitual'
Negation of Actualization
in Entirety
Focused Imperi"ective
Imperfective
Potential
Retrospective
Completive

Co-occurrence Pallems (cont,)
NEG.

SC

NEG l

TAM

NEG)

R

,;

SC

,.

OC'

ST'

VB

E

(OC)

(ku)

VB

(E)

(OC)

(ku)

VB

(E)

(ha)

SC

(ha)

SC

(~)

"8'

(OCI

(ku)

VB

(E)

(hal

SC

(~)

n8a1i

(OC)

(ku)

VB

(E)

ha

SC

ku

(OC)

VB

(E)

ha

SC

j.

(OC)

(ku)

VB

(E)

SC
SC

si

SC

k.

F

··
··
··
,

PF

Past
Future
HypolhelicaVCondilK>nal~

HypotheticaVConditional
Past Negative
Retrospective Negative
yet'

'not

Subjunctive

(OCI

VB

(EI

(OC)

VB

(E)

,

Negative Subjunctive

(OC)

VB

(E)

oJ,

Consecutive

Notes: I. The stem marker is deleted when the verb occurs with an object marker.
2. The imperative occurs with final

-f!

if the object marker occurs.

3. The posittoo of -10- is described in the literalure in several ways.
4. As discussed, there may be a meaning difference belween the two morphemes which is not evident in this

description,
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APPENDIX B: COMPARISON OF TERMINOLOGY
- Authors
I Formatives

Ashton

Past
ta

loognlan

Polome

The Past Tense
(Umbola-li-)

past

Past, COITespondS 10
Gennan Prlteritum

The Future Tense
(Umbo la ~Ia·)

future

Future

I

The Perfect
(Umbo la -me-)

perfective/resullalive

express action
completed in the p.st or
at moment or speech; •
process whose result
expresses'clual slate

definite lime

I The Progressive Present

'actuar present

Present, mostly 'aclual
present'

indefinite time

I The Simple Present
(Umbola-a-)

'indefinite' present

'General Presenl'

imperfectiveiCOOlinuous

introduces cond.
senlence. expresses a
continuing action
concurrenl 10 an action
in the main clause

r Future
expressing completed aClion
or statel

(Umbo la -na-)

ki

Brauner & Herms!

I ki-tense(imperfecl,
continuous. incomplete)

The Participial
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cont'd

Ashton

hu

I habitual or repetitive action

"8e

I nge-tense (suppositional

ngali
k.

condilion, possible
realization)
ngali-tense (suppositional
condition)

I ka-tense

Loogman

Polome

Brauner & Herms

Hu-form

habitual

expresses regular or
customary, repetitive
action

Contrary-to-fact
(present)

present conditional

Hypothetical (present)

Contrary-to-fact (past)
The Historical form
(Umbo la -ka-)

-f past conditional
ISUbsccutivc

Hypothetical (past)
used in nan-atives:
expresses a distant action
or IWO or more sequential
aclions

"8"

nga-tense (actual concession)

ellpressing 'be it this or
that, even if

'actual' concessive

used in concessive
sentences

j.

not yet

Not·Yet form
(Umbo la sija.)

ncgative, milker: 'nOI
yet'

'not yet'

ku

Negative ofPast time

The Ncgative Past

negative, marker: past

negative of'Prliteritum'

japo

japo-lense (supposition
concession)

The Japo-Form. 'even if,

'suppositional' concessive

used in concessive
sentences

(Umbola~
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Notes:

I. Since Ashton uses .ttimes the name of the formative and tense, descriptions are
included in brackets.

2. The terminology of Brauner & Henns does not include labels. but instead names
each formative which is then described in meaning and function. The mo51

pertinent descriptions are here translated into English.
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APP£NDIXC:

LIST OF SELECTED TERMlNOLOGY

Actualization: A term used here in a general sense describing that something may become
real or may occur. It is not used in the technical sense as in diachronic linguistics

where it is defined as 'the gradual mapping out of the consequences of the
reanalysis' (Harris and Campbell (1995:77) who are quoting a definition by
Timberlake (1977».

Aktionsart(en): The lexical aspect of the verb in comparison to the grammatical aspect.

Ascending Time: A tenn in Guillaumian theory, a representation of time where events are
represented from an exterior point of view, projected by imaginative mental
activity, time that is represented as proceeding in the direction of the future

(~

also Descending Time). One of the two major divisions in Guillaumian
tense/aspect analysis.

Chronogenesis: A tenn in Guillaumian theory; chronogenuis is a model of a stratified
time image described in different stages which increase in specificity and
complexity.

J02

Completive: A term to describe an aspectual category; an event that is completely
finished. here used for events that arc completed before their projected end.

Compound Form: A term used here to describe forms in Swahili (and other Bantu
languages) where an expression consists of two verb forms with the same
pronominal subject agreement. the first vffll functioning as an auxiliary and the
other as a lexical verb.

Consecutive: A term that describes that two or more events arc contingent on one other
event which may have the same or a different subject agreement. and that the
second (and other subsequent) event(s) express a distant CVC1'lt or a sequence of

Descending Time: A term in Guillaumian theory; a representation of time wherc events
time is represented as moving toward the past. Events that are represented in
Descending Time are events that arc represented as being recorded in memory (see
also Ascending Time).

One of the two major divisions in Guil1aumian tensclaspect

analysis.

Event Time: The time contained in the representation oCthe event., between the preinitial and the post.final moments.
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Locus of orientation: A term to describe the speaker's reference to the time of speaking
or to the contextually established time sphere

Performative: An aspectual category that characterizes !he complete event in Ascending
Time.

POtential aspea: An aspectual category that is used here to describe the many contextual
meanings of -lei·. It refers here to an aspectual calegory that within a time frame of
imperfectivity describes Ihe event represented by a form with the -lei- formative as
concurrent 10 anoIher event (in the main clause). Since !he form with 4i- can be
concurrent 10 a future evenl where the event expressed by the form with -Ili- is not
in any pan completed. the term 'potential' has b«n used.

Retrosp«live: An aspeaual category expressing an event from the point ofview of its
result phrase. from where it may be seen either as a complete event or an event
having funher consequences. but having an influence on the present. Similar to

'anterior' (Bybee et aI.I994). It is termed retrospective in concrast to prospective.

Universe Time: A term in Guillaumian theory; it describes the whole of the flow ohime
in \lo~;lcn an even! is embedded. It is the time, divided or ulrdivided. which
contains the event.
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Vast Present: A term that characterizes the flow of Universe Time without bound time
zones. which runs from infinity to infinity. In lhis analysis it is part of lhe
second level of ch,onogelles;s.

lOl

